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cinntiú go bhfuil an fhaisnéis sa 
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a bheith freagach áfach as aon 
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND TEAM/FOIREANN LEABHAIR PHÁISTÍ ÉIREANN

In 2017 Children’s Books Ireland turned twenty years 
old. Within that time, we have grown from being a 
voluntary organisation to having four full-time staff 
members. In our busy offices in central Dublin, we 
strive to meet the demands of an increasingly busy 
industry and society. At Children’s Books Ireland our 
vision is an Ireland in which books are part of every 
child’s life and where meaningful engagement with 
books is supported by passionate and informed adults 
in families, schools, libraries and communities all across 
the country.

This Inis Reading Guide is one of our most important 
ways of sharing books. By recommending the very best 
books in all genres and age groups, we can ensure that 
children find the right book for them, often with some 
help from an adult in their lives – a parent, grandparent, 
teacher, librarian or bookseller – who can call on this 
guide for help. 

We know that ‘one size fits all’ doesn’t work for books: 
our CBI book doctors hold clinics all over Ireland to 
meet with young people and talk to them about their 
interests before prescribing great books for them to 
read. They are the section editors of this guide, which 
ensures they are up-to-date with the very best reads 
available for young people.

Throughout the year, we also publish Inis magazine 
online and in print, so our members can access reviews 
of all the most recent titles. Our annual international 
conference is another way of highlighting the most 

exciting voices in children’s books. We invite speakers 
from all over the world to come and speak to our 
audience over a weekend. And the CBI Book of the 
Year Awards and associated Shadowing Scheme 
recognises Irish illustrators and authors whose work 
is extraordinary. As well as these core projects, we 
work in partnership with festivals and venues to 
ensure that young people have access to wonderful 
events that help to bring books to life for them. We 
are also honoured to administer the Laureate na nÓg 
project on behalf of the Arts Council and partners. 
This year we announced two new initiatives to 
celebrate our anniversary, which included the inaugural 
annual Robert Dunbar Memorial Libraries and the 
announcement of Laureate na nÓg PJ Lynch and his 
three predecessors as Patrons of CBI. 

As a small team, CBI relies on the goodwill and hard 
work and support of the many volunteers, interns, 
reviewers and members who make our work possible.

Tá muid ag iarraidh labhairt le gach ball dár bpobal 
agus, mar sin, cuidigh linn an scéal a scaipeadh faoin 
tábhacht a bhaineann le leabhair agus le léitheoireacht. 
Please use this guide to find the best of new books 
available and encourage others to do so. Pass it along to 
friends and family. Become a member of CBI by going 
online to childrensbooksireland.ie to help support our 
work. 

We could not produce this guide without the 
cooperation and support of the publishers, the time 
and expertise generously given by our team of editors 
and their reviewers, and the skill and imagination of 
both our designer Fintan Wall and this year’s campaign 
illustrator PJ Lynch.

CBI would like to thank all our partners in libraries and 
bookshops across Ireland. For more information about 
events near you and resources to promote reading in 
your school, library or community, visit 

www.childrensbooksireland.ie

denotes an Irish author/illustrator/publisher 
údar/maisitheoir/foilsitheoir as Éirinn

Children’s Books Ireland/ 
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann   
17 North Great Georges Street, Dublin 1
Telephone: 00 353 1 8727475
info@childrensbooksireland.ie
www.childrensbooksireland.ie

Elaina was blown away by
One  

by Sarah Crossan

Jenny was blown away by
 The Outsiders  
by S.E. Hinton

Aoife was blown away by
There

by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

Ciara was blown away by
Wave

by Suzy Lee
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WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!

FIND US ONLINE 

Children’s Books Ireland is the national children’s books 
organisation of Ireland. Our mission is to make books 
a part of every child’s life. We champion and celebrate 
the importance of authors and illustrators and we work 
in partnership with the people and organisations who 
enhance children’s lives through books. Our vision is an 
Ireland in which books are a part of every child’s life and 
where meaningful engagement with books is supported 
by passionate and informed adults in families, schools, 
libraries and communities all across the country. 

Become a member of CBI today and receive:

• Three issues of Inis magazine every year 
• A copy of the Inis Reading Guide 
• A bookmark featuring original
 artwork by an Irish illustrator, created specially for  
 our annual reading campaign 
• Reduced entry fee to the annual international  
 CBI Conference and other events 
• Access to excellent resources via CBI’s website,  
 including book-related activities and discussion  
 notes

To find out how to get involved, go to: 

www.childrensbooksireland.ie

In addition to receiving copies of Inis magazine, the 
annual Inis Reading Guide and reduced rate entry to the 
CBI annual international conference, our members have 
access to a wide range of additional resource material 
online at no extra cost.

We regularly post reviews, interviews and features 
throughout the year and keep you up-to-date on all 
events happening within the CBI calendar and the larger 
children’s book community here in Ireland. 

From activity sheets for schools to book shadowing 
packs, information sheets on creating book clubs to 
specially curated lists of suggested reads on a wide range 
of topics and themes, the resource section is a living 
archive of the work we do in CBI.

THE CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND MAGAZINE

issue 51

THE CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND MAGAZINE

issue 49

THE CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND MAGAZINE

issue 48

You can also find us here:

www.childrensbooksireland.ie

childrensbooksireland  

@KidsBooksIrel

@kidsbooksirel 
 
tinyurl.com/KidsBooksIrel
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Ruth Concannon is a reader-in-residence for Dublin City Libraries and a CBI book doctor.

What book were you blown away by? 
‘I was absolutely blown away this year by The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas and have been 
forcing everyone I know to read it since!’

Juliette Saumande is a French writer living in Dublin, because she has a passion for wet summers 
and toasted sandwiches. She blogs at juliettesaumande.blogspot.ie. She is a CBI book doctor 
and is the current reviews editor of Inis magazine.

What book were you blown away by?  

‘As a child, I was blown away after reading Moominland Midwinter; ever since then I have wanted 
to be a Moomin.’

Olivia Lally is a book doctor, storyteller, facilitator and children’s book enthusiast! 

What book were you blown away by?” 

‘The book that blew me away was The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis. This book 
completely changed the way I looked at the world.’ 

Síne Quinn is an editor, a writing coordinator (Bookmarks Programme at TCD) and a coordinator 
for College Awareness Week. A CBI book doctor, a former Inis reviews editor, a former CBI Book 
of the Year Awards judge and a regular reviewer for Inis magazine, she holds an MPhil in Children’s 
Literature.

What book were you blown away by? 

‘Revolver by Marcus Sedgwick is a spellbinding tale of suspense. A powerful read that leaves 
an indelible mark.’

Becky Long is a PhD student, usually to be found behind, under or in the general vicinity of her 
desk in Trinity College, where she happily spends her time reading and writing about children’s 
books. She is also a broadcaster and a CBI book doctor and holds an MA in Children’s Literature.

What book were you blown away by? 

‘I was blown away by Victoria Turnbull’s picturebook Pandora and its gentle, inspiring story of 
hope, friendship and love.’

Kim Harte is a CBI book doctor and former CBI board member. She has been a children’s 
bookseller for almost a decade and especially enjoys facilitating children’s book clubs.

What book were you blown away by? 

‘I’d have to say Little House in the Big Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder. I read it countless times 
throughout my childhood and still treasure my battered copy with its broken spine and loose pages.’

Is léachtóir agus aistritheoir í Claire M Dunne in Institiúid Oideachais Marino. Bhí sí ina 
heagarthóir Gaeilge don irisleabhar Inis ó 2011–2014. Bhí sí ina comheagarthóir do Thar an 
Tairseach, an tríú cnuasach aistí acadúla ar litríocht Ghaeilge na n-óg. 

What book were you blown away by? 

‘Le déanaí, An tÉan Órga le Caitríona Hastings agus Andrew Whitson, tá sé fíorálainn ar fad!’

Anne Gannon is a librarian, a current CBI book doctor and a former judge of the CBI Book of the 
Year Awards. She holds an MA in Children’s Literature and loves being part of the amazing world 
of children’s books.

What book were you blown away by? 

‘For me, it was The Sleeping Giant by Irish author–illustrator Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick.’

Each section in the Inis Reading Guide is edited by one of our CBI book doctors, and each CBI book doctor is a 
children’s books specialist. They sort through the huge volume of submissions for this guide to select the very best 
titles for each age range. Look out for them across Ireland for your very own book prescription.



Have you ever finished a series that 
you loved and not known what to 
read next? Do you love movies and 
video games but find reading a bit 
of a chore? These are the kinds of 
questions the CBI book doctors 
ask their patients at our CBI book 
clinics, where we meet lots of 
young people and their families and 
guide each child towards finding 
the right book for them.

Since 2012 Children’s Books Ireland 
has been touring CBI book clinics all 
over the island of Ireland, bringing 
reading prescriptions to young 
readers from babies to teenagers. 
From Listowel to Howth and from 
Castlebar to Letterkenny, CBI book 
doctors have met six-year-olds 
who have brought their best-loved 
books to show us, twelve-year-olds 
who have exhausted their local 
library’s supplies, teenagers looking 
for the latest book to share with 
their friends and parents seeking 
inspiration for new picturebooks 
to read with their little ones. The 
CBI book clinic is a free of charge, 
drop-in facility for all families, 
where children can consult with the 
book doctor and walk away with 
their own reading passport full of 
suggested reads. As well as being 

jam-packed with reading activities 
to do at home and in your local 
bookshop or library, the passport 
opens up a world of engagement 
with books and equips any young 
reader with the skills to learn more 
about their own reading choices. 

The CBI book clinic gives us an 
opportunity to meet young readers 
and their families. We also love to 
talk to teachers who are sourcing 
a new class novel and parents who 
are looking for tips to enthuse 
reluctant readers. Keep an eye on 
www.childrensbooksireland.ie 
and on Facebook and Twitter to see 
when we’re coming to your town, 
and watch out for a few special 
Twitter clinics to answer the adults’ 
questions. 

CBI BOOK CLUB 
If you can’t wait for the CBI book 
clinic to come to you, check out the 
RTÉjr book club blog at  
rtejr.ie/books where you can catch 
up with all our recommended 
reads. Or join the book club group 
on RTÉjr Facebook for Grownups, 
facebook.com/rtejr, for weekly 
book reviews from our CBI book 
doctors, book hamper competitions 
and great read ideas for your little 
ones. It is easy to join and free of 
charge. 

INIS READING GUIDE 2017–18       7
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Laureate na nÓg is an exciting 
project recognising the role and 
importance of literature for children 
in Ireland. The current laureate is 
author–illustrator PJ Lynch, who 
will hold the title until May 2018.

PJ Lynch was born in Belfast 
and has illustrated over twenty 
books, including modern editions 
of classic books such as Charles 
Dickens’s A Christmas Carol and 
The Snow Queen by Hans Christian 
Andersen. He has been awarded 
the Christopher Medal three times 
and he also won the prestigious 
Kate Greenaway Medal on two 
occasions, first for The Christmas 
Miracle of Jonathan Toomey by 
Susan Wojciechowski and again 
for When Jessie Came across the 
Sea by Amy Hest. Recent titles 
include Once upon a Place, which 
was compiled by Eoin Colfer when 
he was Laureate na nÓg, and The 
Boy Who Fell off the Mayflower, 
which is the first book PJ has also 
written. PJ also illustrated Patrick 
and the President, set during 
President John F. Kennedy’s return 
to his ancestral home in New Ross, 
County Wexford in 1963. The text 
was written by broadcaster Ryan 
Tubridy.

PJ Lynch has chosen ‘The Big 
Picture’ as his Laureate na nÓg 
theme, a two-year focus on the art 
of illustration and visual storytelling 
that celebrates children’s literature 
and the power of the imagination. 

The Big Picture Project is a 
partnership with organisations and 
individuals working with children 
on the island of Ireland. Together 
with PJ they are creating large 
canvasses, storyboards and murals 
that children design and execute 
alongside the laureate. When his 
term ends in May 2018, PJ will have 
completed more than a dozen Big 
Pictures with children from Dublin 
to Derry and Belfast to Mayo, 
as well as a permanent mural in 
collaboration with the children 
from Gaelscoil Mhainistir na Corann 
in Midleton, County Cork. 

PJ Lynch is committed to using 
digital technology to promote 
children’s books and illustration to 
the widest possible audience. Since 
his laureate term began in May 
2016, he has produced a series of 
online videos under The Big Picture 
banner, in which he discusses and 
demonstrates various aspects 
of illustration and picturebook 
making. 

The Big Picture videos feature 
interviews with and demonstrations 
from some of the most dynamic 
and interesting children’s book 
illustrators working in Ireland today. 
PJ hopes these videos will inspire 
children to engage with drawing 
and visual art throughout their 
studies. The Big Picture videos can 
be viewed at childrenslaureate.ie  
and on the Laureate na nÓg 
Facebook page.

PJ has represented Ireland 
internationally at events such as 
the Asian Festival of Children’s 
Content and the Bologna Children’s 
Book Fair. Later this year he will 
address the USBBY conference 
in Seattle. PJ is documenting his 
travels and experience as laureate 
in a colourful blog for RTÉ Culture. 
You can follow PJ’s journey as 
Laureate na nÓg at  
www.rte.ie/culture
 
       @childrenslaureateireland
       @laureatenanog
 
Laureate na nÓg is an initiative of the 
Arts Council with the support of The Arts 
Council of Northern Ireland, The Minister 
for Children and Youth Affairs, Children’s 
Books Ireland and Poetry Ireland. The honour 
has been established to engage young people 
with high quality literature and to underline 
the importance of children’s literature in our 
cultural and imaginative life.

Photograph by Barry Cronin  
courtesy The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon
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The CBI Book of the Year Awards are 
the most prestigious children’s book 
awards in Ireland and are celebrated 
every year in libraries, schools, 
bookshops and homes across the 
country. The carefully selected jury 
of adult readers and one young 
judge read, discuss and judge up to 
ninety books every year, undertaking 
the difficult process of selecting 
a shortlist from all the submitted 
titles. 

The CBI Book of the Year Awards 
are made up of six awards. This 
year the Eilís Dillon Award for a first 
children’s book was won by Paul 
Gamble for Ministry of S.U.I.T.s (Little 
Island Books) and the Judges’ Special 
Award was won by Bliain na nAmhrán 
scríofa ag Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin 
agus masithe le Jennifer Farley, 
Brian Fitzgerald, Tarsila Krüse agus 
Christina O’Donovan (Futa Fata). 
The Honour Award for Fiction went 
to Deirdre Sullivan for Needlework 
(Little Island Books) and the 
Children’s Choice Award, which was 
selected by our shadowing groups, 
was awarded to Peadar Ó Guilín 
for The Call (David Fickling Books). 
The Honour Award for Illustration 
and the overall CBI Book of the Year 
Award were won by Chris Haughton 
for Goodnight Everyone (Walker 
Books). 

The opinions of young readers are 
a crucial part of the awards, which 
is why the Shadowing Scheme has 
been a key component of the awards 
since 2005. This scheme gives young 
people of all ages the opportunity 
to read and critique the shortlisted 

books just as the adult judging panel 
does. Every shadowing-group leader 
is supported in selecting suitable 
titles for their group to read – the 
shortlisted books can range from 
picturebooks to teen or young adult 
novels, and each group can read all 
the titles or a smaller selection that 
is appropriate for the age and reading 
level of the group.

Signing up to the Shadowing 
Scheme is free of charge to CBI 
members, and each group receives 
posters, bookmarks and a specially 
designed resource pack as well 
as phone and email support from 
CBI. Shadowing begins when the 
shortlist is announced in March each 
year, and groups can sign up from 
February onwards. The shadowing 
pack, developed in conjunction with 
children’s books reviewers, teachers, 
librarians and other children’s 
books experts, gives suggestions 
for reading diaries, group discussion 
and arts activities tailored to each 
shortlisted title. Teachers across the 
country find the pack to be a very 
useful classroom resource when 
encouraging children to read for 
pleasure, and book-club leaders in 
libraries and bookshops can dedicate 
a number of weeks or months 
to reading the shortlisted books 
with the help of the activities and 
discussion points within the pack. 
Redesign the cover, hold a courtroom 
drama, role play as characters or 
write an alternative ending – the 
shadowing pack is a starting point 
for imaginative ideas about how to 
engage with books. 

Shadowing groups can purchase 
books at a discount from 
International Education Services 
Ltd. (www.iesltd.ie) or can work 
with their local librarian to secure 
bulk loans or class sets of the books. 
They can also keep an eye on CBI’s 
Facebook and Twitter for book 
giveaways and competitions. 

At the end of the shadowing process 
each group is asked to score the 
titles they have read, and those 
scores are collated to produce the 
winner – lively debate is encouraged 
and helps to develop the critical 
assessment skills of each child or 
young person. The votes from all 
participating groups are collated to 
decide the Children’s Choice winner. 
Every year, a small number of lucky 
groups are invited to attend the 
awards ceremony in May and present 
the Children’s Choice Award to the 
winner. We also produce a short 
film with shadowing groups, which 
is screened at the ceremony and 
ensures that young people’s voices 
are at the heart of the entire awards 
process. Check out CBI’s YouTube 
channel for these views from the 
shadowers. 

If you are a CBI member who runs a 
book club or reading group, or if you 
think your child’s class would like to 
take part in a fun, enriching process 
and have their voices heard, email 
aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie for 
more information.

Children's Books Ireland
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann



INGELA P. ARRHENIUS 
WHERE’S MRS LADYBIRD? 
NOSY CROW 2017 (BOARD) 12PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857637628

A charming lift-the-flap book featuring a host of friendly insects who are hiding 
under felt leaves, flowers, bushes and petals. The strong, colourful artwork is a 
joy to look at and every spread has been carefully designed for little eyes. A baby 
book with real flair and originality. [SWe]

READ ALSO: Where’s Mr Owl? by Ingela P. Arrhenius

LO COLE
MIX & MATCH COLOURS 
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (BOARD) 14PP £5.99 ISBN 9781406356298

A perfect first book that teaches colours with bright, simple images of a baby’s 
favourite things. A second, inbuilt book of block colours is just small enough 
for little fingers and encourages an awareness of how everyday objects can come 
in all different colours. [OH]

READ ALSO: Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? by Eric Carle 

XAVIER DENEUX 
TOUCHTHINKLEARN: FLY! 
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (BOARD) 14PP £11.99 ISBN 9781452159225

This beautifully illustrated book with cut-out pieces allows young readers to 
move the character, Bird, through her adventures. Younger readers will enjoy the 
interactivity of this book and older readers will delight in making up their own 
versions of the story using the cut-outs. Great fun! [JB]

READ ALSO: Wild Animals by Xavier Deneux

SOPHY HENN
BEDTIME WITH TED
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (BOARD) 10PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408880791

It’s Ted’s bedtime but he’s far too busy splashing with penguins in the bath and 
brushing his teeth with crocodiles. This stylishly illustrated journey towards bed 
will delight all young procrastinators and, since Ted does end up in bed, it’s a 
perfect bedtime story for the very young. [ACa]

READ ALSO: A Book of Sleep by Il Sung Na

PETR HORÁCEK
ANIMAL COUNTING
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 20PP £9.99 ISBN 9781406376227

This lift-the-flap book goes from one to ten with a host of colourful and exotic 
animals for the reader to count. The flaps give the book an interactive quality 
beyond just counting the animals on the page. The text is lively and Horáček’s 
illustrations are vibrant and eye-catching. [JD]

READ ALSO: Animal Numbers by Thomas Flintham
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JÖRG MÜHLE
BATHTIME FOR LITTLE RABBIT
GECKO PRESS 2017 (BOARD) 20PP £6.99 ISBN 9781776571376

This playful boardbook is the second in Jörg Mühle’s series featuring Little 
Rabbit as he carries out daily tasks. This time Little Rabbit is getting himself 
squeaky clean. This interactive book encourages readers to take part in each of 
the steps. An educational and entertaining approach to bathing! [SD]

READ ALSO: In the Bath by Leslie Patricelli

MARY MURPHY
PICKEN: MIX AND MATCH THE FARM ANIMALS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (BOARD) 12PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406371376

Create your own farm animal! Seven familiar farm residents are featured, but the 
split-pages allow for the creation of multiple versions of these, e.g. the title ‘picken’ 
– pig and chicken. These delightful creatures have instant child appeal and great 
fun will be had mixing and matching. And my favourite? Googlet! [VCo]

READ ALSO: Crocopotamus by Mary Murphy

ÁINE NÍ GHLINN maisithe ag LAURA JANE PHELAN 
CINNÍN ÓIR AGUS NA TRÍ BHÉAR
AN GÚM 2017 (CRUA) 32LCH €8.50 ISBN 9781857919356 

Athinsint, i bhfoirm rann le rithim agus fuaim an-taitneamhach, é seo de 
scéal na dtrí bhéar. I measc na ngnéithe a tharraingeodh páistí isteach, tá 
mothúcháin léirithe go soiléir ar éadan Chinnín Óir agus na dathanna 
tarraingteacha. Seo leabhar a léifeá arís agus arís eile. [ACl] 

LÉIGH FREISIN:  Lá Álainn Dainín le Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin agus Steve Simpson

VIVIANE SCHWARZ
COUNTING WITH TINY CAT
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406371024

The scrawly scribbles of this charming counting book are bursting with 
character. Tiny Cat runs the entire gamut of emotions in this short and sweet 
tale of having too little, too much or maybe just enough? A playful introduction 
to counting that delivers a lot more than you bargained for. [SMcC]

READ ALSO: Count with Maisy, Cheep, Cheep, Cheep by Lucy Cousins

GERRY TURLEY
LOIS LOOKS FOR BOB AT THE PARK
NOSY CROW 2017 (HBK) 14PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857638922

A fresh illustration style ensures this stands out from the crowd. A surefire hit 
with young readers who will enjoy helping the little cat to search for her friend 
at the park. The chunky flaps have clues to what might be hidden behind and 
lots of new characters to meet. [RuJ]

READ ALSO: Lois Looks for Bob at Home by Gerry Turley
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RICHARD ADAMS illustrated by ALEX T. SMITH
THE ADVENTURES OF EGG BOX DRAGON
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444938401

When Emma makes an egg-box dragon, she leaves him to sleep under the 
moon and, magically, he comes to life. He roars and breathes fire but discovers 
his true talent is finding things. From lost keys to missing turtles, he can 
find anything. Even the queen seeks his assistance when her biggest diamond 
disappears. This was the Watership Down author’s last book and his characters 
are sumptuously illustrated in Alex T. Smith’s humorous, detailed style. A 
cheeky dragon with boxes of charm and likeability! [OH]

READ ALSO: The Trouble with Dragons by Debbi Gliori

LAURA ELLEN ANDERSON  
I DON’T WANT CURLY HAIR
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408868409

This exuberant, light and lively picturebook about a girl with lots of curly 
red hair is written in rhyme, and its wonderfully bouncy, waltzing rhythm is 
great for reading aloud. Whatever she does, this redhead’s hair refuses to be 
anything but curly. Eventually she meets a girl who hates her own straight hair. 
They create masses of different styles together and happily conclude that they 
both love their hair. Deftly handled in this delightful picturebook, the theme 
of self-image somehow never dominates the madcap narrative. [LJ]

READ ALSO: Florence Frizzball by Claire Freedman and Jane Massey

STEVE ANTONY
UNPLUGGED
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444934151

Robot Blip enjoys her virtual life, forever plugged in to her computer. But one 
day, following a power cut, she stumbles outside for the first time and discovers 
that a whole world of friendship, freedom and adventure awaits her. Antony 
cleverly uses colour to contrast the dull virtual world with the vibrant reality 
of nature and play. The great variety in the activities and expressions of the 
characters adds extra liveliness. A celebration of the beauty of nature and a 
timely call to adventure. [ED]

READ ALSO: Wild by Emily Hughes

MAC BARNETT illustrated by JON KLASSEN
TRIANGLE
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406376678

The award-winning Barnett and Klassen have teamed up once again, this time 
offering a series of stories about shapes. In the tale of Triangle, the little shape 
sets out to play a sneaky trick on his friend, Square. In the signature style of 
the duo, the story is simple, bold and humorous. The power of this picturebook 
primarily lies in Klassen’s clever use of expression – it’s all about the eyes here, 
from the shifty to the surprised! A little delight. [ED]

READ ALSO: Round and Round and Square by Fredun Shapur
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ROB BIDDULPH
SUNK!
HARPERCOLLINS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008207403

Penguin Blue and his pirate friends have a great adventure at sea. This is a 
fantastic rhyming story that children will love to have read aloud to them. 
Biddulph’s illustrations are amazing and visually engaging. The plot is filled 
with twists and turns and will appeal to readers both old and young. [JB]

READ ALSO: Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs by Giles Andreae and 
Russel Ayto

SAM BISHOP illustrated by FIONA LUMBERS
I LIKE BEES, I DON’T LIKE HONEY!
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571334193

‘Mei likes painting and making a mess. She doesn’t like washing up or wearing 
a dress.’ Concept-driven rather than story-driven, this rhyming picturebook lists 
the likes and dislikes of many different children and asks readers to interact 
with the text, stating what they like and don’t like. The ink-and-watercolour 
illustrations by newcomer Fiona Lumbers dance with zesty colour and gentle 
humour and are bursting with life. A good introduction to thoughts, feelings 
and having an opinion for younger children. [SWe]

READ ALSO: How Do You Feel? by Anthony Browne

SILVIA BORANDO
THE HAMSTER BOOK
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406367720

Learn to take care of a pet! You’ll need to stroke, feed and encourage your 
new hamster. But, as with all responsibilities, there’s some cleaning up to do. 
This book is bright and fun and cleverly involves its young audience, creating a 
perfect opportunity for bonding between the reader and the child. [EB-K]

READ ALSO: The Pigeon Wants a Puppy! by Mo Willems

JOHN BURGERMAN
SPLAT!
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780192749543

Brightly coloured illustrations dominate the pages of this fun picturebook. 
Every time you turn the page, new characters are introduced and splat onto the 
previous page. Highly enjoyable, silly fun – children will love predicting what 
happens next and its irreverence will make it a hit with older children too. 
Giggles all around! [PNicI]

READ ALSO: Rhyme Crime by John Burgerman
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BEN CLANTON
BOO WHO?
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406376890

Maybe if I were a dinosaur, I’d be better at football. Maybe if I were a robot, I’d 
be better at maths. These are the kinds of things I wrestle with on a daily basis, 
but in Ben Clanton’s colourful and playful new picturebook we learn that, 
although being different can be tough, it’s our differences that make playing 
together with new friends so much more fun. [SMcC]

READ ALSO: Hiding Heidi by Fiona Woodcock

DOROTHY CLARK illustrated by BECKY PALMER
ELLIE AND LUMP’S VERY BUSY DAY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406362435

Two baby elephants, Ellie and Lump, prepare for Daddy Elephant’s birthday 
surprise. The colourful, detailed and eye-catching illustrations are useful for 
prompting language and vocabulary development. Ellie and Lump have a very 
busy day planning a party surprise in this happy and bubbly picturebook, ideal 
for sharing with toddlers. [GMcD]

READ ALSO: What Will Danny Do Today? by Pippa Goodhart and Sam Usher

FEARNE COTTON illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY
YOGA BABIES
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781783445646

Meet Rex, Prakash, Maya and all the Yoga Babies as they go through simple 
poses that help them relax, focus or gather up energy for the day. Cotton’s lively 
and unpretentious rhyme is excellently paired with Dempsey’s fun and rich 
illustration. Those babies will have yours itching to try downward dog or bear 
and bunny breathing. Let them or, better, do it with them and enjoy a brilliant 
moment of reading and doing together! [JS]

READ ALSO: I Am Yoga by Susan Verde and Peter H. Reynolds

LUCY COUSINS
A BUSY DAY FOR BIRDS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406367607

Can you imagine just for one day that you’re a busy bird? From flamingos to 
ostriches, starlings to woodpeckers, Lucy Cousins’s bright and bold illustrations 
and the lively action rhymes are a great introduction to a huge variety of birds 
and are sure to have young children practising their bird skills in no time at all. 
[ACa]  

READ ALSO: Birds by Kevin Henkes and Laura Dronzek
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JULIA DONALDSON illustrated by REBECCA COBB
THE EVERYWHERE BEAR
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781447280736

This rhythmic, rhyming and humorous story from Donaldson is brought to life 
by Cobb’s beautiful illustrations. The cadence of the text when read aloud is 
a joy! The Everywhere Bear is a great introduction to school and gives children 
an idea of what others do at home through the bear’s travels. He even gets lost 
on his way to school and has his own big adventure. Once your little one starts 
school, it won’t be long until they are reading this one to themselves. [NH]

READ ALSO: My Teacher Is a Monster! (No, I Am Not) by Peter Brown

PETER DONNELLY
THE PRESIDENT’S GLASSES
GILL BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9780717175390

The president forgets his glasses as he sets off to sign a very important 
document, but the presidential pigeon is swiftly despatched with the specs. 
Familiar Dublin sights are shown in large, colourful retro-style images as the 
bird passes over the city to reach Dublin Castle in the nick of time. [VCo]

READ ALSO: A Dublin Fairytale by Nicola Colton

THE FAN BROTHERS
THE NIGHT GARDENER
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781847809391

In this beautiful and atmospheric tale about finding your path, the Fan Brothers 
have created something timeless. When a mysterious gardener begins leaving 
animal-themed topiary all over town, a young orphaned boy finds a friend, a 
community and a vocation. Pages move from gentle sepia tones to rich colour-
drenched spreads as gardening fever overtakes the village. The illustrations 
are intricate and nostalgic. With themes of resilience and growth, the healing 
process and movement from isolation to diverse community, this book is an 
absolute delight. [ViC]

READ ALSO: The Little Gardener by Emily Hughes

CIARA FLOOD
THERE’S A WALRUS IN MY BED!
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781783444922

Flynn has a big problem and it’s not that he can’t sleep. No, there is a walrus 
in his new bed! Flynn tries everything he can think of to accommodate his 
new friend. Eventually, Flynn at least gets a good night’s sleep. Although this 
story covers territory familiar to many parents of young children, Ciara Flood’s 
humorous interpretation of bedtime protests will no doubt be a new favourite. 
The lovely illustrations bring the story to life, particularly the cuddly visiting 
walrus. [TF]

READ ALSO: The World Champion of Staying Awake by Sean Taylor  
and Jimmy Liao
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PIPPA GOODHART illustrated by REBECCA CRANE
MY VERY OWN SPACE
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171126

It can be hard to find room for yourself in a busy, crowded home so little rabbit 
decides to mark out a space that’s just for one. But being on your own all the time 
isn’t that fun … This beautifully illustrated book is perfect for children testing the 
boundaries of personal space and social interaction, with a great message about 
when to let people in and when it’s OK to have your own space. [LG]

READ ALSO: Five Minutes’ Peace by Jill Murphy

EMILY GRAVETT
OLD HAT
TWO HOOTS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781447274018

Harbert had a lovely snug hat, but all the others thought it was ‘old hat’. His 
efforts to find something more fashionable are depicted in bright images 
enriched with plenty of absorbing detail. But nothing is right until Harbert 
becomes the trendsetter by doing something no one has attempted before. [VCo]

READ ALSO: Bob the Artist by Marion Deuchars

KES GRAY illustrated by JIM FIELD
OI CAT!
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444932515

The third in this series, Oi Cat! continues the hilarious rule-changing and 
rhyming game of Frog, Dog and Cat as they decide where everyone should sit. 
Tired of being bitten by gnasty, gnibbly gnats, the Cat is in search of a new 
place to sit, and with Frog and Dog to help there’s no shortage of crazy ideas. 
The perplexed expressions of a pony atop macaroni, a shrimp on a chimp and 
wide-eyed lemurs perched on streamers will have little readers giggling with 
delight. [AnMur]

READ ALSO: Oi Dog! and Oi Frog! by Kes Gray and Jim Field

AMY HEST illustrated by JENNY DESMOND
ON THE NIGHT OF THE SHOOTING STAR
WALKER BOOKS NOV 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406377330

Bunny lives on one side of the fence in a small blue house. Dog lives on the 
other side of the fence in a small red house. Although they are neighbours, they 
are not friends. But what happens on a night when neither can sleep? This is a 
gentle story of a developing friendship which any shy child can appreciate. Jenni 
Desmond’s lovely watercolour illustrations bring life to the characters and create 
the beautiful world of Dog and Bunny through all four seasons. [TF]

READ ALSO: Ivy and the Lonely Raincloud by Katie Harnett
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ROB HODGSON
THE CAVE
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781847809117

A tiny pair of eyes peer out from the cave. The creature can’t leave because a 
wolf is waiting for him. The wolf is patient; he tries to lure the little creature 
out with games and toys. But when the creature gets hungry he must leave, 
much to the wolf’s delight. However, the wolf is in for a big surprise when he 
meets the little creature. Hodgson’s funny and bright illustrations make this 
story a tense but wonderful delight with a terrific ending. [OH]

READ ALSO: That Is Not a Good Idea! by Mo Willems

YASMEEN ISMAIL
KIKI AND BOBO’S SUNNY DAY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 24PP £10.99 ISBN 9781406361513

On a bright, sunny day, Kiki wants to go to the seaside and swim in the ocean. 
Bobo is quite nervous about the water and thinks up all kinds of other things 
to do instead of swimming. All of Bobo’s ideas make the day even more fun but 
Kiki still wants to play in the ocean. Can Kiki help Bobo? Of course! Another 
bright and lively offering from Ismail, filled with colour, lift-the-flaps and an 
empowering message of friendship. [MEJ]

READ ALSO: Kiki and Bobo’s Super Surprise by Yasmeen Ismail

JARVIS
MRS MOLE, I’M HOME!
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406372434

This wildly colourful and amusing tale of how Mr Mole simply cannot find 
his way home is perfect for young readers who like an adventure that can be 
read aloud and performed with different voices. Mr Mole has lost his glasses 
and so follows his nose, only to find himself stumbling in on the rabbit family, 
the penguin family and the unfriendly crocodiles. A beautiful and funny book 
about family, different types of homes and how each one is as true and valuable 
as the next. [GC]

READ ALSO: Home by Carson Ellis

PIP JONES illustrated by SARA OGILVIE
IZZY GIZMO
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857075130

From the minute you see the brilliantly vibrant front cover by Sara Ogilvie, 
you just know Izzy Gizmo is a picturebook with a difference. The exuberant 
illustrations continue throughout, bringing to life the fearsome, relatable 
character that is Izzy. A wonderful story about the importance of never giving 
up, told from the point of view of a thankfully un-syrupy and vibrant hero that 
shows her frustration when things don’t go to plan. A real treasure of a tale 
that should be in every child’s book collection. [RuJ]

READ ALSO: Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty and David Roberts
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TIMOTHY KNAPMAN illustrated by SIMONA CIRAOLO
CAN’T CATCH ME!
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406355758

This hilarious take on the Gingerbread Man tale sees Jake the Mouse first 
outrun Old Tom Cat, then the Fox, the Wolf and the Bear. Simona Ciraolo’s 
wonderful illustrations capture the motion, speed and pride of the mouse 
as he dashes delightedly around, leaving his would-be predators in his wake. 
However, pride comes before a fall. Gorgeously illustrated and perfectly 
written, a fun tale for young children. [PNicI]

READ ALSO: Little Red and Rapunzel by Bethan Woollvin

JANE LANDY illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY    
GRINGER THE WHINGER 
GOLDEN KEY OCT 2017 (HBK) 32PP €16.00 ISBN 9780955329890

Gringer the Whinger is a ‘whinging cantankerous dragon’ who arrives every 
evening at mealtimes. In particular, he appears as if by magic when the children 
fight and cry and complain about their dinner. An entertaining tale of how 
to deal with fraught evenings with young children that will resonate with 
readers. Sheena Dempsey’s distinctive and expressive illustrations are a perfect 
complement to Jane Landy’s text. Gringer the Whinger is funny and touching in 
equal measure. [SQ] 

READ ALSO: The Tiger Who Came to Tea by Judith Kerr

YANN and GWENDAL LE BEC
RAYMOND 
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406362428

Colour-popping fun and a joyful energy define this story, following Raymond 
the dog as he begins to dream big. A modern, clever book about remembering 
to make time for the simple things that bring you joy. Bonus points for racial 
diversity. [HDe]

READ ALSO: Meet the Parents by Peter Bently and Sara Ogilvie

LEMNISCATES
TREES
WALKER STUDIO 2017 (HBK) 40PP £10.99 ISBN 9781406376746

This book is a celebration of trees and the unique role they play in our 
environment. Through wonderfully effective use of texture and space, mixed 
media illustrations with gorgeous blue, green and rust tones, and lyrical text, 
the author gently encourages the reader to appreciate and admire the value 
and beauty of the trees around us. ‘Trees are marvellous beings,’ she writes and 
young readers who pick up this book could only agree. [AnMur]

READ ALSO: Tree: Seasons Come, Seasons Go by Patricia Hegarty  
and Britta Teckentrup
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STEVEN LENTON
LET’S FIND FRED
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407166117

In a bid to avoid bedtime, a mischievous panda called Fred escapes from 
the zoo. Pursued by his zookeeper, he has a whale of a time in parks, mazes, 
funfairs, galleries and more. Children will love spotting Fred hidden on each 
page and will delight in fold-out pages and pull-tab eyes. Illustrations are 
vivid and joyful with loads to see on every page. In these vibrant illustrations 
of this wonderful, multicultural city there are no bit parts: everyone is up to 
something. [ViC]

READ ALSO: Pandamonium at Peek Zoo by Kevin Waldron

SALLY LLOYD-JONES illustrated by DAVID ROBERTS
HIS ROYAL TINYNESS: A TERRIBLE TRUE STORY
WALKER BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406324662

Once upon a time, life was pure fairy-tale bliss. The ‘beautifulest, cleverest, ever-
so-kindest Princess’ had everything she wanted … until King Baby showed up! 
This bold and confident girl finds her world turned upside down when the tiny 
intruder appears. He brings belches, shrieks and poo-poos. Worse still, he’s getting 
all the attention. So how can this once-pampered princess regain the limelight? 
She can’t. But in a compassionate twist, only she can rescue His Royal Tinyness in 
his hour of need. Witty storytelling with fabulous illustrations. [EB-K]

READ ALSO: King Baby by Kate Beaton

ANNA MCQUINN illustrated by ROSALIND BEARDSHAW
LULU GETS A CAT
ALANNA BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781907825163

Lulu wants a cat. So her mother brings her to the library for research and they 
adopt a rescue cat. The cat takes her time to establish trust but eventually, with 
Lulu’s patience and insight, she settles in. In a nod to her origins, Lulu names 
the cat Makeda, after an African queen. Child-friendly text and vibrant acrylic 
illustrations (note the Orla Kiely bag) convey a cat-obsessed little girl whose 
decisions are carefully guided and supported by an attentive and loving family. 
Clever end pages too! [IB]

READ ALSO: Ginger by Charlotte Voake

CHRIS NAYLOR-BALLESTEROS
I’M GOING TO EAT THIS ANT
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408869901

Growing tired of eating bland ants? The ravenous anteater in this wickedly 
funny tale suggests many scrumptious ways to serve up his favourite food. 
Why not squish your ant in a sausage, splatter it with a spatula or slice it like 
salami? But beware! Creating your favourite dish can be trickier than you 
think! Combining beautiful ink-and-watercolour illustrations, a wicked sense 
of humour and a cautionary ending, this debut picturebook by Chris Naylor-
Ballesteros is one to be enjoyed over and over. [AnMur]

READ ALSO: The Greedy Goat by Petr Horáček
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JODIE PARACHINI illustrated by DANIEL RIELEY
THIS IS A SERIOUS BOOK
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571329465

This is a serious book, no silliness allowed. No funny faces, no dancing, 
no colour and no nonsense. However, the animals in the book may have a 
different idea … The play between the text and the illustrations is entertaining; 
when read aloud, this book is sure to get plenty of giggles. [JD]

READ ALSO: Snappsy the Alligator (Did Not Ask to Be in This Book)  
by Julie Falatko

TOM PERCIVAL
PERFECTLY NORMAN
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408880975

This heartwarming story shows that everybody’s normal isn’t always the same 
thing. Norman develops an unexpected addition and tries hard to cover up and 
hide it. He discovers that embracing his unique feature and all its perks actually 
encourages others with this same feature to show theirs off too! The illustration 
is beautiful and the use of colour works in tandem with the storytelling. With 
this story, Percival has delivered a really positive message to the child learning 
and a reminder to the reader. [RHo]

SIMON PHILIP illustrated by ELLA BAILEY
I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO CALL MY CAT
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471124136

Like the protagonist of this story, many of us will be familiar with the difficulty 
of naming a new pet. This young girl goes through a whole wonderful array 
of names for her cat, from Lorraine to Ethel – until she makes a shocking 
discovery! And when the cat suddenly goes missing, there are plenty more fun 
surprises in store. Bailey’s illustrations are simply adorable, full of colour and 
charm. Purrfect for those with pets! [SD]

READ ALSO: My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes by Eve Sutton and Lynley Dodd

EMILY RAND
IN THE DARKNESS OF THE NIGHT
TATE PUBLISHING SEPT 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781849764810

The illustrations are the star of this gentle exploration of city life. Rand’s 
distinctive pen-and-ink drawings of high-density housing and street scenes 
are captured against a blue night sky. An array of textures, tones, shapes and 
patterns in black and blue with flashes of red create a detailed cityscape. In 
rhyming text, Rand explores the city at night: the life on the street, the night 
workers. Bird song and bin collection herald the new day. This well-paced, 
visually interesting book could help address night fears. [IB]

READ ALSO: Flashlight by Lizi Boyd
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FIONA ROBERTON
SWAPSIES
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444937244

Fox loves Sock! It’s his favourite toy and he loves it more than anything in the 
world. Then his friends come by with a red, shiny train and a big, blue, bouncy 
ball. It doesn’t take too long for Fox to swap Sock for something new and 
exciting. Will Fox ever want Sock back? Fox may be easily distracted, but with 
expressive illustrations, great characters and a comical twist at the end, this warm 
tale of friendship demonstrates the importance of learning to share. [MEJ]

READ ALSO: Mine! by Rachel Bright

JEAN ROUSSEN illustrated by LORIS LORA
SAFE & SOUND
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171287

In Safe & Sound, we learn how baby animals, from the big to the small, are 
protected by their parents. We journey across nests, burrows, pouches and 
mouths, revealing a whole host of wild creatures, from hatchlings and chicks 
to cubs and calves. Roussen’s simple, rhyming text is soothing and comforting, 
mimicking parental care and affection. Lora’s illustrations are simply gorgeous, 
making use of vibrant colour, striking shapes and stylised figures. A sweet, 
warm and surprisingly informative bedtime read. [ED]

READ ALSO: One Day on Our Blue Planet by Ella Bailey

JOSHUA SEIGAL illustrated by AMÉLIE FALIÈRE
JUST LIKE ME!
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781911171119

Perfect for reading aloud, this is essentially an action rhyme featuring a child 
and a cheery green monster plus a new animal (pictured but not mentioned 
in the text) to copy with every page turn. Children will find the occasionally 
subversive exhortations hilarious – for instance, ‘Everybody suck your thumbs’ 
(to rhyme with ‘Everybody rub your tums’), and later, ‘Everybody touch your 
toes’ rhyming with ‘Everybody pick your nose’. With its bouncy rhythm and 
lively refrain, be prepared for an all-action reading experience! [LJ]

READ ALSO: Let’s Play! by Hervé Tullet

NICOLA SLATER
WHERE’S MY JUMPER?
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471146213

Rudy loves his favourite pink jumper, even if it is a little tight and a little 
short. But where can it be? Bright colours, rhymes, counting and lift-the-flap 
elements make this a fabulous book for little ones, especially if they have a hard 
time moving on from favourite things. Nicola Slater’s wonderful selection of 
assonant animals will have kids and adults alike wondering how fast they can 
say ‘nine jiving llamas in fancy-pants pyjamas’! [LG]

READ ALSO: Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems
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LANE SMITH
A PERFECT DAY
TWO HOOTS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781509840557

What would your perfect day be like? That’s the question sure to come up after 
reading this beautifully designed book by veteran American illustrator Lane 
Smith. Four small animals each seem to be enjoying their perfect summer 
day until an oversized visitor makes it truly a day to remember. The classy 
illustration, a mix of ink, paint and digital composition, is typically original 
work from Smith. The textured surfaces cleverly suggest fur and movement. 
Fantastic art! The bear is particularly priceless. [ME]

READ ALSO: They All Saw a Cat by Brendan Wenzel

MAUDIE SMITH illustrated by PAUL HOWARD
THE DRESSING-UP DAD
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780192749796

Danny and his dad love dressing up all the time. But when it is time for Danny’s 
birthday, he wants his dad to be like the other dads and not dress up.  
A funny, insightful and visually pleasing book, suited to the older child in this 
category. [JB]

READ ALSO: Daddy Long Legs by Nadine Brun-Cosme and Aurélie Guillerey

MARK SPERRING illustrated by BRITTA TECKENTRUP
NEVER TAKE A BEAR TO SCHOOL
ORCHARD BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408339725

A perfect story for little people starting school, explaining through rhythmic 
storytelling what to expect on their new adventure. Mark Sperring tells the tale 
of a rogue of a bear and Britta Teckentrup provides wonderful illustrations to 
accompany it. This book is enjoyable to read aloud and will help children to 
navigate this daunting next step with positivity and humour. [RHo]

READ ALSO: I Am Too Absolutely Small for School by Lauren Child

SEAN TAYLOR illustrated by JEAN JULLIEN
I WANT TO BE IN A SCARY STORY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 48PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406363463

Interaction between the character at the heart of this book and the reader is 
orchestrated with a grace and texture of tone that lends itself to being read over 
and over again. The story and illustrations elegantly straddle the line between 
spooky and silly, building a world for a little monster to play in. [HDe]

READ ALSO: Boo! by Ben Newman
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MAGGIE TOKUDA-HALL illustrated by BENJI DAVIES
ALSO AN OCTOPUS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406373387

An excitable, precocious character, Octopus wriggles right off the page 
and shoots for the stars in his dream to build a spaceship and inspire other 
storytellers. Some words are challenging for toddlers or early readers – 
‘despondent’, ‘intergalactic’, ‘resolution’ – so this is one for ambitious parent–
child reading teams. Unusual and thought provoking. [LH]

READ ALSO: A Perfectly Messed Up Story by Patrick McDonnell

HERVÉ TULLET
SAY ZOOP!
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 64PP £10.99 ISBN 9781452164731

This latest book from Hervé Tullet (creator of Press Here) has all the fun, 
mischief and interactivity that characterises his work. With moving shapes, 
bright colours and lots of sounds for readers to make, this is an imaginative 
and zany read that young readers will love. [JD]

READ ALSO: The Book with No Pictures by B.J. Novak

ÉRIC VEILLÉ translated by DANIEL HAHN 
MY PICTURES AFTER THE STORM
GECKO PRESS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781776571048

Now this is a treat! What would a kid’s room look like ‘after a battle’? A 
busy beach ‘after the storm’? Or a cake ‘after the elephant’? Veillé’s answers 
(respectively: chaos, destruction and ‘a splitch’) are playful and surprising and 
will have young readers really thinking about what links the set of pictures 
on each page and on each spread. My Pictures after the Storm will, incidentally, 
do wonders for developing vocabulary and sequencing skills, while providing 
hours of terrific, clever fun. Highly recommended. [JS]

READ ALSO: Before and After by Jean Jullien

MO WILLEMS
NANETTE’S BAGUETTE
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406376210

In this simple tale, Nanette is entrusted by her mum to deliver a baguette home 
safely. This text is a joy to read aloud, full of fun rhymes and tongue twisters. 
While the humour of this story is reminiscent of Willems’s iconic Don’t Let the 
Pigeon Drive the Bus!, the illustrative style is entirely different. Nanette’s Baguette 
creatively uses photographs of 2D characters within 3D space – breathing life 
into the scenes. Wonderfully humorous and playful, this picturebook is sure to 
delight young readers! [SD]

READ ALSO: Fox in Socks by Dr. Seuss
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PHILIP ARDAGH illustrated by TOM MORGAN-JONES 
NORMAN THE NORMAN FROM NORMANDY
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781126974

When Norman the Norman from Normandy inherits his father’s great big 
broadsword, he unwittingly inflicts mayhem on all around him – and when 
he sets off to visit his father’s three graves, his quest is full of adventure and 
excitement, new friendships and even more mayhem! Funny and full of wordplay, 
the text is enhanced by expressive and energetic full-colour illustrations. This is 
great for emerging readers, and the easy-to-read font and cream pages make it an 
approachable tale for all. [KC]  

AMANDA BELL illustrated by ALICE DURAND-WIETZEL 
THE LOST LIBRARY BOOK
THE ONSLAUGHT PRESS 2017 (HBK) 64PP £15.00 ISBN 9781912111695

Imagine forgetting to return a library book for a hundred years! It really did 
happen once. In 2012, a man walked into Marsh’s Library in Dublin carrying a 
very old book he’d found. ‘I think this belongs here,’ he said. Enclosed in these 
pages is the story of that book, how it got lost and its remarkable journey home 
again. Wonderfully written and beautifully illustrated, this tale will create real 
book lovers! To be read and wondered over again and again. [MEJ]

READ ALSO: How to Live Forever by Colin Thompson; A Child of Books by Oliver 
Jeffers and Sam Winston 
 
QUENTIN BLAKE 
THE STORY OF THE DANCING FROG
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 78PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781125915

The Little Gems series is designed for building confidence in newly independent 
readers, and this book fits in perfectly. When Gertrude’s new sailor husband is 
drowned at sea, she is devastated. But a fortuitous meeting with a dancing frog 
lifts her sorrow and changes her life. Soon the two are touring the world, showing 
off his remarkable talent. This delightful yarn, told with verve and aplomb, 
features Blake’s exquisite illustrations. Originally published in 1984, it’s well 
worth seeking out. A true gem. [SWe]

READ ALSO: Mary’s Hair by Eoin Colfer and Matt Robertson 

ENID BLYTON aistrithe ag MARION NÍ SHÚILLEABHÁIN 
maisithe ag TONY ROSS 
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA:  
DÉANAIGÍ DEIFIR, A SHEACHTAIR!
CLÓ IAR-CHONNACHT 2017 (BOG) 71LCH €7.00 ISBN 9781784441579 

Osclaítear an scéal i suíomh aitheanta ach sula i bhfad cuirtear tús leis an 
aicsean. Tarlaíonn timpiste rothair os comhair shúile an tseachtair agus gortaítear 
seanfhear atá i gceannas ar gheata bhóthar iarainn. Níl éinne fágtha chun an 
luamhán a tharraingt den chéad traein eile. Cé gur aistriúchán é, tá blas Gaelach 
ar an scéal – ainmneacha Gaelacha an tseachtair agus a madra. Ocht gcaibidil atá 
éasca le léamh agus lán le haicsean. Mar gheall air sin, léifeadh páiste an scéal in 
aon tréimhse amháin. [RNicanB] 
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ANN CARROLL illustrated by DERRY DILLON 

THE BOOLE SISTERS: A REMARKABLE FAMILY
POOLBEG PRESS OCT 2017 (PBK) 48PP €4.99 ISBN 9781781998458

In the mid-nineteenth century George Boole, the first ever Professor of Maths at 
Cork University, and his wife, Mary, had a family of five daughters. Mary shared 
George’s keen interest in maths and education. Together, at a time when it was 
almost unheard of, they raised their daughters to be educated, intelligent and 
completely remarkable. This book, part of Poolbeg’s In a Nutshell series, gives 
a concise and exciting glimpse into their lives. Inspirational reading for young 
history fans and a great introduction to the struggle for women’s rights. [MEJ]

JOSEPH COELHO illustrated by FIONA LUMBERS
LUNA LOVES LIBRARY DAY
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781783445486

Luna loves going to the library, especially because she gets to spend time 
with things she loves – books and her dad. Together they explore curiosities, 
mysteries and knowledge and they even read a very special tale (a book 
within the book!) that relates to their own life. Luna Loves Library Day 
is an affectionate, loving and gentle story that approaches the subject of 
separated/divorced parents, brilliantly accompanied by spot-on heartwarming 
illustrations, ensuring that, no matter what, children will feel loved. [TK]

JENNY COLGAN illustrated by THOMAS DOCHERTY
POLLY AND THE PUFFIN: THE NEW FRIEND 

LITTLE, BROWN 2017 (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9781510200906

Polly is starting ‘big school’ but she’s not happy about it, especially because it 
can be hard to make new friends. How will Polly deal with this new experience? 
The third book in the Polly and the Puffin series, The New Friend, is a sweet 
and comforting story ideal for early readers. It has plenty of charming two-
colour illustrations, allowing the reader to be immersed both in text and 
images, and it also includes story-related recipes, fun facts, jokes and creative 
activities! [TK]
READ ALSO: Squishy McFluff by Pip Jones and Ella Okstad

JOY COWLEY illustrated by GAVIN BISHOP
HELPER AND HELPER  
GECKO PRESS 2017 (PBK) 114PP £7.99 ISBN 9781776571055

Snake and Lizard are the best of friends. They live together and have a 
business called Helper and Helper. They work as a team to help others solve 
their problems, big and small. But sometimes they quarrel and need some 
help themselves. When they do, they wander off to see Wise Tortoise and 
soon everything is right again. The charming adventures of Snake and Lizard 
will make you laugh and warm your heart. Perfectly accented by full-colour 
illustrations throughout, this is a very special book. [MEJ]
READ ALSO: Snake and Lizard by Joe Cowley and Gavin Bishop; Foxy Tales by 
Caryl Hart and Alex T. Smith
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ZANNA DAVIDSON illustrated by MELANIE WILLIAMSON
BILLY AND THE MINI MONSTERS:  
MONSTERS IN THE DARK
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (HBK) 80PP £5.99 ISBN 9781409593416

It’s bad enough that poor Billy is scared of the dark, but when he discovers tiny 
monsters in his sock drawer, he really finds himself in a pickle ... This very funny 
and entertaining story is a great read for children, especially those who share Billy’s 
fear of the dark. Billy’s character is very likable and his predicament is relatable 
for children of a certain age. Ideal for confident readers, the book is wonderfully 
illustrated by Melanie Williamson and includes comic strips at intervals throughout. 
[RdeB]

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by LAURA CARLIN
KING OF THE SKY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 56PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406348613

Starting a new life in a new country, a young boy feels lost and alone – until he 
meets an old man who keeps racing pigeons. When the old man takes to his bed, 
he entrusts the care of the pigeons to the young boy. With the encouragement 
and support of his old friend, the boy sees his chosen pigeon, King of the Sky, 
win the longest-distance flight record. Beautifully produced and with sumptuous 
illustrations, this book is highly deserving of its endorsement by Amnesty 
International. [JG]

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by CATHY FISHER
THE POND
GRAFFEG 2017 (HBK) 30PP £11.99 ISBN 9781912050703

This tender and respectful story of a loving family healing after a traumatic loss and 
the potency of the natural world is both sensitive and poetic. The visuals and text 
complement each other perfectly. The stages, and the labour, of bereavement are 
artfully and respectfully depicted here, and the child narrator’s depth of feeling as 
they process their loss is given its due. There are no magic fixes, but there is magic to 
be found in the wild and in family life. A deep and vibrant text, one worth revisiting. 
[DS]
READ ALSO: The Promise by Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin; Michael Rosen’s Sad 
Book by Michael Rosen and Quentin Blake; The Heart and the Bottle by Oliver Jeffers

MICHAELA and ELAINE DEPRINCE  
illustrated by ELLA OKSTAD
BALLERINA DREAMS
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 80PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571329731

A gracefully written and illustrated true story about a young girl’s journey to become 
a ballerina. Michaela DePrince shows her incredible determination as she describes 
her first ballet lessons up to her performance of The Nutcracker as a professional 
ballerina. While it’s a dream come true for Michaela, the story illustrates the 
importance of hard work and practice to achieve your goals. Undoubtedly, it is an 
important lesson to be taught to young and old readers! [SH]
READ ALSO: Emmanuel’s Dream: The True Story of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah by Laurie 
Ann Thompson and Sean Qualls; Ballet Shoes by Noel Streatfeild
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SANDRA DIECKMANN 
LEAF
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171317

When Leaf’s ice cap melts, he is stranded in an unknown environment. The 
lost polar bear creates tension among the animal community in this new 
place – they assume he’s dangerous and refuse to approach him. This moving 
story demonstrates the importance of resisting the urge to judge each other 
too quickly, as well as addressing environmental issues. The mesmerising and 
dramatically coloured illustrations perfectly guide you through each part of the 
story, showing the value of trust and the power of cooperation. [SH]

READ ALSO: Wild by Emily Hughes; Croc and Bird by Alexis Deacon 

HELEN DOCHERTY illustrated by ALI PYE
YOU CAN NEVER RUN OUT OF LOVE
SIMON & SCHUSTER SEPT 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471145681

This is a simply beautiful book with a simply beautiful message, so prepare 
to read and re-read it. The rhyming text and zesty illustrations tell about 
all the things that can be used up, like soap, glue, milk or good ideas, but 
in the refrain, as in the title, the reader is reminded of the universal and 
unconditional truth that ‘You can never run out of love’. This isn’t just a 
recommended read: it would make a whopper of a gift too. [MAS]

PHIL EARLE illustrated by STEVE MAY
SUPERDAD’S DAY OFF
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 94PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781126844

Stanley’s dad is a superhero. But saving the world every day is so tiring he can 
hardly keep his eyes open! On his day off they head to the park, where Stanley 
is determined to let his dad rest. While his dad snoozes Stanley takes over, 
bravely battling with panthers, monster trucks and flooded houses, emerging as 
a hero in his own right. This book is packed with action and the illustrations 
are gorgeous – quirky, funny, dynamic and full of character. A wonderful, 
enjoyable romp. [J-AG]

POLLY FABER illustrated by CLARA VULLIAMY
MANGO & BAMBANG: SUPERSTAR TAPIR
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 144PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406361490

Mango and Bambang, the talking tapir, return in another enchanting 
collection of stories. Charming black-and-white illustrations featuring just 
a splash of colour help tell the story as this delightful duo head off on more 
adventures. Bambang is fascinated by Mango’s snow globe, but how do you 
explain snow to a Maylasian tapir? With a snow day, of course, filled with a 
paper snowball fight and a thrilling sled ride. Fantastic stories with simple text 
make this a great series for developing readers. [MBT]
READ ALSO: Mango & Bambang: The Not-a-Pig by Polly Faber and Clara 
Vulliamy; Squishy McFluff by Pip Jones and Ella Okstad
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TATYANA FEENEY
SOCKS FOR MR WOLF:  
A WOOLLY ADVENTURE AROUND IRELAND
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £14.99 ISBN 9781847179067

This lovely book is sure to delight any younger child. Set on a predominantly 
white background, Mr Wolf, the protagonist, immediately draws our attention. 
He is a true eccentric, who wears knee-high red socks without shoes in all 
weathers and prances hither and yon without a care in the world. He’s an 
adorable, carefree character who follows his heart and ends up super happy. 
Feeney’s fresh, illustrative style makes this an uplifting book to both view and 
read. [SC]

WENDY FINNEY illustrated by TONY ROSS 
THE NOT-SO-LITTLE PRINCESS:  
SPOOKY NIGHT! 
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 64PP £5.99 ISBN 9781783443833

Princess Rosie takes the lead in this spooky mystery with a detective twist! 
Woken one night by a terrible noise, Rosie and her friend Ollie take it upon 
themselves to find the source of this strange sound. They’re sure to make the 
reader laugh with what happens when they become detectives and take matters 
into their own hands. This full-colour illustrated story will keep little readers 
wanting to find out what happens on the next page! [MMcD]

READ ALSO: What’s My Name? by Wendy Finney and Tony Ross; Daisy and the 
Trouble with Life by Kes Gray

VIVIAN FRENCH illustrated by  MARTA KISSI
THE CHERRY PIE PRINCESS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 176PP £5.99 ISBN 9781406368970

Poor Princess Peony only wants to do the right thing and be kind, but her 
tyrant father, distant mother and six nasty sisters can’t understand why she 
insists on being so different! After the birth of her baby brother, Peony is 
charged with saving the kingdom from an evil witch who wasn’t invited to the 
royal christening. A fun new take on fairy-tale tropes, The Cherry Pie Princess is 
ideal for confident, independent readers, with beautiful illustrations by Marta 
Kissi that are full of character. [RdeB]

JULIAN GOUGH illustrated by JIM FIELD
RABBIT AND BEAR: THE PEST IN THE NEST
HODDER CHILDRENS BOOKS 2017 (PBK) £5.99 ISBN 9781444921717

Rabbit and Bear are back! After a peaceful winter sleep, Rabbit, who is clearly 
not a morning person, is rudely awoken by a woodpecker hammering a nest in 
a tree. Enraged by the noise (among numerous other things), Rabbit needs his 
friend Bear to show him how to look at the situation positively. Another laugh-
out-loud story with a mindful message, expertly brought to life by Jim Fields’s 
gorgeous illustrations. Fans of Rabbit and Bear won’t be disappointed by this 
hilarious and thoughtful book! [RC]
READ ALSO: Rabbit’s Bad Habits by Julian Gough and Jim Field
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KES GREY illustrated by NICK SHARRATT 
DAISY AND THE TROUBLE WITH CHOCOLATE
RED FOX 2017 (PBK) 228PP £5.99 ISBN 9781782956099

It’s Easter time and the trouble with Easter is Easter eggs – when it comes to 
chocolate, Daisy just can’t stop! It’s Daisy’s Easter break and she’s caring for her 
classroom’s hamsters, but Mum has got free tickets to Chocolate Land – what 
could possibly go wrong? There’s never a dull moment with Daisy in this laugh-a-
minute story. Nick Sharratt’s illustrations shine as always, making this a tale you 
should avoid reading without chocolate of your own to snack on! [RC]

READ ALSO: Daisy and the Trouble with Life by Nick Sharratt

SIOBHAIN GROGAN maisithe ag OLIVIA GOLDEN 
CILLIAN AG COMHAIREAMH
COIS LIFE 2017 (CRUA) 37LCH €10.00 ISBN 9781907494598

Scéal idirghníomhach plódaithe le léaráidí ildaite chun suim an léitheora a 
mhúscailt agus áis luachmhar don seomra ranga atá ann. Is cúntóir traenach 
é Cillian i dteannta a uncail (an stiúrthóir traenach) agus iad ag bogadh trí na 
carráistí ag comhaireamh na dticéad ar lá breithe Chillian. Molaim stíl leanúnach 
an scríbhneora agus gluais foclóra ag bun an leathanaigh. Is slí ghníomhach í 
chun na bunuimhreacha, uimhreacha pearsanta agus orduimhreacha a chur in 
iúl do pháistí. [RÓM] 

SWAPNA HADDOW illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY
DAVE PIGEON (NUGGETS!)
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 176PP £5.99 ISBN 9780571324439

This hilarious tale of two suburban pigeons in danger of being turned into 
nuggets is highly original and innovatively presented. The second book in the 
Dave Pigeon series sees Dave and his hapless mate Skipper fall fowl (sorry) of 
evil pigeon-hating villain Reginald Grimster while their Human Lady caretaker 
is away on holiday. Fans of Andy Stanton’s Mr Gum series will enjoy the barmy 
humour and crackpot characters. Sheena Dempsey’s fun and quirky illustrations 
add to the wittiness and pacing of the story. [RdeB]
READ ALSO: Dave Pigeon by Swapna Haddow and Sheena Dempsey

LAURA JAMES illustrated by ÉGLANTINE CEULEMANS
THE ADVENTURES OF PUG: COWBOY PUG 
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 128PP £5.99 ISBN 9781408866382

The second Cowboy Pug book is just as wonderful as the first, combining a heart-
warming narrative with a great sense of humour. Brimming with excitement and 
charm, James brings a subtle message about the value of friendship and bravery to 
the quirky plot. Ceulemans’s bright pencil-sketch-style illustrations are accented 
in blue and peach, almost appearing to jump off the page. Pug is a courageous 
and loveable narrator, and the breezy plot makes this a fun and accessible read 
that will really appeal to animal-loving children. [RoJ]

READ ALSO: The Adventures of Pug: Captain Pug by Laura James and Églantine 
Ceulemans
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ANDREW JUDGE and CHRIS JUDGE
CREATE YOUR OWN SUPERHERO EPIC
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 160PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407171265

Meet Hiro, your navigator through the third book in the Create Your Own series. 
This is a choose-your-own-adventure story with a twist. Doodletown is a half-drawn 
world and you have to draw, decide and tear your way to complete the story, which 
is jammed with both visual and written jokes that will appeal to fans of Danger 
Is Everywhere. The illustrations throughout are simple line drawings so that even 
the limited artist will feel comfortable adding their own creations. A fun-filled, 
interactive adventure. [SWe]

READ ALSO: Create Your Own Fantastic Quest by Andrew Judge and Chris Judge

A.L. KENNEDY illustrated by GEMMA CORRELL 
UNCLE SHAWN AND BILL AND THE ALMOST 
ENTIRELY UNPLANNED ADVENTURE 
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 192PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406360493

Kidnap! Fighting! Rescue! Bill the badger’s misadventures with four troubled 
llamas, dangerous humans and an unassuming hero are a mile a minute. This 
truly hilarious adventure story features a cast of original characters and a gripping, 
witty plotline which remains gentle and accessible thanks to Kennedy’s fun and 
innovative language. Laugh-out-loud humour and a sense of the absurd run 
through the book, interacting brilliantly with Gemma Correll’s lively black-and-
white illustrations. Highly recommended for children who love mystery, animals 
and humour. [RoJ]

ERIC LA BRANCHE illustrated by MARGARET ANNE SUGGS
A CUP OF TEA?
CLAVIS OCT 2017 (HBK) 32PP $17.95 ISBN 9781605372815

This is a charming story about the love between a young boy and his parents. 
He really wants Mommy to play with him when she comes home from work. But 
Mommy is so tired. All she wants is to relax with a nice cup of tea. A visitor arrives, 
Daddy comes home and it seems there is no time for play. But maybe there is time 
for a fancy tea party! Rhythmic rhyming text and delightful watercolour pictures 
make this one a complete delight. [MEJ]

ERIKA MCGANN illustrated by VINCE REID 
THE BUBBLE STREET GANG:  
THE CLUBHOUSE MYSTERY
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 160PP €7.99 ISBN 9781847179203

Cass, Lex and Nicholas are the Bubble Street Gang – and what does every gang 
need? A secret clubhouse, of course! Thanks to Cass’s big mouth, snobby rivals 
the Na-Sa-Ji Club find the hidden clubhouse – or do they? Cass and the gang use 
all their detective skills to find who is using their clubhouse and stealing their 
secret ‘midnight feast’ stash of goodies. The answer, and the aftermath, takes 
them all by surprise. This easy-reading, entertaining short novel is perfect for 
fans of Enid Blyton. [EH]

READ ALSO: The Bubble Street Gang: Making Millions by Erika McGann and 
Vince Ried
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MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by  
EMMA CHICHESTER CLARK
TOTO: THE DOG-GONE AMAZING STORY  
OF THE WIZARD OF OZ
HARPERCOLLINS (HBK) 284PP £14.99 ISBN 9780008134594

This is a delightful retelling of the famous classic The Wizard of Oz, seen through 
the eyes of Dorothy’s dog, Toto. Recounting the tale as a bedtime story to 
his basketful of puppies, Toto introduces them to the characters of Tin Man, 
Scarecrow and Lion, but of course he plays a much larger part in the adventures 
himself. With charming and lavish illustrations by Emma Chichester Clark, this 
gorgeous book is ideal for a new and younger audience. [J-AG] 

HARRIET MUNCASTER
ISADORA MOON GETS IN TROUBLE
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2017 (PBK) 128PP £5.99 ISBN 9780192758514

Half-vampire, half-fairy, Isadora Moon is happy staying out of trouble in her 
magical world. But when her cousin Mirabelle visits, she convinces Isadora to 
tell little lies to her parents in the lead up to Bring Your Pet to School Day. 
Isadora quickly learns that little lies turn into bigger fibs, getting her into a 
worse situation than before! With great black-and-pink illustrations, this book 
is perfect for a young reader who likes fairy stories with a twist. [MMcD]

READ ALSO: Isadora Moon Goes to the Ballet by Harriet Muncaster

COLIN MCNAUGHTON
WE’RE OFF TO LOOK FOR ALIENS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406377132

A package arrives in the post one day and it’s Dad’s new book! In it, the reader 
enjoys the story of how Dad and his trusty dog companion, Wilberforce, zoom 
into outer space to see what new and unusual aliens they might come across. 
With a lyrical rhythm and brightly coloured illustrations, this book keeps the 
reader eager to meet more bizarre alien life forms. For the child who enjoys the 
infinite wonders of a world outside of our own. [MMcD]

READ ALSO: Here Come the Aliens! by Colin McNaughton

SIBÉAL POUNDER illustrated by JASON COCKROFT
BAD MERMAIDS
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 272PP £5.99 ISBN 9781408877128

Three mermaid friends are having a great summer on land with legs when 
trouble strikes. They receive a message ordering them to return home because 
some bad mermaids are causing trouble. They know they are the only ones 
who can help! Aided by a rather annoying talking seahorse, the girls dive into 
danger. A hilarious and fun story, with lots of sass and silliness – the reader is 
pulled into a great adventure that will keep them reading until the very end. 
Brilliant! [LC]
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MICHAEL ROSEN illustrated by NICOLA O’BYRNE
DREAD CAT
BARRINGTON STOKE (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781125885

Dread Cat is so fearsomely dreadful and terrifying that he hasn’t caught (or 
seen) a mouse in ages. He forms a plan and says he’s giving up chasing mice for 
good. But can this be true? The mice believe him at first, but then, realising 
his treachery, they hatch a plan of their own. Can they outsmart this devilish 
beast? With witty and lively text, and delightful illustrations, this makes an 
ideal first chapter book for young readers. [J-AG]

READ ALSO: Martin’s Mice by Dick King-Smith 

JOANNE SCHWARTZ illustrated by SYDNEY SMITH 
TOWN IS BY THE SEA
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 52PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406377385

‘From my house I can see the sea … And deep down under that sea, my father is 
digging for coal.’ I haven’t read such a deeply affecting picturebook in years – it 
moved me to tears. Set in Canada, it’s the story of a miner’s son, his town and 
his dad. The pitch-perfect text and the outstanding illustrations, which play 
with light and dark, summer sun and coal-seam black, combine to produce a 
masterpiece of children’s literature. I can’t recommend it highly enough. [SWe]

READ ALSO: Footpath Flowers by JonArno Lawson and Sydney Smith; The Tin 
Forest by Helen Ward; The Promise by Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

ROD SMITH aistrithe ag MÁIRE MHIC GIOLLA RUA 
maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
ÉAMON DE VALERA: DEV 
POOLBEG PRESS 2017 (BOG) 48LCH €4.99 ISBN 9781781998564

Mionchuntas beathaisnéiseach iontach é seo ar an bpolaiteoir agus státaire 
iomráiteach, Éamon de Valera. Tugann sé cur síos cróineolaíoch ar a óige, a 
cheannaireacht in Éirí Amach 1916, agus ar a ghairmréim mar cheannaire 
polaitiúil. Ach tugtar sár-léargas freisin ar shaol pearsanta ‘Dev’, an choimhlint 
a bhí aige le Mícheál Ó Coileáin agus Winston Churchill, agus an oidhreacht 
faoi dhíospóid a d’fhág sé ina dhiaidh. Is leagan Gaeilge é seo atá intuigthe 
agus taitneamhach agus cuireann na léaráidí tarraingteacha go mór le beocht 
an scéil. Tá leagan Béarla den leabhar ar fáil, Éamon de Valera: Dev. [RMacA]

JOE TODD-STANTON
THE SECRET OF BLACK ROCK
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171256

The Secret of Black Rock is an adventurous story about a girl who loves the sea 
and wants to discover more about the intriguing Black Rock. This beautifully 
illustrated book is a mix of graphic novel and picturebook, touching on 
subjects such as defiance, courage and friendship, but underneath the surface, 
like Black Rock itself, it holds a gentle environmental message. The colour 
palette is stunning and the images from under the sea are dream-like. It’s a 
magical read. [TK]

READ ALSO: King of the Sky by Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin
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ADAM STOWER
KING COO
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 176PP £9.99 ISBN 9781910200605

Ben Pole is being bullied by the evil Monty Grabbe and his gang when he 
accidentally discovers a passageway to a secret forest. There he meets King 
Coo, a wild bearded girl who rules the forest from her tree house with her pet 
wombat Herb – together they come up with a plan to get rid of Monty forever. 
Written and illustrated by the extremely talented Adam Stower, I adored this 
crazy female character who is funny, daring, inventive and smart. Wonderfully 
refreshing and original. [J-AG] 

RYAN TUBRIDY illustrated by PJ LYNCH
PATRICK AND THE PRESIDENT
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406366921

This beautiful book has enough historical context to answer questions such as 
‘when?’, ‘why?’ and ‘what’s a Swiss roll?’ Patrick is delighted that he is to meet 
JFK when he is asked to serve cake at a tea in the president’s honour. While 
his classmates practise JFK’s favourite tune ‘The Boys of Wexford’, Patrick 
practises slicing cakes. This uplifting story is supported by a factual timeline 
at the end of the book. Tubridy’s use of colloquial expressions and Lynch’s 
recognisably Irish characters ensure that this book will be enjoyed by the whole 
family. [MAS]

SARAH WEBB illustrated by STEVE MCCARTHY
A SAILOR WENT TO SEA, SEA, SEA: FAVOURITE 
RHYMES FROM A IRISH CHILDHOOD
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2017 (HBK) €16.99 64PP ISBN 9781847177940

This incredible and fun collection is the perfect companion to the 2014 book 
Sally Go Round the Stars. Even more traditional childhood rhymes, songs and 
poems are joined by the likes of Yeats, Joyce and even some contemporary 
children’s authors to make a truly memorable, must-have book. The 
illustrations are bright and lively, setting the mood on each page. Here you will 
find ‘The Owl and the Pussy-Cat’, ‘Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear’ and, yes, ‘The Lake 
Isle of Innisfree’. Perfect to read and to share. [MEJ]

READ ALSO: Sally Go Round the Stars by Sarah Webb and Claire Ranson

MO WILLEMS AND TONY DITERLIZZI
DIVA AND FLEA: A PARISIAN TALE
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 80PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406373691
Diva the pampered doggie and Flea the freedom-loving cat become unlikely 
but mutually supportive friends in this heavily illustrated chapter book. While 
Diva shows Flea the comforts of settling into a regular home, Flea introduces 
Diva to the wonders of Paris. The story is much like a leisurely stroll through 
the Parisian streets, pretty and easy to digest, while the illustrations reflect the 
grandeur of the city of love. This is a great format for those just beginning to 
read independently. [MAS]
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DAVID ALMOND illustrated by ALEX T. SMITH
THE TALE OF ANGELINO BROWN
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 272PP £10.99 ISBN 9781406358070

An uplifting, intriguing, beautifully written story of an angel who appears in 
Bert the bus driver’s pocket. Bert, his wife Betty and all the children on the bus 
grow to love Angelino. When he is threatened by the monster Basher Malone, 
they must save him. The power of good over evil is at the heart of this story; 
it’s sweet and spiritual but the evil villain is seriously scary – though possibly 
redeemable? Quirky, funny line drawings and some quietly subversive ideas add 
hugely to our enjoyment. [MMcL]  
 
AVI
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING: STORIES 
ABOUT FATHERS, SONS AND GRANDFATHERS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781925381634

The Most Important Thing is a warm, honest and at times humorous journey 
through the lives of sons and fathers. Directionless, seven boys explore their 
relationships with their fathers for understanding and guidance. Whether in the 
face of a bicycle race, an interview with a prospective stepfather, a week’s visit 
with an unknown grandfather or an unexpected death, Avi deftly navigates the 
emotional quagmire of boyhood and fatherhood through love, loss, humour, 
legacy and the sense of action when words cannot yet be found. [CM] 

 
ALEX BELL
THE POLAR BEAR EXPLORERS’ CLUB
FABER & FABER NOV 2017 (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571332540

All explorers have three names and Stella Starflake Pearl isn’t going to let 
anyone tell her that girls can’t be explorers. No sooner has her adventure 
begun, however, than things quickly start to go off plan and Stella and three 
fellow young explorers must use all their wits to overcome Fanged Frosties 
and Giant Yetis in the coldest place in the world. The first in a welcome new 
series, this is a fantastically well-crafted adventure full of brilliantly imagined 
creatures and gripping moments. [RuJ] 

READ ALSO: The Unintentional Adventures of the Bland Sisters by Kara Lareau

SYLVIA BISHOP illustrated by ASHLEY KING
THE BOOKSHOP GIRL 
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 219PP £5.99 ISBN 9781407159690

Property Jones has lived most of her life in a bookshop. Growing up 
surrounded by books is fantastic – however, Property has a secret her family 
doesn’t know: she has never learned to read. When the Jones family win the 
chance to become the owners of Montgomery’s Book Emporium they are 
overjoyed – but is everything as magical as it seems? A treasure trove of a story, 
perfect for bookworms who would love to work in a bookshop and for grown-
ups who already do! [RC] 
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KRYSTYNA BOGLAR illustrated by BOHDAN BUTENKO 
translated by ANTONIA LLOYD-JONES  
and ZOSIA KRASODOMSKA-JONES
CLEMENTINE LOVES RED
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 192PP £8.99 ISBN 9781782691181

A detective story filled with suspense and mystery, Clementine Loves Red 
is a great choice for summer, as it follows a group of children who dream 
about having ‘real’ adventures on their holidays in the countryside. The 
opportunity to prove their bravery presents itself when they find a small girl 
in the forest. She needs their help and this challenges the children to be brave 
and resourceful. The illustrations, by the famous Polish illustrator Bohdan 
Butenko, add wit and humour to the story. [BM] 

JESS BUTTERWORTH
RUNNING ON THE ROOF OF THE WORLD
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 288PP £6.99 ISBN 9781510102088 

In this exciting story of adventure, survival and hope, with powerful characters 
and a fantastic setting, Tash and Sam travel across the Himalayan Mountains to 
escape from Tibet to India. They encounter friends and enemies along the way, 
and their friendship is tested as they face danger. Following Tash and Sam’s 
journey will give readers an understanding of some awful things that happen in 
this world. Easy to read, with short chapters, this is a thrilling fable about hope 
and the importance of holding on to what matters. [GH] 

EOIN COLFER and ANDREW DONKIN  
illustrated by GIOVANNI RIGANO
ILLEGAL
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 144PP £14.99 ISBN 9781444934007

Illegal follows Ebo and his brother Kwame as they make a torturous journey 
from North Africa to seek a new life in Europe. This powerful and timely 
graphic novel offers a first-person perspective on the terrible obstacles faced by 
migrants and refugees merely to survive. Colfer and Donkin tell the story with 
empathy and understanding, refusing to shy away from grim realities. Rigano’s 
artwork perfectly complements the writing, his richly developed scenes 
conveying both quotidian detail and profound emotion. A deeply moving and 
incredibly important tale. [ED] 

CRESSIDA COWELL 
THE WIZARDS OF ONCE
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 384PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444936704 

This whirlwind new adventure series, from the creator of How to Train Your 
Dragon, combines action, adventure, humour and incredible artwork. Cowell 
creates a unique set of magical characters who will capture the reader’s 
imagination. In ancient forest-covered Britain, Xar, a young wizard who wants 
to prove his magical worth, runs headlong into an odd-looking warrior called 
Wish. Xar and Wish must forget their differences if they’re going to make it 
to the dungeons at Warrior fort. Perfect for boys and girls who love fantasy 
adventure. [GH] 



 

JUDI CURTIN 
STAND BY ME 
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2017 (PBK) 256PP €12.99 ISBN 9781847179647

How did people get access to information in the 1960s without smartphones 
and tablets? This is the puzzle for Molly and Beth as they travel back in time to 
help their friend Graham discover what really happened to his friend Jeanie 
over fifty years ago. A fast-moving story of friendship past and present, which 
keeps the reader interested to the very last page. It also gives an insight into 
attitudes to disability in the 1960s. [RHe] 

READ ALSO: Time after Time by Judi Curtin

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by FRAN SHUM
ELIAS MARTIN
GRAFFEG 2017 (HBK) 40PP £8.99 ISBN 9781910862506

Elias Martin lives a lonely, isolated life in the middle of a snowy forest. Then 
one day he finds a strange young child sleeping in his wood store, and he 
soon takes the child under his wing. As with her whole Shadows and Light 
series, Davies is inspired by both nature and grim folklore in this tale. Shum’s 
beautiful black-and-white illustrations perfectly complement Davies’s writing, 
especially emphasising the starkness of the harsh landscape. A mysterious and 
highly engrossing read. [SD] 

READ ALSO: The Selkie’s Mate by Nicola Davies and Claire Jenkins

CHLOE DAYKIN illustrated by RICHARD JONES
FISH BOY
FABER & FABER 2017 (HBK) 304PP £9.99 ISBN 9780571328222 

Billy is fascinated by nature, especially the sea. David Attenborough’s nature 
documentaries run as a background to the story. Billy has many underwater 
adventures with a shoal of mackerel but the sea can be an enemy as well as a 
friend. There are many subthemes – friendship and trust, bullying and family 
health concerns – in this unusual story of a boy who realises eventually that he 
needs to see things in a different way and reset his compass point. [RHe] 

READ ALSO: Skellig by David Almond; A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness and 
Jim Kay

EMMA DONOGHUE  
illustrated by CAROLINE HADILADSONO
THE LOTTERYS PLUS ONE
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 320PP £10.99 ISBN 9781509803194

The Lottery family consists of two dads, two moms and seven children. Life is 
chaotic but full of fun. When a grandpa the children have never met comes to 
live with the family due to illness, Sumak is determined to make him  
welcome – however, ‘Grumps’ quickly manages to cause ructions! Brimming 
with diversity, there is sure to be a character every reader can relate to in 
this book. Although a little busy and fast-moving at times, this is a story that 
captures the true meaning of family. [RC] 

READ ALSO: The Terrible Thing That Happened to Barnaby Brocket  
by John Boyne
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HELENA DUGGAN 
A PLACE CALLED PERFECT 
USBORNE PUBLISHING AUG 2017 (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474924160

Violet Brown has moved with her family to a town called Perfect. Her father 
is starting a prestigious new job and the neighbourhood seems beautiful, but 
all is not what it seems. Violet’s father disappears, her mother starts behaving 
very oddly and her school is very unusual. Violet is soon dodging authority and 
finds herself caught up in an adventure with a mysterious boy. With hints of 
Stepford Wives, this novel questions our society’s obsession with perfection and 
our desire to exclude those who don’t fit. [AoMur] 

CHRISTOPHER EDGE 
THE JAMIE DRAKE EQUATION 
NOSY CROW 2017 (PBK) 190PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857638403

Jamie Drake’s dad is orbiting the Earth in the International Space Station and 
Jamie gets a lot of attention because of it, though he still just really misses his 
father. While hanging out at his local observatory, Jamie picks up a strange 
signal on his phone. When the space mission goes wrong, can Jamie get alien 
help to bring his dad home and prove that he’s a hero too? This story will 
appeal to both boys and girls, especially those with an interest in alien life. 
[HMcC] 

READ ALSO: Just Call Me Spaghetti-Hoop Boy by Lara Williamson 

LISSA EVANS 
WED WABBIT 
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 250PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910989432

Fidge has anger issues and hasn’t been able to give hugs since the death of her 
dad. She has landed in Wimbley Land accompanied by Graham, her anxious, 
pampered cousin. Before they re-emerge they must solve a series of cleverly 
orchestrated tasks and riddles that will empower them to become stronger, less 
anxious characters, better able to cope in the real world. Emotional issues such 
as loss, fear and anger are dealt with in a sensitive way, while creating a funny, 
heartwarming page turner. A modern classic. [PC] 

READ ALSO: The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum; Alice in Wonderland by 
Lewis Carroll 

MAZ EVANS 
WHO LET THE GODS OUT? 
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 368PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910655412

Elliot’s mother is developing dementia and their home is drowning in debt. 
When Virgo, the Zodiac goddess, crash lands in his shed, Elliot’s life gets 
even more chaotic. After the pair accidentally release Thanatos, evil Daemon 
of Death, they turn to the Greek Olympians in the hope of saving both of 
their worlds. This action-packed comic adventure is full of witty in-jokes, zany 
characters and clever reworkings of myth. Evans skilfully combines realism and 
fantasy to offer a surprisingly fresh story. Bring on the sequel! [ED] 
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BRIAN GALLAGHER 
PAWNS: IRELAND’S WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 256PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847178930

In Balbriggan, 1919, three children from diverse backgrounds are brought together 
by their love of music and sense of adventure. As the country descends into 
guerrilla war, the children face danger from many fronts. Loyalties are questioned 
and friendship is tested. Brian Gallagher’s experience in this field is evident, as he 
keeps focus on the personal stories while placing them securely in context of the 
wider conflicts. This makes for an enjoyable read, while not downplaying the real 
dangers. Excellent for individual or classroom reading. [CHo] 

READ ALSO: Friend or Foe by Brian Gallagher

SAM GAYTON illustrated by PETER COTTRILL
HIS ROYAL WHISKERS
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 322PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783443826

This novel is for those who relish magic, adventure and comedy. The plot is 
dripping with mayhem, treachery and danger, in a world of war and wizardry. 
Readers will relate to our heroes – Teresa Gust and Peiter Abadabacus. These 
children, armed with bravery, intelligence and optimism, overcome mortal dangers 
and prove that friendship, resilience and self-belief can defeat even the strongest 
enemy. Interspersed within this daring journey are comic moments which lift the 
reader’s soul. A heartwarming story reasserting the importance of friendship, self-
belief and hope. [CD] 

MATT GRIFFIN
THE AYLA TRILOGY: THE SPIRAL PATH 
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847178862

This final instalment brings the Ayla trilogy to a breath-taking conclusion. 
Ayla, Benvy, Finn and Sean have been away in a parallel magical world fighting 
monumental battles – meanwhile everyone in their home village has been 
entranced into a zombie-like state by the powerful Dagda. Can the friends draw on 
the powers of magic and humanity to defeat the Dagda and save the world? Loosely 
inspired by Irish myths around the Tuatha Dé Danann, author–illustrator Matt 
Griffin delivers a fantasy adventure with a lot of punch. [EH] 

READ ALSO: The New Policeman by Kate Thompson;

SHANE HEGARTY illustrated by JAMES DE LA RUE
DARKMOUTH: HERO RISING
HARPERCOLLINS 2017 (PBK) 397PP £6.99 ISBN 9780007545629

The fourth instalment in the ongoing tales of the town of Darkmouth and Finn 
the reluctant hero won’t disappoint fans of the popular fantasy adventure series. As 
Finn walks through Darkmouth eating a Squishy Bar he is being monitored from 
halfway around the world – something big is coming his way, and if anything can 
go wrong, it will. Although there is a helpful ‘catch-up’ in the prologue, new readers 
are advised to start at the beginning of the series – you really don’t want to miss a 
thing! [DeiT] 

READ ALSO: Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer; Knights of the Borrowed Dark by Dave 
Rudden
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HARRY HILL illustrated by STEVE MAY 
MATT MILLZ
FABER & FABER OCT 2017 (HBK) 336PP £10.99 ISBN 9780571338542

Matt Millz has big dreams. This story follows his attempts to swap the school 
newspaper for the big stage and emulate his comedy hero, Eddie Odillo, in 
becoming the youngest stand-up comedian ever to perform on the world-
famous stage of the Hammersmith Apollo. That is, if he can get through 
the school talent show first. Harry Hill draws from his own experience here 
in a novel that contains story, jokes and a glossary of comedic terms sure to 
enlighten aspiring young jokesters. [MCr]

JANE KERR illustrated by CHRIS WORMELL 
THE ELEPHANT THIEF
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 327PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910655757

This bizarre tale of adventure immediately captures our interest when 
we meet Danny amid his unhappy existence in a bleak, violent world. 
Accidentally betting on an elephant changes his life dramatically. The beautiful 
relationships between human and animals are explored, while in darker 
moments the writer illustrates how greed can make people do ugly things.  
Well written, with strong, believable characters – most memorable being  
Maharajah – good triumphs over evil as we travel with Danny through twists 
and turns to a very satisfying ending. [AMQ] 

GILL LEWIS illustrated by JO WEAVER 
A STORY LIKE THE WIND
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2017 (HBK) 80PP £8.99 ISBN 9780192758958

Rami and his companions are adrift on the rising sea. As the night wears 
on, we hear their stories of war and loss and oppression. But we also hear the 
stories of joy and hope and freedom that Rami’s old violin ‘remembers’ and 
that the young man shares with his fellow travellers. Gripping, heartbreaking 
and uplifting in equal measure, Lewis’s text is beautifully if soberly offset by 
Weaver’s charcoal illustration. One to share and discuss. [JS] 

READ ALSO: The Arrival by Shaun Tan 

PAULA LEYDEN 
KEEPSAKE
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 180PP €8.99 ISBN 9781910411575

Ella discovers a horse called Storm in a field near her granny’s house. She 
falls in love with him and dreams of riding him one day. Then she meets his 
owner, a quiet boy called Johnny, who refers to Storm as a ‘keepsake’ for his 
dead grandma and is not keen to share him with Ella. When Storm disappears 
one night, Johnny and Ella join forces to track him down. Subtly dealing with 
issues of prejudice and stigma, Keepsake is a wonderful adventure that’s fast-
paced and full of heart. [JL] 
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NATASHA MAC A’BHAIRD 
STAR CLUB: STARRING MEG 
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847178466

Meg is the new girl in town. Having made friends with Hannah, Laura and 
Ruby – not to mention joining the star club – Meg is settling in well but the 
summer holidays are drawing to a close. Meg will have to go to a new school. 
Will Tracey break the star-club friendship or will Meg’s secret be revealed? 
The second book in the Star Club series has everything you need: friendship, 
excitement, suspense and even a little bit of magic. [ER] 

 
PAUL MASON illustrated by ROBIN BOYDEN  
SKATE MONKEY: FEAR MOUNTAIN
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 72PP £5.99 ISBN 9781472933430

When Rory’s dad’s funfair becomes haunted by a mystery ghost that leaves claw 
marks and giant footprints, he knows there’s only one gang to help him! Skate 
Monkey, along with his friends Sandy and Zu, sets out to catch the mystery 
monster and save the funfair! This thrilling adventure is aimed at children 
with dyslexia and is so packed with adventure, monsters and a host of fantastic 
characters that it is certain to grab the attention of even the most reluctant 
reader! [RC] 

READ ALSO: Skate Monkey: The Cursed Village by Paul Mason 
 
PATRICIA MURPHY 
THE IRISH CIVIL WAR 1922–23, AVA’S DIARY 
POOLBEG PRESS 2017 (PBK) 388PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998823

A challenging chapter in Irish history is brought to vivid life through the 
eyes of Ava, a modern New Yorker recently relocated to Dublin, and Molly, a 
medical student from 1920s Ireland. A wide variety of characters and incidents, 
both fictional and historical, threaten to overload this madcap novel, but the 
reader’s interest is kept on track as Ava follows Molly through the major events 
and tragedies of the Civil War, while negotiating her own difficulties and 
chasing the Russian crown jewels in twenty-first-century Dublin. [CHo] 

READ ALSO: Seeds of Liberty: Three Battles for Independence by Claire Hennessy

ORNA NÍ CHOILEÁIN
GREIM NA VAIMPÍRE
COIS LIFE 2017 (BOG) 163LCH €8.00 ISBN 9781907494673

Is leabhar é seo a leanann saol vaimpíre, Marius, agus a chara Ailfí. Tugann Ailfí 
cúnamh dá chara le linn an scéil agus iad beag beann ar chontúirtí an tsaoil. 
Tugann vaimpír eile, Gretschwein, comhairle do Marius le bheith cúramach agus 
gan aird a thabhairt ar a gcineál ach an bhfuil duine éigin mórthimpeall orthu ag 
iarraidh an bheirt a ghortú? Scéal simplí atá oiriúnach do pháistí sna ranganna 
sinsearacha sa bhunscoil. [PÓC]
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GARTH NIX 
FROGKISSER!
PICADILLY PRESS 2017 (HBK) 384PP £10.99 ISBN 9781848126015

Frogkisser! is a charming and witty book, portraying familiar fairy-tale elements in a 
new and imaginative way. Princess Anya is an engaging character and the friends 
she picks up along the way will each have their own appeal to children. Nix takes 
the Roald Dahl template of a child struggling against grown-up forces and adds 
magic, thievery, seven dwarves and some talking dogs. This is a fast-paced and lively 
read. [HDa] 

ALAN NOLAN
SAM HANNIGAN’S WOOF WEEK
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 144PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847179197

Animal-loving Sam Hannigan and her brother Bruno find a curious machine – the 
Brain-Swap 3000 – in their grandad’s ‘inventing shed’. Bruno can’t wait to test the 
machine and Sam’s brain ends up swapped with a dog called Barker! How will Sam 
survive school, and compete in an Irish-dancing competition, inside the body of 
a large, furry dog? Sam/Barker and a host of animal and human friends uncover 
dastardly deeds at a dog-biscuit factory – will they save the day? A funny, madcap 
adventure with lots of heart. [EH] 

READ ALSO: There’s a Werewolf in My Tent by Pamela Butchart

BILL NYE and GREGORY MONE  
illustrated by NICK ILUZADA
JACK AND THE GENIUSES:  
AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WORLD
AMULET BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 256PP £8.99 ISBN 9781419723032

The first in a new series by science educator Bill Nye (the Science Guy), this is a fun, 
science-filled, Antarctic adventure. Jack and his foster siblings find themselves in 
a race against time (and cold) tracking a brilliant researcher who has disappeared 
into the Antarctic desert. With engaging (and gender-balanced) characters, exciting 
plot-twists and appendices packed with real science, including an experiment to 
try at home, any child with an enquiring mind will find something to enjoy in this 
book. [EH] 

HELEN PETERS
EVIE’S GHOST
NOSY CROW 2017 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857638427

Being shipped off to her ancient godmother in the middle of nowhere while her 
mum flies off on honeymoon with her new husband is not Evie’s idea of fun. She 
is not expecting the rambling old house or the secrets revealed when midnight 
strikes. This lesson in gripping storytelling sees Evie go back in time to 1814 to 
right a wrong that is yet to happen. A captivating page turner in which Evie grows 
in her empathy towards others and her understanding of the world. [RuJ]

READ ALSO: Tom’s Midnight Garden by Philippa Pearce
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MEG ROSOFF illustrated by GRACE EASTON
GOOD DOG MCTAVISH
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 125PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781126837

A dog is for life, not just for Easter, but when Ma Peachy resigns from mum duties 
to pursue inner peace through yoga, the Peachy family are thrown into chaos. 
Enter McTavish, a rescue dog with a mission: to adopt the Peachys and iron out 
their utterly chaotic lives. A heartwarming story, featuring gorgeous illustrations, 
from dyslexia-specialist publishers Barrington Stoke. Not to be missed by dog-
lovers, this mix of laugh-out-loud moments with a lovely moral will also be 
appreciated by hard-working mammys! [RC] 

READ ALSO: Dragon by Hilary McKay; Desirable by Frank Cottrell Boyce

 
SARAH RUBIN
ALICE JONES: THE GHOST LIGHT
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 283PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910002872

Someone seems to be sabotaging efforts to save the old Beryl Theatre. When the 
ghost light goes out and mysterious accidents begin to happen, many suspect it is 
the work of a ghost. Detective Alice Jones is not so sure and returns to solve the 
mystery. The action takes place on and off the stage as Alice digs deep into the 
secrets held in the dark and dusty back-stage rooms and corridors of the theatre. 
A real page-turner! [BLa] 

READ ALSO: Alice Jones: The Impossible Clue by Sarah Rubin; How to Stage a 
Catastrophe by Rebecca Donnelly

GERARD SIGGINS 
RUGBY RUNNER:  
ANCIENT ROOTS, MODERN BOOTS
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847179135

School can be tough for anybody and star rugby player Eoin Madden is no 
exception. Between the Junior Cert and the Junior Cup it’s hard to get the 
balance right – throw in a fight for Leinster and Ireland selection and it’s almost 
all a teenage boy can take. Then an encounter with the ghost of a rugby pioneer 
seems set to make this the toughest season ever. The fifth in this popular series 
blends sport and the supernatural to suit those with an interest in either. [MCr]  

FRANCESCA SIMON aistrithe ag MARION NÍ 
SHÚILEABHÁIN maisithe ag TONY ROSS 
DÓNALL DÁNA: TEACH NA dTAIBHSÍ
CLÓ IAR-CHONNACHT MEÁN FÓMHAIR 2017 (BOG) 91LCH €7.00 ISBN 9781784441654

San aistriúchán seo ar an tsraith Horrid Henry, téann Dónall Dána i ngleic lena 
dheartháir Learaí-gan-Locht, fanann sé i dteach taibhsí lena chol ceathrair, 
baineann sé amach an chéad duais ag an aonach scoile trí chleasaíocht, agus 
éiríonn leis a bheith ina iomaitheoir don chlár teilifíse is fearr leis. Bheadh an 
scéal seo feiliúnach do pháistí bunscoile, idir bhuachaillí agus chailíní, cé go 
bhfuil an foclóir sa scéal dúshlánach go leor. Tá an leabhar chomh greannmhar 
sin go mbeidh tú ag pléascadh amach ag gáire! [CN]
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ROBIN STEVENS and SIOBHAN DOWD
THE GUGGENHEIM MYSTERY 
PUFFIN BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 320PP £9.99 ISBN 9780141377025 

In the strange world of New York, Ted Spark identifies with Odysseus and 
his epic journey. When his aunt is framed for the theft of a painting from the 
Guggenheim Museum, Ted, with his sister Kat and cousin Salim, sets out to prove 
her innocence. The reader is presented with a cast of suspects along with their 
secrets and possible motives. Ted is precise and self-sufficient but longs for the 
approval of Kat and Salim, which gives this fascinating and brilliant story a touch 
of poignancy. [RHe] 

TRENTON LEE STEWART illustrated by DIANA SUDYKA
THE SECRET KEEPERS
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 510PP £6.99 ISBN 9781911077282

A shy boy, Reuben Pedley, hopes that fortunes will improve for him and his 
widowed mother when he unearths a mysterious pocket watch. The timepiece, 
however, is imbued with otherworldly powers and desperately sought by The 
Smoke, the sinister, shadowy overlord of the city. Stewart maintains a sterling pace 
in this bumper adventure, with excellent character delineation, ample surprises 
and background detail, all set in a compelling milieu that is sure to draw the 
reader in and hold their interest. Excitement and mystery abound! [EK]

READ ALSO: The Mysterious Benedict Society by Trenton Lee Stewart 

ROSEMARY SUTCLIFF illustrated by ALAN LEE
BLACK SHIPS BEFORE TROY:  
THE STORY OF THE ILLIAD
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781847809957

Thrilling stories of the last year of the Trojan War, based on Homer’s Iliad, are 
completely captivating in this new edition of Rosemary Sutcliff’s classic work. 
The uncompromising prose and the strange, exotic names make the book 
challenging, but all the more fascinating. No compromise either in the writing 
or the wonderful illustrations in depicting the awful reality of war, where heroes, 
mortals and gods are all guilty of both terrible and heroic actions. Great for older, 
competent readers, but also excellent to read together. [MMcL] 

KERR THOMSON 
THE RISE OF WOLVES 
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781911077695

Innis is a thirteen-year-old who lives with his ailing grandfather on the Isle of 
Nin, off the Scottish coast. Plans for a wind-farm threaten the way of life on the 
island, as well as its birdlife, and its hidden secret – a pack of wild wolves, hitherto 
thought extinct. With the help of his friend Kat and a newcomer to the island, 
Lachlan, Innis discovers his destiny as Laird of Nin and secures the future of the 
island. A topical tale with a fantasy element. [AB]
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JESSICA TOWNSEND 
NEVERMOOR:  
THE TRIALS OF MORRIGAN CROW
ORION CHILDRENS BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 384PP £12.99 ISBN 9781510104112

Morrigan Crow has been apologising for being alive for all of her eleven years. All 
children born on Eventide, the unluckiest day of the year, are ill-fated and cursed 
to die – but fate has different plans for Morrigan Crow. She will find friends and 
discover secrets and compete for a place in a magical school. Easily compared to 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, Morrigan is wonderfully sarcastic, particularly at 
the beginning. I look forward to more from this imaginative new series. [DeiT] 

READ ALSO: The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman
 
DAVID WALLIAMS aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ MHÁRTA 
maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN BILLIÚNAÍ BEAG
FUTA FATA 2017 (BOG) 279LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945254

Tá Joe Práta ‘chomh saibhir le rí’ ó chruthaigh a athair ‘Tóinín-Úr’, páipéar 
leithris atá fliuch ar thaobh amháin agus tirim ar an taobh eile. Ach cé go bhfuil 
ráschúrsa, pictiúrlann, crogall agus sleamhnán uisce ag Joe, tá sé uaigneach agus 
téann sé chuig an scoil áitiúil le cairde a dhéanamh. Cuireann na léaráidí spraíúla 
leis an scléip, agus taitneoidh an greann ainrialach agus na carachtair áiféiseacha 
go mór le léitheoirí óga. Tá gnéithe áirithe den scéal dúchasaithe san aistriúchán 
an-chumasach seo. [CNicL]

JACOB SAGER WEINSTEIN illustrated by EUAN COOK 
THE CITY OF SECRET RIVERS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 352PP £9.99 ISBN 9781406368857

Hyacinth, just moved from America with her quirky mum, finds life in Britain 
strange – but she has no idea just how strange it will become! Following a cast of 
outrageous characters through the sewers of London, this hilarious book is filled 
with twists and turns until the very end – but evil never wins. The feisty female 
lead is a refreshing character and, as Hyacinth unravels who is friend and who 
is enemy, her clever thinking saves her mother’s life. Hyacinth will definitely be 
back. [AMQ]
 
IMOGEN WHITE
THE ROSE MUDDLE MYSTERIES:  
THE AMBER PENDANT
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474927291

A young workhouse orphan, Rose Muddle, inherits a magical pendant that, with 
the help of her friend Rui, she must use to prevent an evil power taking over the 
world. Rose, Rui and Bahula the monkey are flung into a daring adventure in 
which they have to find a second pendant, held by the treacherous Brotherhood 
of the Black Sun, which could unleash darkness on the world. This book, the 
first in a new historical adventure series, leaves you eagerly awaiting the next 
instalment. [HMcC] 
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AMY WILSON illustrated by HELEN CRAWFORD-WHITE
A GIRL CALLED OWL
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509832460

A Girl Called Owl is the story of a young girl’s quest to find her mysterious 
father. Owl’s mother raised her with fairy stories about how they had met. 
As Owl begins her search for answers, she befriends a slightly odd boy called 
Alberic and discovers that her mother’s stories weren’t as far-fetched as she 
thought. Illustrated with wintery charcoal sketches, Amy Wilson’s book is a 
fantastical coming-of-age tale of magic, love and mystery. [DQ] 

READ ALSO: The Dream-Snatcher series by Abie Elphinstone; The Illustrated 
Mum by Jacqueline Wilson

JACQUELINE WILSON illustrated by NICK SHARRATT
WAVE ME GOODBYE
DOUBLEDAY 2017 (HBK) 464PP £12.99 ISBN 9780857535153

On the eve of World War II, ten-year-old book-lover Shirley is evacuated from 
her London home along with two unruly boys to a large house in the country. 
Shirley finds friendship and discovers the secrets of the house and its owners 
as she gets used to a world away from home. The story is set in a historical time 
but is not focused on being a historical book, making it a coming-of-age tale 
with some more mature references to war and death. [CHo] 

READ ALSO: Queenie by Jacqueline Wilson; Ballet Shoes by Noel Streatfeild; 
Far Away Home by Marilyn Taylor

LAUREN WOLK
BEYOND THE BRIGHT SEA
CORGI 2017 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9780552574303

This story is set in 1925 on the Elizabeth Islands, off Cape Cod, Massachusetts. 
The islands feature prominently throughout, in terms of their remoteness and 
beauty. The heroine of the story is strong, intelligent, independent Crow who 
was found, as a newborn baby, by Osh. Crow is anxious to learn of her past 
and explores questions of identity, family, love and betrayal. These clues form 
a mystery that runs through the entire novel. This is a beautifully written and 
thought-provoking story. [VCh] 

READ ALSO: Wolf Hollow by Lauren Wolk; Anne of Green Gables  
by L.M. Montgomery

MATILDA WOODS illustrated by ANUSKA ALLEPUZ
THE BOY, THE BIRD & THE COFFIN MAKER
SCHOLASTIC 2017 185PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407178691

This magical tale takes place in the colourful town of Allora, where fish fly 
out of the ocean and artists flock to paint the bright houses lining the winding 
streets of the town. Alberto is a coffin maker, surrounded by sad memories and 
with a heavy heart, until one day a mysterious boy named Tito and his magical 
bird, Fia, enter his life and change it forever. This is a story speckled with magic 
realism, about secrets, friendship and hope. It is sure to warm your heart! [JMo] 
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MIRA BARTÓK 
THE WONDERLING 
WALKER BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 464PP £14.99 ISBN 9781406370645

An anthropomorphic twist on a familiar Dickensian trope, The Wonderling is 
a tale of adventure, friendship and the importance of having a voice. Number 
Thirteen is a fox ‘groundling’ and lives in misery in Miss Carbunkle’s Home for 
Wayward and Misbegotten Creatures. A new orphan, the imaginative Trinket, 
befriends Number Thirteen and gives him the confidence to seek out answers 
to his past. An uplifting story set in a magical steampunk world filled with 
characters that would not be out of place in a pantomime. [FK] 
READ ALSO: Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs

PAULINE BURGESS 
KNOCK BACK
POOLBEG PRESS SEPT 2017 (PBK) 272PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998342

In order to uncover a family secret, Belfast teenager Ben has purposely got 
himself sent to Knockmore Farm, a summer camp for troubled youth. A 
compelling mystery drives this engaging tale of betrayal, unlikely friendship 
and good old-fashioned farm work. Exploring themes of family, both the one 
we are born with and the one we create for ourselves, this novel is written with 
a warm humanity and in a relatable voice. Readers will want to knock it back in 
one go! [CL]
READ ALSO: Hour of the Bees by Lindsay Edgar 

THERESA BRESLIN  
THE RASPUTIN DAGGER
CORGI 2017 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9780552565257

The latest novel by Carnegie Award winner Theresa Breslin is a historical love 
story set in St Petersburg in Romanov Russia – full of danger, intrigue and 
political machinations. The main characters take turns narrating each chapter: 
Nina Ivanovna, drawn in by the lure of the Russian royal family, and Stefan 
Kolodin, an idealistic medical student who blames the Romanovs for the 
death of his mother and the ruin of Russia. The Rasputin Dagger is a dramatic, 
gripping story for fans of historical adventures. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: Blood Red, Snow White by Marcus Sedgwick
 
ALLY CONDIE  
SUMMERLOST 
PENGUIN BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9780141371047

After the devastating loss of her father and brother, Cedar’s grieving family 
move to her mother’s home town for the summer. An unexpected friendship 
with Leo leads Cedar to a summer job with the Summerlost Shakespeare 
festival, where she finds a new sense of purpose. Together the pair explore the 
decades-old mystery of the town’s most famous daughter, the late actress Lisette 
Chamberlain. This beautifully written tale of friendship, grief and the bonds 
that endure has a timeless feel – a truly mesmerising read. [NMaca’B]
READ ALSO: Atlanta by Ally Condie
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JO COTTERILL
A STORM OF STRAWBERRIES 
PICADILLY 2017 (PBK) 240PP £5.99 ISBN 9781848126169

Darby loves music, dancing, strawberries and chocolate, but most of all she 
loves her family. When a tornado wreaks havoc on the strawberry farm, 
everyone is stressed and distraught. Darby observes that the storm outside 
matches the storm raging within her family, especially her parents’ reaction 
to her sister’s relationship. Having Down syndrome means she finds some 
situations hard to decipher, but soon Darby discovers that she is the only one 
keeping calm. Jo Cotterill has created an empathic, insightful, humane and 
sensitive story. [SQ] 
READ ALSO: A Library of Lemons by Jo Cotterill 

KEVIN CROSSLEY-HOLLAND  
illustrated by JEFFREY ALAN LOVE
NORSE MYTHS: TALES OF ODIN, THOR & LOKI
WALKER STUDIO NOV 2017 (HBK) 240PP £18.99 ISBN 9781406361841

Kevin Crossley-Holland’s name is synonymous with retellings of myth and 
legend, and this new version of Norse myths doesn’t disappoint. Crossley-
Holland’s dedication to the tone of the original stories, while giving them 
a refreshing face-lift, makes for some fascinating reading – the passion and 
respect the author has for the origins of these tales really shines through. The 
text is complemented by Jeffrey Alan Love’s darkly graphic illustrations – the 
limited colour palette and dynamic stylised drawings enhancing the stories’ 
dark, otherworldly drama. [LG]

KEREN DAVID
THE LIAR’S HANDBOOK
BARRINGTON STOKE (PBK) 125PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781126806

From the opening line, ‘My name is River and I am a liar,’ to the last page, 
this novel will have the most reluctant reader hooked. A story full of intrigue, 
mystery, lies and cover-ups is woven in The Liar’s Handbook. What begins as 
an investigation into his mother’s boyfriend ends with shocking results when 
River learns the truth about himself and his real father, and uncovers a secret 
about his best friend, Kai. River discovers that he may not be the real liar after 
all. [ET] 
READ ALSO: Lena’s Story by Judi White; Kai’s Story by Judi White
 
JUNO DAWSON  
MARGOT AND ME
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471406089

This epic novel has everything: history, romance, school politics, friendship 
and tragedy – leavened with fashion and dance. Fliss, the main narrator, charts 
moving from London to her grandmother Margot’s house in Wales with her 
mother, who is recovering from chemo. Margot’s story, told in a diary that 
Fliss finds and reads, documents her experience as an evacuee during World 
War II. As they confront tragedy, Fliss and Margot come to realise how much 
they have in common. Dawson is a marvellous storyteller, and the book is 
unputdownable. [AB]
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SIOBHAN DOWD illustrated by EMMA SHOARD 
THE PAVEE AND THE BUFFER GIRL 
THE BUCKET LIST 2017 (PBK) 112PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911370048

A sensitive portrayal of Traveller life, this graphic novel is beautifully written 
and illustrated. Bullying the outsider is nothing new, but the story is given a 
unique twist through the words of Traveller boy Jim Curran as he struggles 
with schooling and life in general in the fictional Irish town of Dundray. 
Everything is made sweeter by settled girl Kit – the buffer girl of the title – 
and their innocent romance in the sea cave beneath the town lends a magical 
quality to this powerful book. [JMi]

READ ALSO: Infinite Sky by C.J. Flood; The Other Alice by Michelle Harrison

SHANNON HALE and DEAN HALE 
MARVEL: THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL, 
SQUIRREL MEETS WORLD
EGMONT 2017 (PBK) 324PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405287661

The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl is the best character that Marvel Comics has 
released in years, and she works even better in this novelisation. Fourteen-year-
old Doreen Green is Squirrel Girl. When she moves to a new school, Doreen 
must hide her tail, along with her secret identity, to find new friends and clean 
up New Jersey. This laugh-out-loud comedy prequel to her monthly series is 
witty and clever. Squirrel Meets World is the funniest, cutest and punching-est 
hero in the Marvel Universe. [MMcC] 

STEWART FOSTER 
ALL THE THINGS THAT COULD GO WRONG 
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2017 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471145421

Alex has OCD and a list of worries. He’s also the target of the school bully, 
Dan, who has troubles of his own as his big brother has been sent away. As 
Alex’s school life deteriorates, he doesn’t know how to cope. Told from both 
sides of the story, this book gives valuable insights into how you never know 
what someone else is going through until you consider their perspective. A 
sometimes painful but insightful read about empathy – and hoping that things 
can get better. [AJ]

READ ALSO: Compulsion by Heidi Ayrabe; The Bubble Boy by Stewart Foster

ZANA FRAILLON
THE ONES THAT DISAPPEARED 
ORION CHILDRERN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 272PP £7.99 ISBN 9781510101586

The issue of child trafficking and modern slavery is explored in Zana Fraillon’s 
poignant novel for young teens. It is written from the perspective of a scared 
girl, Esra, who is one of three children forced to live in cramped, unhealthy 
conditions. The children tend to ‘medicinal plants’ under threat of violence, 
starvation and deportation. Esra’s perspective draws the reader into a fast-
paced, gripping story. The Ones That Disappeared is all the more horrifying as it 
touches on real issues. Highly recommended. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: The Bone Sparrow by Zana Fraillon; Trash by Andy Mulligan
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edited by DANIEL HAHN
ODYSSEY: STORIES OF JOURNEYS FROM 
AROUND EUROPE FROM THE AARHUS 39
ALMA BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781846884290

The most remarkable thing about these flawlessly translated and illustrated 
short stories – written by twenty-one different authors from all over Europe – is 
that, despite their diverse origins, the themes are still all universal. Amongst 
others, there is our own Sarah Crossan’s wonderfully easy-to-read poem on a 
half-sister’s jealousy of her new baby brother; a charming German love story 
involving fourteen-year-olds; and a heart-wrenching Norwegian story about 
male sexuality – all surely a help to young people figuring out their place in the 
world. [OB] 
READ ALSO: Quest: Stories of Journeys from Around Europe from the Aarhus 39 
edited by Daniel Hahn

GARETH HINDS
POE: STORIES AND POEMS
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 120PP £10.99 ISBN 9780763695095 

This evocative and expertly adapted graphic novel explores a range of the works 
of Edgar Allen Poe. Hind’s filmic eye and sense of narrative structure make the 
adaptations accessible, while honouring Poe’s rich use of language. A key has 
been included before the title of each story, preparing the young reader for the 
terrors to be found within. Poe: Stories and Poems would make a fine addition to 
a lesson about Poe’s work or to the shelves of a school library. [DS]
READ ALSO: Romeo and Juliet by Gareth Hinds; The Odyssey by Gareth Hinds

NICK LAKE 
SATELLITE 
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 480PP £7.99 ISBN 9781444936773 

Born on the Moon 2 Space Station and raised with twins Libra and Orion, 
Leo and his friends are about to make their first journey home – back to the 
Earth they have never seen. Told through a compelling first-person narrative, 
Nick Lake’s book grips from the off, combining elements of science fiction 
and thriller for a page-turning read. A powerful vision of space and science, at 
its core Satellite is a story about the need to belong – a universal story about a 
universal dream. [BLo]

DEREK LANDY
SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT: RESURRECTION
HARPERCOLLINS 2017 (PBK) 432PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008219567
Fans of the seemingly deceased series, rejoice! Skulduggery Pleasant is back 
from the dead (so to speak). Featuring old friends and new threats, Resurrection 
is more of a continuation than a reboot, adding to the mix Omen Darkly, a 
teen with an inferiority complex from being the Chosen One’s brother. With 
its trademark mix of ironic humour and gloopy horror intact, this new entry 
will satisfy fans and sets up future battles, including one with a narcissistic US 
president who may feel familiar … [CL] 
READ ALSO: The Maleficent Seven by Derek Landy 
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HAYLEY LONG
THE NEAREST FARAWAY PLACE
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 310PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471406263

A tragic accident leaves Dylan and Griff without parents. As they deal with 
their grief, they must also get used to living in a strange land with family 
they’ve never met and learn to reconnect with each other.  
The Nearest Faraway Place is a powerful, poetic novel with elements of the 
fantastical as the boys cope by drifting off to happier times when their parents 
were still alive. Although Long’s story deals with bereavement, it is told well 
and contains a lot of humour. [MBT]
READ ALSO: Sophie Someone by Hayley Long; Nest by Esther Ehrlich 

RACHAEL LUCAS
THE STATE OF GRACE
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 288PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509839551

Being a teenager often has its tricky moments, but for Grace Armstrong these 
moments seem to be happening more often than not. Rachel Lucas’s novel 
offers a sensitive yet realistic insight into the struggle of navigating adolescence, 
especially when you have Asperger’s. The wholesome relationships and unique 
stream-of-consciousness will undoubtedly appeal to teenagers, and Grace’s 
quirky personality makes her a very likeable protagonist. The moral of the 
story is that loyal friends and a united family can get you through pretty much 
anything. [GE]
READ ALSO: Smart by Kim Slater

NIGEL MCDOWELL
THE HOUSE OF MOUNTFATHOM 
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 400PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471404047

The Driochta, the magical keepers of the peace in Ireland, have made the 
stately house of Mountfathom their headquarters for centuries. As darkness 
invades the land after the upheavals of 1916, the idyllic nature of Luke’s home 
is threatened. Will he learn to use the magic of the Driochta in time to help 
them defeat this new threat to their way of life? A brilliant blending of history 
and fantasy that will keep any young reader guessing and questioning till the 
very end. [MBT]
READ ALSO: the Ayla trilogy by Matt Griffin 

SHIRLEY-ANNE MCMILLAN
THE UNKNOWNS
ATOM BOOKS DEC 2017 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9780349002538

Tilly dreams of getting away from a Belfast that seems to have forgotten about 
its young people – but the arrival of the mysterious Brew into her life changes 
everything. In her own words, Tilly tells the story of her city which, as she 
comes to learn, is her story as well. A gripping story about a place where the 
past still means as much as the future, The Unknowns is an essential read for 
anyone seeking to find their own place in the world. [BLo] 
READ ALSO: Name upon Name by Sheena Wilkinson
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JANE MITCHELL  
A DANGEROUS CROSSING
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 227PP €9.99 ISBN 9781910411582

When thirteen-year-old Ghalib is injured by a barrel bomb in his near-
devastated home town of Kobani in Syria, it is the final straw. His parents 
are determined that their family attempts to escape the war for a better life in 
Europe. Ghalib faces a journey fraught with danger. Jane Mitchell’s latest novel 
is endorsed by Amnesty International. Her timely and powerful story shines a 
light on the tremendous distress and difficult decisions experienced by Syrian 
refugees. A Dangerous Crossing is essential reading. [VL]
READ ALSO: Chalkline by Jane Mitchell; The Wall by William Sutcliffe

SARAH MOORE FITZGERALD 
THE LIST OF REAL THINGS
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS JAN 2018 (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9781444014815

Grace, fourteen, has a firm grip on reality. Not so her sister Bee, six, who 
believes their dead parents and grandfather live in an abandoned hotel that 
exists only in rumour. Grace helps Bee to write a list separating what is real 
from what isn’t, but are the lines clear? When the girls go to camp in the park, 
Grace comes face-to-face with her sister’s wildest imaginings – a shimmering 
girl and a magnificent hotel … Moore Fitzgerald’s novel is an emotional tale of 
loss and healing. [CAC]
READ ALSO: The Apple Tart of Hope by Sarah Moore Fitzgerald

ÉAMONN Ó RUANAÍ maisithe ag KIERON BLACK 
ANANSI AGUS SCÉALTA AN DOMHAIN
AN GÚM 2017 (BOG) 94LCH €7.50 ISBN 9781857919295

Cnuasach fabhalscéalta atá ann agus é dírithe ar pháistí sna hardranganna. 
Agus é ag iarraidh bobanna a bhualadh ar charachtair an domhain áirithe seo, 
díríonn an téacs ar Anasi, an damhán alla, atá ina rógaire ceart. Scéalaíocht 
den chéadscoth a chuireann Ó Ruanaí os ár gcomhair le gluais chabhrach 
ag deireadh an leabhair le cuidiú linn focail agus téarmaí nua a fhoghlaim. 
Maisithe go héifeachtach ag Black, cuireann léaráidí an leabhair go mór leis 
an scéalaíocht. Is leabhar álainn é seo le scéalta greannmhara cruthaitheacha. 
[SMacR]

PÁDRAIG Ó SIOCHFHRADHA curtha in eagar ag RÍONA 
NIC CONGAIL maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
JIMÍN MHÁIRE THAIDHG
AN tSNATHÁID MHÓR 2016 (CRUA) 221LCH €20.00  

ISBN 9780993474515/9780993474521

Níl dearmad déanta ar an rógaire is ansa linn – Jimín. Sa dá leagan nua den 
seanscéal Jimín Mháire Thaidhg – an leagan caighdeánach agus an leagan 
canúnach - beidh deis ag léitheoirí óga dul i dtaithí ar rógaire ceart na 
Gaeltachta, a bhain clú agus cáil amach mar gheall ar a chuid diabhlaíochta. 
Le léaráidí sciliúla sofaisticiúla, leanfaidh léitheoirí é ó eachtra go heachtra. 
Leabhar téagartha atá ann a léiríonn idir ghreann agus shoineantacht an 
pháiste óig agus é ag teacht in inmhe. [CMD]
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CHRIS PRIESTLEY
SUPERPOWERLESS
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471404979

David loves super-hero comics and art and has incredible imaginary 
superpowers. This sharp, realistic novel gives an insight into a grief-stricken 
sixteen-year-old boy’s world, with all its challenges and communication 
difficulties. His dad has died, and his relationship with his mum is awkward. 
Things get complicated with Holly and he becomes infatuated with Ellen … An 
entertaining read with depth, empathy and sexual obsession. There are also 
some pages of effective and dramatic comic-style black-and-white illustrations by 
the author. [PO’D]
READ ALSO: Wonderboy by Nicole Burstein

PHILIP PULLMAN illustrated by FRED FORDHAM
THE ADVENTURES OF JOHN BLAKE:  
MYSTERY OF THE GHOST SHIP
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 160PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910989296

Doomed to sail through the mists of time by a failed research experiment, 
The Mary Alice is lost between the centuries, searching for a way home, until 
John rescues a girl from the modern day and promises to help her. Pullman’s 
dynamic prose is perfectly expressed through Fred Fordham glorious 
illustrations, with a frenetic pace throughout. Part comic, part graphic novel, 
this is a thrilling and unforgettable time-travelling adventure on the high seas 
from a master storyteller and a supremely talented artist. [BLo]

R.M. ROMERO illustrated by TOMISLAV TOMIC
THE DOLLMAKER OF KRAKÓW 
WALKER BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 288PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406375633

When rats invade the Land of the Dolls, the kind wind carries Karolina to the 
human world. The living doll lands in Nazi-occupied Kraków and befriends 
Jozef, a lonely dollmaker. As hatred grips the city, Karolina and Jozef bring love 
to a Jewish father and daughter. Can their magic save the pair from a terrible 
fate? Touching and lyrical, this book captures the darkness of Nazi-ruled 
Poland. While occasionally over-sentimental, it is a welcome celebration of love 
and courage in the face of unspeakable evil. [DebT] 
READ ALSO: The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

DAVE RUDDEN
KNIGHTS OF THE BORROWED DARK:  
THE FOREVER COURT
PUFFIN 2017 (PBK) 416PP £6.99 ISBN 9780141356617

Denizen Hardwick is back – and you’d better be ready to spend over four 
hundred hair-raising pages chasing him through the Forever Court. Fans of 
Knights of the Borrowed Dark won’t be disappointed by this gripping sequel: Dave 
Rudden’s skill for scene setting, suspense building and electric action sequences 
brings this adventure story to life, from the very first page to the final word. Be 
prepared for goosebumps, thrills, breath holding, a streak of humour – and just 
one more chapter before bed! [LH]
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PASCAL RUTER translated by EMMA MANDLEY
A FRIEND IN THE DARK
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406372601

Victor lives with his sad, single-parent dad in a suburb of Paris. Constantly 
in trouble at school and challenged in many ways, he strikes up an unlikely 
friendship with the smartest, most talented girl in the class. But she is gradually 
losing her sight and needs his help to fulfil her lifetime plan. This is a gentle and 
funny story about friendship, first love, family ties, keeping secrets and how to 
find courage – especially when the odds are stacked against you. [JW] 
READ ALSO: She Is Not Invisible by Marcus Sedgwick 

ALLAN STRATTON
THE WAY BACK HOME
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 256PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783445219

Zoe Bird, a typical misunderstood teenager, struggles to find balance in a world 
that seems to be against her. With her spunky granny by her side, the two embark 
upon a journey that leads Zoe to new discoveries about herself, her granny and 
her family’s past. Through this eye-opening expedition, the novel discusses many 
important topics such as bullying, mental health and the loss of a loved one. Zoe’s 
experiences are certain to resonate with young teenagers, making it an honest 
and relatable read. [PP]
READ ALSO: Caramel Hearts by E.R. Murray; We Are All Made of Molecules  
by Susin Nielsen

LISA THOMPSON
THE GOLDFISH BOY
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 400PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407170992

Matthew spends most of his time shut up in his bedroom, his terror of germs 
and the outside world keeping him a prisoner. From his window he watches the 
neighbours – the rector’s widow, his former teacher, the children he was once 
friends with. But when the toddler next door disappears, Matthew might just 
hold the key to solving the mystery – if he can find the courage to overcome his 
fears. An engrossing and thought-provoking read, dealing with mental-health 
issues in a highly relatable way. [NMaca’B]
READ ALSO: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon

JUDY WAITE illustrated by CHRIS ASKHAM
KAI’S STORY
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9781472934048

Caught on video singing, Kai is accidentally a viral hit online, but his initial fame 
is conspiring to trap him in a potential web of deceit. Part of The Street, a book 
series aimed at readers aged twelve-plus and designed with particular layouts and 
fonts to be accessible and reader-friendly, Kai’s Story is an entertaining cautionary 
tale on the dangers of fame and social media. It has plenty of twists and humour, 
and reluctant readers should find it right up their street. [CL]

READ ALSO: Lena’s Story by Judy Waite and Chris Askham
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SHEENA WILKINSON 
STAR BY STAR
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS OCT 2017 196PP €9.00 ISBN 9781910411537

Teenager Stella Graham is a diehard feminist who is excellent at fixing other 
people’s lives. The thirteen-year-old, who is orphaned in 1918, comes to live with 
a maiden aunt in Cuanbeg. Soon she is saving the lives of the boarding house’s 
occupants – often humorously – including the mysterious wounded soldier 
Sandy, and Rose, a suffragette pal of Stella’s mum. Wilkinson creates a rounded 
character by hinting that underneath Stella’s feistiness is grief over her beloved 
mother’s death. An intelligent, informative, lively read. [OB] 
READ ALSO: Name upon Name by Sheena Wilkinson; The Making of Mollie by 
Anna Carey

TAMSIN WINTER 
BEING MISS NOBODY
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) £6.99 384PP ISBN 9781474927277

Rosalind is too shy to talk. Her brother Seth is ill. He tells her to write a blog 
because she is being bullied and hates school. But things go very wrong … This 
debut is a tremendous insight into the life of somebody who is too shy to speak. 
Rosalind has a long and difficult journey, including her blog being taken over, 
which causes huge problems. But she finally finds the courage that gives her 
redemption and brings her speech back. This is a great, insightful story. [MCo]
READ ALSO: Plain Jane by Kim Hood; One by Sarah Crossan 

AGE 12–14

New from

A Sailor Went To Sea, Sea, Sea -  
Favourite Rhymes from an Irish Childhood
Sarah Webb & Steve McCarthy



 

RANDA ABDEL-FATTAH
THE LINES WE CROSS
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 268PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407173474

Mina’s family are refugees from Afghanistan; Michael’s family lead an anti-
immigration pressure group. The initial spark of attraction between them 
can’t overcome their ‘different opinions’ – what is abstract political thought 
for Michael is deeply personal for Mina. Ostensibly a love story, this he-said 
she-said account of racism and Islamophobia in Australia offers much food 
for thought for teen readers, while avoiding getting overly solemn. The shrewd 
portrayal of complicated friendships and classroom politics adds an extra 
dimension to this highly topical novel. [CHe]

CECELIA AHERN 
PERFECT
HARPERCOLLINS 2017 (PBK) 336PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008126377

In this riveting sequel to Flawed, we follow Celestine North as she battles her 
way through the trials and tribulations of being the most flawed person in a 
seemingly perfect world. Celestine puts her life on the line to save those like 
her, standing up to injustice and risking everything she holds dear. This book 
is a great example of the kind of world Ahern is fantastic at creating. The fiery 
plot will inspire any young adult reader to stand up for what they believe in. 
[ELM]

RACHAEL ALLEN
A TAXONOMY OF LOVE
AMULET BOOKS JANUARY 2018 (PBK) 330PP £12.99 ISBN 9781419725418

This story charts the relationship of Spencer and Hope from the summer 
he turns thirteen and she moves in next door to him until the summer they 
graduate from high school. Spencer has Tourette’s Syndrome, and Allen’s deft 
touch examines the challenges of being different in school, alongside more 
common issues of growing up. Through adversity and tragedy, Hope and 
Spencer’s friendship stays strong. A wonderful story and an excellent read. 
Highly recommended. [PNicI]

M.T. ANDERSON
SYMPHONY FOR THE CITY OF THE DEAD: 
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH AND THE SIEGE OF 
LENINGRAD
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 464PP £9.99 ISBN 978076369100

Melding history, biography and the impact of music into a powerful, and 
striking, non-fictional account of the Siege of Leningrad, this book will 
resonate for some time after you put it down. In a text filled with thoroughly 
researched details and accompanied by photographs, illustrations and images, 
Anderson describes clearly how the siege came about, the life and circumstance 
of Dmitri Shostakovich and how his music came to encapsulate the siege. This 
is a must read for any teen interested in history. [ET]
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HAYLEY BARKER 
SHOW STOPPER
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 418PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407179674

In a dark, dystopian version of London, Ben grows up sheltered by money and 
status. His view of the world is shattered when he visits the Cirque where the 
performers are Dregs – the outcasts who live on the edge of society and exist 
only to serve Pures like Ben and his family. Hoshiko is a performer in the high-
wire act, knowing every performance could be the death of her. This is a dark 
and powerful tale with an important message about acceptance and difference. [LR]

EILÍS BARRETT 
GENESIS
GILL BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 304PP £14.99 ISBN 9780717174355

In this continuing tale of revolutionary tactics and the sheer will to go on, we 
follow Quincy Emerson through the battle of a lifetime as she fights tooth 
and nail to end the tyranny of Oasis and the imprisonment she has faced her 
entire life. This book is great for those who love an action story, with a hint 
of romance. The talents of this young Irish author are evident throughout the 
book and it would be a perfect series to recommend to a fearless reader. [ELM]

EMILY BARR 
THE ONE MEMORY OF FLORA BANKS 
PENGUIN 2017 (PBK) 320PP £7.99 ISBN 9780141368511

The One Memory of Flora Banks is a beautifully written tale of girl-meets-boy, but 
with a twist, as Flora can’t retain any new memories and is stuck as her ten-year-
old self. Flora goes on a wild adventure, testing her newfound independence 
despite her memory loss. This is a perfect book for those who enjoy love stories 
and believe in following your heart to find yourself. The author has a brilliant 
way of showing us how the adult world looks through childlike eyes. [ELM]

CLÉMENTINE BEAUVAIS
PIGLETTES
PUSHKIN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781782691204

What would you do if you were voted one of the ugliest girls in school for the 
third year running? Sit down and cry? Run away and hide? Mireille decides to 
wear her Pig Pageant crown with pride and embarks on an epic, hilarious bike 
adventure through France with her fellow winners, Hakima and Astrid. Along 
the way they pick up new friendships, a bit of fame and a wonderful sense of 
self-worth and confidence. Thought-provoking, uplifting and cheeky, this is a 
great read. [JS] 
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SAM BOSMA 
FANTASY SPORTS 3: THE GREEN KING
NOBROW 2017 (HBK) 64PP £12.95 ISBN 9781910620182

Wiz and Mug’s adventures continue in this third volume of Fantasy Sports, 
a graphic novel mash-up of magic and sport that is equal parts hilarious and 
gripping. This time around they’re taking on the world of golf and a mysterious 
kingdom under the terrible reign of a hideous monster. Sam Bosma’s 
fantastically engaging and completely unique comic series answers that age-old 
question of what do I get my kid to read if they really love fantastic monsters, 
competitive sports and kick-ass trainee wizards! [LG] 

ALICE BROADWAY illustrated by JAMIE GREGORY
INK
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 366PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407172842

In Saintstone people wear the stories of their lives in the tattoos on their 
skin. When Leora’s father dies his story is turned into a skin book but it soon 
becomes apparent that part of his story is missing. When she sees a man 
publicly punished for skin-stealing and hears stories about the dangerous 
outsiders, the blanks, Leora begins to question everything she has ever known. 
This is a smart, well-written debut that deals with division and difference, 
prejudice and politics. [LR] 

SARAH CARROLL
THE GIRL IN BETWEEN
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2017 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471160622 

‘I’m invisible. Ma says I’m supposed to be so the Authorities don’t get me.’ 
The opening lines of this novel make you realise that this girl and her mum 
don’t lead an ordinary life. Theirs is a life lived on the streets, but full of 
imagination, with the descriptions of the ‘Castle’ where they live. This is a story 
of homelessness, but also the importance of family. An incredibly moving novel 
that doesn’t shy away from dealing with difficult issues. [MBT] 

ORLAGH COLLINS
NO FILTER
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 368PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408884515

When tragedy rips Emerald away from her posh English boarding school, she’s 
forced to stay with her estranged grandmother in seaside Dublin. Emerald isn’t 
impressed – until she meets Liam. Emerald and Liam are both hiding their true 
selves behind facades, and Collins uses pitch-perfect alternating narration to 
reveal the pain and the joy caused by seeing their true selves reflected in each 
other’s eyes. There’s nothing better than a great summer love story, and this is a 
touching, surprisingly subtle example of the genre. [RS]
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HOPE COOK
HOUSE OF ASH
AMULET BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 320PP £10.99 ISBN 9781419723698

Seventeen-year-olds Curtis and Mila have a lot in common – both have been 
subject to absent or neglectful parents, and both have terrible fears about the 
future. Curtis fears he may have inherited his father’s mental illness, and Mila 
is in danger from her mother’s obsessive new husband. However, they are 
living more than a hundred years apart and can only communicate through an 
enchanted mirror. Can they rescue each other from their dangerous lives? Fans 
of fantasy and horror will enjoy this multi-generational mystery. [KM]

SARAH CROSSAN
MOONRISE
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING SEPT 2017 (HBK) 400PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408867808 

Joe hasn’t seen his brother Ed in ten years, since Ed was arrested. Ed is on 
death row now with weeks until his execution date, and Joe travels to try to 
reconnect with the brother who is now a stranger. He must confront their past 
and their future and work out how to say goodbye. As ever, Crossan’s verse 
novel has a strong voice and packs an emotional punch. A powerful read about 
family, forgiveness, justice and love. [JD]

SARAH CROSSAN and BRIAN CONAGHAN
WE COME APART
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (HBK) 336PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408878859

A verse novel about Jess, an English girl, and Nicu, a Romanian boy, who 
meet while doing community service. We move back and forth between their 
viewpoints, each gradually revealing their stories, hopes and dreams. These 
are characters you can’t help but root for – in particular the charming Nicu, 
bubbling over with things to say but without enough English words to express 
himself as he would like. This is a wonderful contemporary novel that demands 
to be read. [LO’H]

SEBASTIEN DE CASTELL
SPELLSLINGER
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 416PP £12.99 ISBN 9781785761317

Kellen faces a coming-of-age magic duel, except his magic is fading. Despite 
having only a sliver of power, he wins the duel, but nearly dies in the process. 
He is saved by a nomad trickster called Ferius Pafax, and her arrival upsets 
royalty and the magic clans. In a land where mages have power and no mages 
are servants, Kellen thinks having magic is what matters. But he soon learns 
that magic hides many secrets. The first in an entertaining Pratchett-type 
fantasy trilogy. [OH]
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SARAH DESSEN
ONCE AND FOR ALL
PENGUIN 2017 (PBK) 368PP £7.99 ISBN 9780141386690

On the surface, Sarah Dessen’s Once and for All seems like an uncomplicated 
girl-meets-boy teen summer beach read: determinedly single Louna meets 
attractive, charismatic Ambrose while working for her mother’s wedding-
planning business, but it’s not all plain sailing. So far, so fluffy. But a tragedy 
from Louna’s past elevates the story to something rather more unexpected, 
weaving an often tender exploration of grief and healing together with 
undertones of a very real and present danger faced by contemporary American 
teens. [CO’B]

LAURA DOCKRILL
AURABEL:  
A MERMAID WITH A STING IN HER TAIL
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 304PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471404245

In this sequel to Lorali, mermaid Aurabel gets caught up in the skullduggery 
and intrigue of the Whirl, the Mer kingdom. The fallout tests her strength as 
she rebuilds her life – and tail – and plots revenge. The multi-strand narrative 
also follows Lorali and Opal as they come to terms with their new-found 
celebrity in the ‘Walker’ or human world. The story raises some very interesting 
issues about body image, Internet fandom and what it means to be human. It 
will certainly appeal to fans of Lorali. [CNicL]

CATHERINE DOYLE
BLOOD FOR BLOOD: MAFIOSA
CHICKEN HOUSE 2017 (PBK) 404PP £7.99 ISBN 9781909489844

In the final instalment of the Blood for Blood trilogy, Sophie is determined 
to avenge her mother’s death, even if it means embedding herself into the 
rival Falcone family and vowing to take a life herself. Like the finale of a great 
CW show, Mafiosa is full of stolen kisses, epic feuds, self-aware banter and 
fights to the death that break out at elaborately themed school dances. Doyle 
demonstrates her skill at making compulsive page-turning look easy and 
satisfactorily resolves ambitious plot and character arcs. [RS]

PHIL EARLE
MIND THE GAP
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 99PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781125892

When Mikey’s dad dies, his best mate (and narrator of our story) knows he has 
to do something quickly to stop his life from descending into a cycle of violence 
and alcohol abuse. Figuring out what he needs to do to save Mikey is only half 
the battle, as standing in the way are a collection of chancers and conmen we 
soon meet on a jaunt across London. Managing to be both witty and touching, 
this novel is a celebration of male friendship. [JK]
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HELEN FALCONER 
THE HAWTHORN CROWN
CORGI 2017 (PBK) 544PP £8.99 ISBN 9780552573443 

The final part of the Hawthorn trilogy sees Carla return to Kilduff and battle a 
pooka disguised as Aoife while the real Aoife must fight to regain her throne in 
the Fairy world, as they both prepare for the final battle between the humans 
and the Fear Dorocha and his demon horde. Combining the drama of growing 
up, teenage love and break-ups with Irish mythology and folklore, this is a 
dark tale of fairies, changelings, demons and death set in the beautiful Mayo 
countryside. [LR]

DEBI GLIORI
NIGHT SHIFT
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 96PP £9.99 ISBN 9781471406232

Famously for Winston Churchill, depression came in the form of a black dog, 
but in this striking book, it looks more like a malevolent dragon, full of smoke 
and fire. Night Shift is a rare beast, a picturebook aimed at young adults that 
functions somewhat as a guide through difficult times, the reader represented 
as a girl being tormented by the seemingly unbeatable dragon. With appealing 
illustrations and wise words, this book is a novel weapon for banishing the 
darkness. [CL]

ALISON GOODMAN
THE DARK DAYS PACT: A LADY HELEN NOVEL
WALKER BOOKS (PBK) 512PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406358971

Following the disastrous events at her presentation ball, Lady Helen has 
retired to the fashionable seaside resort of Brighton. Her Reclaimer training 
is more important than ever if she is to defeat the Grand Deceiver. To make 
matters more complicated, her mentor, Lord Carlston, is battling his own 
inner darkness. Can Lady Helen fully trust him, and can she resist her growing 
attraction to him? A page-turning adventure with a strong and memorable 
heroine and an irresistible blend of Regency romance and the supernatural. 
[JD]

MICHAEL GRANT 
MONSTER
EGMONT OCT 2017 (PBK) 464PP £7.99 ISBN 9781405284837

Four years ago, Shade Darby watched the dome surrounding the FAYZ 
collapse and barely survived the ensuing mayhem that killed her mother. Now, 
more asteroids are approaching Earth, similar to the one that originally fell to 
Perdido and gave teenagers superpowers. But when Shade and others manifest 
powers following exposure, powerful people are determined to either stop them 
or use them for their own gain. This is a fast-paced, tense sequel to the Gone 
series about the thin line between good and evil. [HC]
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KAREN GREGORY
COUNTLESS
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408882504

Hospitalised for most of her teens for an eating disorder which she personifies 
as ‘Nia’, Hedda has just seen her best friend die, is estranged from her family 
and lives alone in a grim flat. Not yet eighteen, she finds herself pregnant. In 
a world where no one can rescue her, she has to learn how to look after herself 
before she can look after her daughter. Gregory writes with a realism worthy of 
Ken Loach. A bleak and heartbreaking debut novel. [AB]

MEG GREHAN
THE SPACE BETWEEN
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 182PP e9.99 ISBN 9781910411599

Is it possible that, by cutting herself off from the world for a whole year, Beth 
can discover a new life – a better one? Grehan cups the storm of an anxiety-
ridden mind so perfectly within these pages that, at times, you want to slam 
the book shut – until love and promise reel you back in. A unique work of 
poetic fiction, The Space Between has the power to inspire a generation of future 
writers in a style too rarely found in YA literature. [LO’H]

ALWYN HAMILTON
REBEL OF THE SANDS:  
TRAITOR TO THE THRONE
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 592PP £7.99 ISBN 9780571325412

A swearing, gun-toting, badass rebel (who also happens to be a supernatural 
djinni being) is just the type of gal you’d want around if ever you found yourself 
in the middle of a bloody insurgency. Amani, the Blue-Eyed Bandit, is exactly 
that. The second instalment of the Rebel of the Sands trilogy is a novel filled 
with betrayal, mystery and some gripping fight scenes (edge-of-your-seat stuff). 
An addictive read with the third book eagerly anticipated by Hamilton’s already 
fiercely loyal following. [AK]

CLAIRE HENNESSY
LIKE OTHER GIRLS
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471406348

Sixteen-year-old Lauren finds herself isolated when her best friend (and girl 
crush) Steph reveals that she identifies as male. To make matters worse, her 
boyfriend, Justin, is less than supportive. And when she discovers she is 
pregnant, she makes her own choice and faces the reality of being a female 
living in Ireland. Excellent writing from Hennessy, with a compelling and 
relatable central character. Topical, relevant and captivating, this is an 
unflinching examination of gender politics and identity, relentless in its 
exploration of femininity. [PNicI]
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SARA HOLLAND 
EVERLESS 
ORCHARD BOOKS JAN 2018 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408349151

In the world of Sempera, time is extracted from blood, turned into coins and 
used as payment. When seventeen-year-old Jules returns to Everless, the grand 
estate of the Gerling family which she and her father left many years before, 
she is determined to work quietly so that she can earn time for her father. At 
Everless she encounters cruelty and wealth that horrifies her, but she also finds 
friendship, secrets and the truth about her own past and the danger she faces. 
[LR]

LAUREN JAMES
THE LONELIEST GIRL IN THE UNIVERSE
WALKER BOOKS SEPT 2017 (PBK) 304PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406375473

Romy is born in space to astronauts on a mission to colonise a new planet. 
When her parents die suddenly, she struggles to cope with the isolation of 
her world. When the Eternity, captained by J Shoreditch, is sent to help 
Romy, J’s messages keep Romy going; but is J all he claims to be? A slow burn 
transforming from a love story to a psychological thriller. Although there is 
some sci-fi jargon newbies may find confusing, the ending definitely packs a 
punch! [RC]

BRIGID KEMMERER
LETTERS TO THE LOST
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408883525

Juliet’s mother has died. Ever since, Juliet has been writing letters to her and 
leaving them by her grave. Declan is the tough guy around school whom 
everyone tries to avoid. One day, Declan responds to one of the letters. 
While Juliet is annoyed that someone has violated her privacy, soon they are 
conversing through letters and emails, opening up to each other, and their 
connection is immediate. This is a moving, thought-provoking and captivating 
read and teaches us that appearances can be deceiving. [DM]

VIRGINIA MACGREGOR
WISHBONES
HARPERCOLLINS 2017 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9780008217297

When Feather finds her mum in a diabetic coma, she decides she needs to find 
a way to help her lose weight, but her mum doesn’t seem to want Feather’s help. 
But what is the big secret about her mum that everyone seems to be hiding? A 
heartfelt yet thought-provoking story showing how much our lives intertwine 
with the people around us and how toxic secrets can become when they are 
kept bottled up instead of being shared with the people who matter most. 
[MBT]
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KARL MARX illustrated by MAGUMA
GOD OF MONEY
TARA BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 20PP £14.99 ISBN 9789383145492

God of Money is based on the chapter about money in Karl Marx’s famous 
1844 work Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. God of Money is truly a work 
of art, with stunning illustrations by Spanish artist Maguma (pseudonym for 
the artist Marcos Guardiola Martin) that capture the horror and danger of 
a surreal and unequal world. A critique of greed and materialism, this book 
modernises Marx’s ideas – which are, sadly, as relevant now as they were in 
the nineteenth century – for a young audience of today. [RdeB]

IRFAN MASTER
OUT OF HEART
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471405075

Adam Shah is a misfit Muslim boy who obsessively sketches and plays with 
words in an effort to make sense of life. And there is plenty to make sense of – 
not least the unexpected arrival on the Shahs’ doorstep of William, the organ-
donor recipient of Adam’s recently deceased grandfather’s heart. Unfolding 
in staccato episodes punctuated by recurring images and encompassing young 
love, ethnic vulnerability and domestic violence, this unusual, visceral and 
touching urban story is all heart. [AlMur]

SARAH MATTHIAS
A BERLIN LOVE STORY
TROIKA BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 432PP £7.99 ISBN 9781909991408

Set during World War II, the Berlin love story of the title belongs to Max, a 
German schoolboy, and Lili, a Romani trapeze artist. This book tells the tale 
of their love and the struggles they face. It is captivating, interesting and hard 
hitting. The bittersweet love story brings the characters to life, making it easy 
to connect with them, and you get to experience the war through the eyes of 
the people most affected by the conflict. A must for fans of historical fiction. 
[DM]

ANTHONY MCGOWAN
ROOK
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 128PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781127230

In the final book in a series of short novels set in the north of England, 
teenager Nicky soon realises that, like the fledgling of the title, he too may 
have to turn to others for help as he takes his first tentative steps towards 
independence. With a beautifully descriptive and tense opening chapter, you 
find yourself in a world beloved of those who enjoyed Brock and Pike. Indeed, 
after reading Rook you’ll find it hard not to pick those up as well. [JK]
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KAREN M. MCMANUS
ONE OF US IS LYING
PENGUIN 2017 (PBK) £7.99 358PP ISBN 9780141375632

Surviving high school without having your innermost secrets revealed is 
murder. When Simon, the notorious school-gossip king, drops dead in 
detention, most are slightly relieved, including those who were in the room 
with him when he died. The four prime suspects all have something to hide but 
they have to work together in order to survive, even though one of them could 
be the murderer. [JJK] 

JOANNA NADIN and ANTHONY MCGOWAN
EVERYBODY HURTS
ATOM BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9780349002910

Modern teenage life is tough: negotiating school, social media, parents, sex, 
drugs, rock and roll – or whatever the playlist is. But if you have a life-defining 
illness, fall for the wrong person and brush up against real violence, you have 
to grow up even faster. Everybody Hurts is co-authored by two award-winning 
writers and it’s a terrific read. Funny and heartbreaking in turn, the story pulls 
no punches and isn’t for the faint hearted. This is authentic teen spirit. Parents 
keep out! [JW]

PATRICK NESS
RELEASE
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 288PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406331172

Encompassing a single day in the life of Adam Thorn, Release is a book that 
stands alone in its quietly moving take on the intimate inner landscape of 
a gay teenager raised in a highly religious household. Partially inspired by 
Judy Blume’s Forever, this book doesn’t shy away from the reality of teenage 
life, taking readers by the hand on a journey of discovery and wonder. An 
empathetic and touching novel, sprinkled with supernatural elements, Release 
will stay with you long after you’ve finished the final page. [LG]

SALLY NICHOLLS
THINGS A BRIGHT GIRL CAN DO
ANDERSEN PRESS SEPT 2017 (PBK) 432PP £10.99 ISBN 9781783446377

Three young women’s lives are changed by their activism in the women’s 
suffrage movement. Evelyn’s wealthy family is shocked by her cause, as she 
dreams of going to Oxford. The ongoing war causes problems for Quaker May 
and her widowed mother – she struggles with the chasm between her ideals 
and reality. Nell, a factory worker, chafes at the restrictions placed on girls 
and defiantly wears boys’ clothes. Nicholls explores difficult questions about 
poverty, empowerment, sexuality, pacifism and war with wise sensitivity. An 
excellent read. [CNicL]
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KENNETH OPPEL 
EVERY HIDDEN THING
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 370PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910989579

Somewhere in the Badlands, a skeleton lies buried – the largest dinosaur the 
world has ever seen. And Sam means to find it for his father. But he’s not the 
only one who’s looking. Every Hidden Thing is an unusual story, powerfully 
written in language that is almost mythic, set in a landscape so strange it might 
almost be something out of a dream. But the relationship between Samuel and 
Rachel is painfully, even dangerously, real. A beautiful, gripping story about 
family and adventure. [AL] 

ANDREW RAE
MOONHEAD AND THE MUSIC MACHINE
NOBROW 2017 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620335

This graphic novel for older teens is quite literally out of this 
world. Moonhead is a dreamer and a fantasiser – while his body may be in 
high school his head is definitely out in space. This vivid and richly illustrated 
graphic novel is a feast for the visual senses and takes the reader on a tongue-
in-cheek-style visit down the rabbit hole on a journey into Moonhead’s world. 
A great read for teens with a leaning towards philosophy and an interest in art. 
[ET]

ADAM SILVERA
THEY BOTH DIE AT THE END
SIMON & SCHUSTER SEPT 2017 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471166204

In the early hours of the morning, Death-Cast informs Matteo and Rufus 
that they will be dead by the end of the day. As they come to terms with this, 
Matteo must grapple with his anxiety and Rufus with mistakes he now regrets, 
as they befriend each other through the Last Friend app. The reader knows 
what will happen, but it’s how they get there that matters. Silvera’s newest novel 
forms a satisfying thematic trilogy with his previous two and packs a powerful 
emotional punch. [HC]

PAM SMY 
THORNHILL
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 544PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910200612

As she unpacks her old life in her new bedroom, Ella becomes fascinated with 
the old house she can see from her window. It seems deserted – but that night 
a light goes on, and Ella resolves to investigate. Eerie, compelling, engrossing 
and at times even disturbing, Pam Smy’s ghost story is a thing of beauty. Also 
a story about friendship, kindness and love, it is fabulously illustrated with 
images that are striking in their starkness, demanding engagement from the 
reader. [AL]
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DEIRDRE SULLIVAN illustrated by KAREN VAUGHAN  
TANGLEWEED AND BRINE
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 176PP €16.00 ISBN 9781910411926

This is a book of dark, beguiling feminist retellings of both familiar and less 
well-known fairy tales. Beautiful line drawings by Karen Vaughan match the 
tone of the collection perfectly, recalling the work of Harry Clarke and Aubrey 
Beardsley. With a focus on the female experience and body, Sullivan challenges 
the docile victimhood of fairy-tale heroines but does not avoid the cruel nature 
of these magical worlds. Her retellings also make space for marginalised 
figures. The writing is gorgeous and lyrical, the stories haunting and moving. A 
collection to treasure. [JD]

MARIA TURTSCHANINOFF translated by A.A. PRIME
THE RED ABBEY CHRONICLES: NAONDEL
PUSHKIN PRESS 2017 (HBK) 448PP £12.99 ISBN 9781782690931

Trapped by their master, the cruel and psychotic Iskan, a priestess, a warrior, 
a witch, a slave, a servant, an aristocrat and a dream-weaver unite to escape 
their golden prison, the opulent palace of Ohaddin. Translated from Swedish, 
this is the gripping prequel to Maresi, an exquisite blend of fantasy, magic 
and sisterhood that will have you on a knife-edge of anticipation. Featuring 
an effortlessly woven narrative and a cast of fearsome and complex female 
characters, this book is a dream for feminist fantasy fans. [RC]

PETERNELLE VAN ARSDALE
THE BEAST IS AN ANIMAL 
SIMON & SCHUSTER SEPT 2017 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471163531

The people of Byd have lived with a sinister nursery rhyme foretelling the 
arrival of a terrible Beast. When twin sisters, in the form of soul eaters, begin 
preying on adults, many children soon find themselves parentless. This dark 
fairy tale follows orphan Alys into young adulthood, as she faces immense 
loss, danger and hardship. Oppressed by puritanical townsfolk and strangely 
drawn to the wraithlike sisters, Alys is propelled along a profound journey. 
Wonderfully vivid and atmospheric, this moody tale will suck you right in. [ED]

KATHERINE WEBBER
WING JONES
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406369090

Wing Jones idolises her big brother Marcus, but he’s everything she isn’t: good-
looking, athletic and popular. But when tragedy strikes, calling everything she 
ever knew into question, Wing comes into her own and discovers strengths 
and talents she never knew she had. Wing Jones is a gorgeous debut, a sensitive 
exploration of family ties, love and identity and what it really means to grow 
up, with a diverse cast of characters that will stay with you long after you’ve 
turned the last page. [CO’B]
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ALEX WHEATLE 
STRAIGHT OUTTA CRONGTON
ATOM BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9780349002880 
This novel begins with well-observed accounts of life on a fictional council 
estate. We are introduced to the sisterhood: Elaine, Naomi and Mo. The story 
takes a turn with the actions of Mo’s mum’s boyfriend and becomes a tough, 
heartbreaking read. Gangs, revenge, rape, isolation and mental-health issues 
are all discussed effectively. Wheatle’s switch to a cast of mostly women is in 
many ways darker than his first two books. Recommended to anyone interested 
in looking at the lives of teenagers and gangs in the UK. [AMun]
READ ALSO: Liccle Bit and Crongton Knights by Alex Wheatle

SHEENA WILKINSON
STREET SONG
INK ROAD 2017 (PBK) 256PP £7.99 ISBN 9781785300899

Ryan’s chance encounter with the exceptional Toni not only leads to a fresh 
start but a deep friendship. Through playing ‘real’ music and forming strong 
relationships, he sheds his demons. But soon he discovers that reinventing 
yourself is never easy, even when you move to a new city and change your 
identity – your past will always catch up with you. Ryan is a vulnerable 
protagonist with a clear, credible and lyrical voice. Difficult issues are addressed 
with honesty and sensitivity. Another impressive story by Wilkinson! [SQ] 

ISMEE WILLIAMS
WATER IN MAY
AMULET BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 320PP £12.99 ISBN 9781419725395

Fifteen-year-old Maria Pujols has been let down by virtually every adult in her 
life. Craving love, she believes that the baby she is carrying will be someone 
who will love her back – not like her mama who left her or her papi in jail. 
But when doctors find a critical heart defect in the baby, Mari has to make 
a terrible decision. Mari is compelling among a set of well-written, complex 
characters. This is measured, sympathetic but challenging reading for a mature 
YA reader. [KM]

JEFF ZENTNER
GOODBYE DAYS
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 405PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783445516

Carver is reeling after his three best friends are killed in a car accident. His 
grief is overwhelming and, combined with guilt over the accident, has caused 
him to have panic attacks. A new friendship with his dead friend’s girlfriend 
and appointments with a therapist give him the tools to move past the terrible 
tragedy and say goodbye to his friends. This is a fantastic novel with vividly 
realised characters – a story about friendship, loss and the importance of 
letting people see who you really are. [LO’H]
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SMRITI PRASADAM-HALLS illustrated by LORNA SCOBIE
PAIRS! UNDERWATER
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (BOARD) 12PP £6.99 ISBN 9781847808820

The matching-pairs game is brought to life in this underwater world, jam-packed 
with a rainbow of sea creatures. Gentle rhymes describe each marine habitat, 
along with counting questions to challenge toddlers’ observation and memory 
skills. Little hands will love lifting flaps of coral, shells and seaweed to find the 
hiding fish and name the matching pairs. But beware – you might get tricked by 
the rogue odd one out! Hands-on fishy fun. (Age 0–2) [OH] 
READ ALSO: Pairs! In the Garden by Smriti Prasadam-Halls and Lorna Scobie

JOËLLE JOLIVET
AN INDIAN BEACH (BY DAY AND NIGHT)
TARA BOOKS SEPT 2017 (PBK) 16PP £14.99 ISBN 9789383145676

This book is one continuous picture of twenty-four hours on a Chennai beach. 
Readers can tell their own stories through the text-free illustrations of the Indian 
seaside or colour the monochrome prints. The depiction of Indian families 
in markets, homes and by the sea shows how a place and its residents can be 
different, depending on the time of day. Jolivet’s lino-print artwork and the 
variety of ways the book can be opened and folded make it both creative and 
interactive. (Age 2–4, 5–8) [OH] 
READ ALSO: 8 Ways to Draw Fish by Luisa Martelo

JOANNE LIU
MY MUSEUM
PRESTEL SEPT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9783791373195

Following a child around an art gallery, we see the world through their eyes. A 
great sense of value is placed on the experience of the child. Vibrant illustrations 
depict the beauty of the everyday, as well as a fantastically diverse cast of 
characters. The format similarly shuns an authoritative voice: Liu has opted to 
make a silent book – one without words. This empowers the reader to dig a little 
deeper and create their own narrative, for which they will be richly rewarded. 
(Age 2–4, 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: British Museum First Concepts: ABC, Early Learning at the Museum 

TESSA STRICKLAND and KATE DE PALMA 
illustrated by DAVID DEAN
THE BAREFOOT BOOK OF CHILDREN
BAREFOOT BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 64PP £12.99 ISBN 9781782852964

Every morning millions of children wake up and go about their day. The clothes 
they wear, the foods they eat and the types of homes they live in are infinitely 
varied, but every one of them knows what it means to play, love, dream and learn. 
The book’s simple text asks general conversation-provoking questions, while the 
specificity of the warm acrylic illustrations truly brings home the concept of our 
shared humanity. A book that will be read and shared again and again.  
(Age 2–4, 5–8) [RS]
READ ALSO: Going to School by Rose Blake
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OLIVER JEFFERS
HERE WE ARE
HARPERCOLLINS NOV 2017 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008266165

Inspired by the birth of his son, Here We Are is a moving and thought-provoking 
book in which a picturebook maestro takes the reader on a journey through a 
series of heartfelt notes introducing planet Earth. From land (bumpy, sharp, wet), 
and sky (it’s big and complicated), to people and time, the notes explore what 
makes the world and how we live in it, all told in Jeffers’s inimitable style and 
accompanied by his stunning illustration. A beautiful book for everyone.  
(Age 3–7) [KM]

CHARLOTTE GUILLAIN illustrated by YUVAL ZOMMER
THE STREET BENEATH MY FEET
WORDS & PICTURES 2017 (HBK) 20PP £14.99 ISBN 9781784937317

The Street beneath My Feet takes the reader on a spellbinding journey through the 
layers of our Earth. As this large, double-sided book unfolds, you are treated to 
beautiful illustrations and incredibly engaging gem-like bits of information that 
will be remembered for a long time after putting the book back on the shelf. Its 
clever physical design and its content complement each other perfectly in this 
excavation of underground mysteries. Get ready for a complete immersion in the 
fascinating life that bustles and teems below us! (Age 4–8) [EK]
READ ALSO: Above and Below by Patricia Hegarty and Hanako Clulow

KATE MILNER
MY NAME IS NOT REFUGEE
THE BUCKET LIST 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781911370062

This lovely picturebook is amazing. It examines what being a refugee means 
from a child’s point of view. It encourages empathy and consideration in young 
children, through gentle questioning of what it would feel like if they made the 
choices and had the experiences that a refugee child does. There is no judgement, 
back story or politics – it is brilliantly conveyed and the illustrations wonderfully 
catch a child’s perspective. This should be recommended reading in all primary 
schools. (Age 4–8) [PNicI]
READ ALSO: The Seeds of Friendship by Michael Foreman

AARON ROSEN and RILEY WATTS 
illustrated by MARIKA MAIJALA
WHERE’S YOUR CREATIVITY?
TATE PUBLISHING OCT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781849765091

Maijala’s loose, Nordicly naïve painting style creates a sense of accessibility in 
this whimsical exploration of the possibilities of the everyday. Simple and clearly 
aimed at younger readers who are still mostly familiar with the home, the book 
suggests starting points for creative thinking and gives room for the child to 
project their own ideas of what it means to be a creative, encouraging the reader 
to think of life as a whole as an expression of their own selves. (Age 4–8) [EK]
READ ALSO: The Museum of Me by Emma Lewis
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ISABEL SÁNCHEZ VEGARA  
illustrated by AMAIA ARRAZOLA
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS: AUDREY HEPBURN
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781786030528

Another fascinating title from the wonderful Little People, BIG DREAMS series, 
which describes the life of Audrey Hepburn. From her poor childhood in the 
Netherlands during the Second World War, to the fame and fortune of being a 
Hollywood film star, Vegara conveys Audrey’s tenacity of spirit after illness, while 
Arrazola’s illustrations capture iconic Hollywood moments. A book that tenderly 
explains how Hepburn never forgot her war-time experiences as a child and how 
she came to be an ambassador for UNICEF. (Age 4–8) [OH]
READ ALSO: Emmeline Pankhurst in the Little People, BIG DREAM series

CRAIG SHUTTLEWOOD
TOWN AND COUNTRY: A TURNAROUND BOOK
IVY KIDS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £8.99 ISBN 9781782404422

Comparing and contrasting have never been more colourful or captivating than 
in this ‘turnaround’ book. Striking illustrations invite young readers to observe 
differences between country life and town living. Each double page places town 
and country life side by side, with helpful suggestions about what to look out for 
in each section. Children, parents and teachers will want to enjoy this dynamic 
book again and again. (Age 4–8) [AR]
READ ALSO: Nature’s Day by Kay Maguire and Danielle Kroll

DAVE EGGERS illustrated by SHAWN HARRIS
HER RIGHT FOOT
CHRONICLE BOOKS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 104PP £14.99 ISBN 9781452162812

You may know that the Statue of Liberty is 305-feet tall, made of copper and 
actually comes from France, but have you ever stopped to think about her right 
foot? It’s mid-stride, but where is she going? To SoHo, New Jersey or Trenton? Or 
is she striding to welcome ‘the poor, the sick, the struggling to be free’? Eggers’s 
frank prose and Harris’s vibrant cut-paper and ink illustrations provide a timely 
reminder of the history and symbolism behind America’s most iconic monument. 
(Age 5+) [KH]
READ ALSO: A Walk in New York by Salvatore Rubbino

FIONA HAYES illustrated by CAROLYN GAVIN  
and JESSICA SECHERET
HOLIDAYTIVITY: 25 HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES TO 
MAKE, BAKE, PLAY AND DO
QED 2017 (PBK) 48PP £9.99 ISBN 9781784937836

Twenty-five holiday activities to make, bake, play and do. This book has it all to 
keep kids busy from making snail sandwiches to creating felt animals and a fish 
kite. With lovely watercolour illustrations and good quality card templates and 
stencils for craft activities, this is a sure winner for families. The activities have 
been specially chosen to complement all-year-round holidays, and include the 
making of butterfly straws, woven flowers and a jumping frog game. The final 
project – a gliding parrot – is the most ambitious in scope and is sure to delight 
fans of card craft. (Age 5+) [ER]
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MARC MARTIN
LOTS
BIG PICTURE PRESS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783704651

As in many travel books, we journey far and wide, from towns and cities to 
rainforests and oceans. Yet this is not a comprehensive guide or encyclopaedia. 
Rather, Martin takes a much more unique and fun approach in Lots, offering dense 
visual spreads which highlight marvels and curiosities, from mountains and minarets 
to rickshaws and vending machines. The crammed, colourful pages are full of 
vibrancy, perfectly matching the eclectic selection of places and facts. Suffused with 
humour, spirit and diversity, Lots is a stunner. (Age 5+) [ED]
READ ALSO: The Picture Atlas by Simon Holland and Jill Calder

IRIS VOLANT illustrated by JAROM VOGEL
HORSES: WILD & TAME
FLYING EYE BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911171324

Anyone who’s seen a child’s delight at spotting a ‘horsie’ in the wild will appreciate 
the appeal of this simple title. Horses celebrates the contribution these beautiful 
animals have made to the course of human history, from the stick figures 
immortalised in millennia-old cave paintings, to Alexander’s Bucephalus, to the 
farm, canal and cart horses who’ve made modern civilisation possible. The dynamic 
illustrations are equally stunning and informative. Flying Eye is a name synonymous 
with quality, and they’ve produced another future classic.  
(Age 5+) [RS] 
READ ALSO: My Book of Birds by Geraldo Valério

ÉLIZABETH BRAMI  illustrated by ESTELLE BILLON-SPAGNOL 
translated by ROGER BENNETT and SIOBHÁN PARKINSON 
DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF BOYS/
DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF GIRLS
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 64PP €15.00 ISBN 9781910411278 

Endorsed by Amnesty International, this book is extraordinary in blatantly 
shattering gender stereotypes. It is an anthem for children to be whom they wish – 
Brami declares that a girl can have short hair and a boy can learn ballet, a girl can be 
a superhero and a boy can wear pink. As a flip-book it can be read from both sides 
and is crammed with Billon-Spagnol’s humorous drawings of kids just being kids. 
The book is liberal, feminist and inclusive, truly celebrating human diversity. 
(Age 5–8) [OH]

KATIE DAYNES illustrated by CHRISTINE PYM
WHY DO WE NEED BEES?
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (BOARD) 12PP £9.99 ISBN 9781474917933

Bright, inviting illustrations, simple text and lots of amazzzing facts make this new 
board book from Usborne the perfect introduction for young children to the world 
of bees. It asks questions like, Why do we need bees? How do they make honey? How 
can we help them? And it invites the reader to lift the flaps to discover the answers 
to these and many other bee-related interrogations. This is a sturdy, clearly presented 
non-fiction title that would be a great addition to any child’s library. (Age 5–8) 
[AnMur] 
READ ALSO: The Big Book of Bugs by Yuval Zommer and Barbara Taylor
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MATT LAMOTHE
THIS IS HOW WE DO IT
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 52PP £11.99 ISBN 9781452150185

Join seven families from around the world and learn about their culture, from play 
to food and beyond. It would be ideal to see different family structures represented, 
rather than just nuclear families, but otherwise this gorgeous book is brimming 
with care and inclusiveness. A glossary at the back explains local foods and games, 
and photographs are included of the participating families. The illustrations are 
wonderfully expressive – great attention is given to facial expressions and depicting 
the relationships between family members. A treasure. (Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: We Are Family by Patricia Hegarty and Ryan Wheatcroft

MICHELLE MARKEL illustrated by NANCY CARPENTER
BALDERDASH! JOHN NEWBERY AND THE 
BOISTEROUS BIRTH OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 44PP £11.99 ISBN 9780811879224

There was a time when children did not have story books, only terrible long poems 
and preachy fables. That was until John Newbery (after whom the American 
children’s literature prize is named) came along. Markel explains the innovative and 
exciting ways Newbery became a children’s publishing pioneer, by creating stories 
children could truly believe in. Carpenter’s ink-and-wash illustrations, sepia pages 
and faux aged borders make a reader feel like they are truly dipping into the past. A 
book for little book buffs! (Age 5–8) [OH] 
READ ALSO: Books, Books, Books! by Mick Manning and Brita Granström

ALICE MELVIN
TREASURE HUNT
TATE PUBLISHING SEPT 2017 (PBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781849765169

This beauty of a book is for the hoarders, collectors and scrapbookers of the world. 
In a Treasure Hunt, Alice Melvin invites us to join her in celebrating the beautiful 
little objects of the world that surround us but that we’re often too busy to see. The 
reader is asked to go in search of all kinds of materials, including feathers, buttons, 
foil, fabric and stickers, to create a unique keepsake treasure book. A fabulous craft 
activity book that will provide many hours of entertainment. (Age 5–8) [AnMur]
READ ALSO: All My Treasures by Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

DANNA SMITH illustrated by BAGRAM IBATOULLINE 
THE HAWK OF THE CASTLE: A STORY OF 
MEDIEVAL FALCONRY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406376692 

Three elements combine to produce this attractive illustrated book: a simple story 
in rhyme charting a day in the life of a medieval hawk; majestic illustrations that 
bring the story to life in vivid detail; and background information to answer any 
questions the modern reader may have. A beautiful look at the ancient art of 
falconry through the eyes of a young girl as she accompanies her father and the 
castle hawk to hunt for game. A perfect blend of fiction and non-fiction with wide 
appeal. (Age 5–8) [AG]
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THE BRITISH MUSEUM
ORIGAMI, POEMS AND PICTURES
NOSY CROW 2017 (PBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9780857639387

Nosy Crow and the British Museum have joined forces to bring us this beautiful 
book celebrating the ancient art of paper folding. Containing instructions for 
thirteen origami models, each partnered with a painting from the museum’s 
collection and a specially chosen haiku, this is an elegant introduction to three 
of Japan’s greatest artistic forms. Including fifty sheets of patterned paper plus 
hints, tips and a handy QR code linking to expert ‘how-to’ videos, this unique 
craft book will stoke the creativity of young readers. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [BF]
READ ALSO: The Great Wave: A Children’s Book Inspired by Hokusai by Véronique 
Massenot and Bruno Pilorget

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by LORNA SCOBIE
THE VARIETY OF LIFE
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS OCT 2017 (HBK) 64PP £14.99 ISBN 9781444931198

A celebration of life and living things in all their many forms, from mammals to 
amphibians, insects to trees, all the way to the lowly mushroom, the sheer enormity 
and variety of our natural world is explored in this stunning and informative book. 
Alongside the catalogue of exquisitely illustrated species are the underlying themes 
of conservation, biodiversity and the importance of protecting and respecting our 
natural heritage. A valuable and timely lesson for young readers presented in a fun, 
fascinating and enjoyable way. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [BF]
READ ALSO: Lots by Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton

EMILY HAWKINS and TOM ADAMS 
illustrated by TOM CLOHOSHY-COLE
ALL ABOARD THE DISCOVERY EXPRESS
WIDE EYED EDITIONS SEPT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £14.99 ISBN 9781847809896

The year is 1937 and a famous professor has gone missing. Cue the beginning of 
a treasure hunt in the guise of a history lesson! From Leonardo da Vinci to the 
inventor of the motor car and with everything from the bicycle to the Suez Canal 
in between, this interactive pop-up book is not only gorgeously illustrated and 
produced, it’s a trip back in time! Full of intrigue and bursting with interesting 
facts, the Discovery Express is the perfect book for any curious reader.  
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [BLo]

PABLO SALVAJE
ANIMALKIND
PRESTEL SEPT 2017 (HBK) 72PP £14.99 ISBN 9783791373027

The tender love that Pablo Salvaje feels for the natural world is tangible in this 
visual peek into the animal kingdom. The composition of the book places his 
bold and mesmerizingly detailed prints as its central focus, telling the stories of 
the various species in a poetic and stirring way that highlights unity and harmony 
in nature. A must-have for the animal lover, this book will inspire its readers to 
discover more about ‘animalkind’ – not as inferior to us, but as part of us.  
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [EK]
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ISABEL THOMAS illustrated by NIKALAS CATLOW
ANIMAL ACTIVITY
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 64PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408870068

Grab your scissors and glue, and get ready for a crazy, crafty expedition! On each 
page of eye-catching illustrations on fluorescent and black backgrounds, discover 
fascinating facts about amazing animals while also cutting, folding and sticking 
to make your own wild things! Try your hand at experiments like how to make a 
flower explode or how to turn paper back into a tree. Get creative making spring-
loaded bugs and spiral bird feeders. A fabulous activity book for those with a sense 
of adventure. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [AnMur]
READ ALSO: This Book Thinks You’re a Scientist by Harriet Russell

ALICE JAMES illustrated by SHAW NIELSEN
LIFT-THE-FLAP PERIODIC TABLE
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (BOARD) 16PP £9.99 ISBN 9781474922661

Over 150 years ago, Dmitri Mendeleev organised the chemical elements into a 
grid, based on common characteristics. The Periodic Table is still used today and 
lists the 118 known atoms, the building blocks of all matter in the universe. This 
informative picturebook represents each atom as a cheerful cartoon square that 
acts out the element’s properties. Copious chemical facts are scattered across the 
double-page spreads and hidden beneath numerous flaps. This is a colourful and 
entertaining introduction to chemistry. (Age 7+) [HP]
READ ALSO: Roald Dahl’s George’s Marvellous Experiments

LILY MURRAY illustrated by JAMES BROWN
A WORLD OF CITIES
WALKER BOOKS NOV 2017 (HBK) 64PP £15.00 ISBN 9781406377217

Warning: your feet will immediately get itchy when you look at this very lovely 
book! Thirty cities around the world are each celebrated with their own two-page 
spread. Each spread features short, memorable and clearly written facts arranged 
imaginatively around stunning visual representations of the city’s main sights or 
features. With its large format and a different colour palette for each city, the book 
is a whistle-stop tour of the whole world, and you’ll be tempted to jet off to explore 
all these fascinating places yourself. (Age 7+) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Dublin: My Ireland Activity Book by Natasha Mac a’Bháird and Alan 
Nolan

ALEX FRITH illustrated by BARRY ABLETT
SEE INSIDE WORLD RELIGIONS
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2017 (HBK) 16PP £9.99 ISBN 9781409594574

What is religion? How do people worship and celebrate around the world? Many 
answers are given in these beautifully illustrated pages – with over seventy flaps to 
lift and reveal more. The information is structured in a thematic way (e.g. religions 
through the ages, worship and prayer, death and beyond, stories from world 
religions), which encourages a broad view of religion and places it in historical and 
social context. Perfect for classroom or individual reading. (Age 7–10) [AG] 
READ ALSO: World Religions by Brian Doyle and Derry Dillon
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LISA JANE GILLESPIE illustrated by YUKAI DU
100 STEPS FOR SCIENCE: WHY IT WORKED AND 
HOW IT HAPPENED
WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2017 (HBK) 64PP £14.99 ISBN 9781847808059

This book presents the history of science in an appealing and accessible way. It is 
divided into ten sections, including numbers, light, sound, medicine, energy and 
life, and each section features ten key stages in the development of knowledge in 
that area. The text is divided into short, comprehensible chunks accompanied by 
clear and vibrant illustrations. A helpful glossary of key scientific terms is included 
at the back of the book. This would be a lovely gift for a curious child and a most 
useful addition to a school library. (Age 7–10) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Cool Physics by Sarah Hutton and Damien Weighill

JANE GLEDHILL illustrated by DYNAMO LIMITED
AMELIA’S MAZE ADVENTURE
LONELY PLANET KIDS 2017 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781786574350

Lady Vivian Winthrop has returned from a world tour to find all her jewellery 
is missing. With the reader’s help, young explorer Amelia has to track down the 
missing jewels. This book is designed with mazes on two-page spreads, along with 
their solutions. There are also a few facts about each of the locations Amelia visits, 
including New York and the Tomatina Festival in Spain. With fun illustrations and 
an attractive two-colour palette, this personal purchase will give the reader plenty 
of entertainment. (Age 7–10) [VCo]
READ ALSO: Marco’s Maze Mission by Jane Gledhill and Dynamo Limited

KATE MESSNER illustrated by CHRISTOPHER SILAS NEAL
OVER AND UNDER THE POND
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 48PP £10.99 ISBN 9781452145426

A little boy and his mother set off in a canoe and are captivated by the intriguing 
wildlife around them, both overhead, where beetles loop, and far below, where 
minnows dart and otters claw. This clever lesson on the ecosystem of a mountain 
pond teaches young readers in the best way possible – through the beautiful flow of 
the prose. The exquisite illustrations work seamlessly with it and as day slowly turns 
to dusk and night settles in, you really will feel like you’re there. (Age 7–10) [CO’C]
READ ALSO: Big Picture Book Outdoors by Minna Lacey, Rachel Stubbs and Jonny 
Russell

TRACEY TURNER illustrated by FATTI BURKE
FACTS! ONE FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING SEPT 2017 (HBK) 96PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408884621

This is a lovely book for browsing, with pages packed full of quirky facts about all 
sorts of topics such as animals, history, astronomy, geography and mythology. Some 
facts relate to a particular day, but most are random and all are fascinating. The 
imaginative layout, bright colours and fun and eye-catching illustrations combine 
with the informative content to create a charming reference book. Children will 
enjoy leafing through it and impressing their parents and friends with what they 
have learned. (Age 7–10) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: The Big Picture Book of General Knowledge by James MacLaine and 
Annie Carbo
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NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by ADAM STOWER
ANIMALS BEHAVING BADLY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 112PP £5.99 ISBN 9781406366051

Did you know that wolverines have a demonic reputation and farting fish can cause 
sleepless nights? This book features these and other clever creatures that are capable 
of outsmarting humans. Each chapter describes how the author personally first 
encountered the amusing antics of the animals, from the keas of New Zealand to 
sperm whales off Alaska. Key zoology and animal-behaviour aspects are emphasised via 
monochrome cartoons. The five lively tales of beastly behaviour are engagingly written 
and are sure to entertain. (Age 8+) [HP]
READ ALSO: 50 Wacky Things Animals Do by Tricia Martineau Wagner

MEURIG and RACHEL BOWEN illustrated by DANIEL FROST
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2017 (HBK) 96PP £14.99 ISBN 9781847808608

This engaging and thorough exploration of music is divided into appreciation, theory 
and practice through forty short lessons from a fantastically illustrated, stylish and 
diverse cast of teachers. Frequent prompts to go hunting for examples on the Internet 
and further reading and listening lists at the end of the book will ensure engagement 
that far outlasts the first reading. Both authors are immersed in the music industry, 
one teaching and one directing a classical music festival – this in-depth knowledge is 
palpable on each page. (Age 8–10, 10–12) [ViC]
READ ALSO: 50 Things You Should Know about Music by Rob Baker

LIZZIE COX illustrated by DAMIEN WEIGHILL
GROWING UP: GUY TALK/GROWING UP: GIRL TALK 
QED SEPT 2017 (PBK) 64PP £9.99 ISBN 9781784938291/ISBN 9781784938307

This pair of books discusses, in a relaxed manner, the physical and mental changes that 
occur during puberty. As biology dictates, the versions differ: guys are informed about 
circumcision and girls about bras. Shaving and contraception are covered differently. 
Both give identical advice about teenage problems, including cyber-bullying and body 
image. The frank texts are enlivened by doodles and anatomically accurate, labelled 
diagrams. These reassuring guides emphasise that ‘normal’ comes in a wide variety of 
experiences and are useful resources for starting discussions with those aged nine and 
over. (Age 9+) [HP]

SUE MCMILLAN designed by HAYLEY WARNHAM
THE ROUND THE WORLD QUIZ BOOK
LONELY PLANET KIDS 2017 (PBK) 160PP £7.99 ISBN 9781786574312

This quiz book is a true test of world knowledge and related trivia. The seven sections 
cover both human and physical geography topics, ranging from brilliant buildings 
to wild weather. Every set of questions divides into three progressively harder levels, 
allowing the entire family to participate, and occupies a double-page spread surrounded 
by relevant doodles. A limited palette of black, white, pink and yellow is used 
throughout. As a pleasant means of occupying time, particularly when travelling, this is 
an excellent book. (Age 9+) [HP]
READ ALSO: Von Doogan and the Great Air Race by Lorenzo Etherington
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NICOLA BAXTER 
BACKYARD EXPLORER: ADVENTURES RIGHT ON 
YOUR DOORSTEP
LONELY PLANET PUBLICATIONS 2017 (HBK) 72PP £8.99 ISBN 9781786573186

Awe in the ordinary things is the order of the day in this travel guide to one’s own 
neighbourhood. Readers are encouraged to watch the birds, come up with a design 
which would make the ugliest building on the block more beautiful and perform a 
host of other activities, ranging from soil science to weather watching. An inspiring 
and interactive book which will undoubtedly lead to lots of everyday adventures. 
(Age 9–11) [AR]
READ ALSO: My Naturama Nature Journal by Michael Fewer and Melissa Doran

IMOGEN GREENBERG illustrated by ISABEL GREENBERG
DISCOVER THE AZTEC EMPIRE
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 30PP £8.99 ISBN 9781847809506

Another title in the fantastic Discover series, this time visiting Aztec lands. The 
book retains the familiar format with colourful illustrations, clear, accessible 
information and pull-out map and timeline. Information is set out in such a way as 
to inform readers but also whet the appetite of the more curious. Older document-
type paper has been used and, with Zaniya as guide and an archaeologist to help 
along the way, the reader feels they are immersed in Aztec times. (Age 9–11) [AMQ]
READ ALSO: Spot the Mistake: Lands of Long Ago by A.J. Wood, Mike Jolley and 
Frances Castle

ISOBEL THOMAS aistrithe ag CORMAC BREATHNACH 
maisithe ag STEVE MEAD 
LAOCHRA LÚFARA: GAISCÍ GLEACAÍOCHTA 
AN GÚM 2017 (BOG) 32LCH €12.59 ISBN 9781857919325

Seo aistriúchán Gaeilge ar an tsraith cháiliúil Animalympics. Sa leabhar seo, 
faigheann an léitheoir eolas ar na hainmhithe a bheadh in ann an bua a fháil ar 
na lúthchleasaithe daonna is fearr sna Cluichí Oilimpeacha. Tá an leabhar lán 
d’eolas agus d’fhíricí suimiúla iontasacha. Cuireann na grianghraif réalaíocha agus 
na learáidí  beomhara le téacs an leabhair agus cuidíonn siad le fíricí an leabhair a 
mhiniú. Beidh iontas ar an léitheoir nuair a fhoghlaimíonn sé faoi na hainmhithe 
a bhainfeadh bonn óir amach sna cluichí oilimpeacha! (Aois 9–11) [BNíD]  

MICHAEL HEARST illustrated by MATT JOHNSTONE
CURIOUS CONSTRUCTIONS: A PECULIAR 
PORTFOLIO OF FIFTY FASCINATING 
STRUCTURES
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 112PP £13.99 ISBN 9781452144849

This collection of curious constructions comprises a well-balanced selection of 
interesting facts, coupled with creative and realistic illustrations. The author has 
intertwined history, geography, science and culture seamlessly in an easy-to-read 
selection of short, exciting pieces. Different styles of writing are used to engage with 
the reader: didactic writing, humorous writing and questions are utilised effectively, 
which ensures the reader stays engaged and enjoys the myriad of information 
presented. (Age 9–11, 12–14) [SM]
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MARTIN JENKINS illustrated by STEPHEN BIESTY
EXPLORING SPACE: FROM GALILEO TO THE MARS 
ROVER AND BEYOND
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 64PP £14.99 ISBN 9781406360080

The story of space and space exploration unfolds in all its enthralling glory within 
the pages of Martin Jenkins’s book. Beautiful illustrations render the visuals of 
space and space travel in painstaking detail, while the science of space is explained 
in clear, concise and illuminating language. From life on the International Space 
Station to our chances of surviving on Mars, this book is essential reading for any 
budding stargazer. (Age 9–11, 12–14) [BLo] 
READ ALSO: Astronaut Academy by Steve Martin and Jennifer Farley

CHRISTOPHER LLOYD illustrated by ANDY FORSHAW
THE BIG HISTORY TIMELINE WALLBOOK
WHAT ON EARTH PUBLISHING 2017 (HBK) 26PP £12.99 ISBN 9780993284786

From front cover to last page, this interactive, richly illustrated text explores history 
through the ages. This book contains an eighteen-page tabloid-style component; 
however, as indicated by the title, the two-metre pull-out timeline is the jewel 
in the crown. Using the magnifier provided, the reader can explore various key 
moments in history and view them alongside events which took place at the same 
time elsewhere. The tabloid-style section gives an opportunity for the reader to 
differentiate between facts and opinions. (Age 9–11, 12+) [SM] 
READ ALSO: The Big Science Timeline Wallbook; The Big Nature Timeline Wallbook

RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY
WOMEN IN SCIENCE: 50 FEARLESS PIONEERS 
WHO SAVED THE WORLD
WREN & ROOK 2017 (HBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781526360519

This book packs a phenomenal punch as it seeks to publicise those female scientists 
whose achievements have been hidden from history. From Hypatia in 350 CE to 
contemporary figures, Ignotofsky examines the powerful contributions of women. 
The book is beautifully illustrated, an absolute treasure, suitable for girls and boys. 
It details fascinating facts and features a glossary of terms and a list of sources for 
children for further exploration, including books, films and documentaries available 
online. An excellent, inspiring book which encourages girls to think critically and 
aim high. Highly recommended. (Age 10+) [PNicI]
READ ALSO: Three Cheers for Women by Marcia Williams

MARY RICHARDS
THE MODERN ART JOURNAL
TATE PUBLISHING OCT 2017 (PBK) 112PP £12.99 ISBN 9781849764506

The Modern Art Journal introduces the reader to twelve major modern artists, 
including Pablo Picasso, Frida Kahlo, Louise Bourgeois and Damien Hirst, and 
covers a wide range of art movements, such as Cubism, Surrealism and Pop Art. 
Like many art-history texts, it provides biographical information, features key 
works and highlights important terminology and principles of design. Unusually, 
however, this book invites the reader’s active engagement, as they are continuously 
encouraged to think, write, create and collect through a variety of fun and 
stimulating activities. (Age 10+) [ED]
READ ALSO: Meet the Artist: Alberto Giacometti by Nick White
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ROB HANSEN illustrated by DAMIEN WEIGHILL
COOL CODING
PAVILION CHILDREN’S 2017 (HBK) 111PP £9.99 ISBN 9781843653233

Cool Coding navigates with great ease from bite-sized historical facts to 
instructional pieces. The text provides the reader with clear, concise methods for 
basic coding, which can be developed and built upon. The text contains links to 
websites that can be used to try out the tips and methods listed in the book. Each 
page boasts colourful and functional illustrations. The book may be used by the 
complete beginner as a support when learning coding or by someone with some 
experience. (Age 10–12, 12–14) [SM]

LOUISE KAY STEWART illustrated by EVE LLOYD KNIGHT
REBEL VOICES: THE RISE OF VOTES FOR WOMEN
WREN & ROOK JAN 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781526300232

Beginning in New Zealand in 1893, this essential commemoration charts the 
course of the fight for women’s suffrage, giving tantalising glimpses of the 
political movements that faced down oppressive concepts of female limitation 
in country after country, ending with the battles still raging today. The 
chronological structure allows connections to be drawn from one campaign to 
the next, and the graphics are remarkable, capturing the creativity and spirit 
of these rebel women, as well as their grit and bravery. Exhilarating, moving, 
infuriating and inspiring. (Age 12+) [RS]
READ ALSO: Girls Think of Everything by Catherine Thimmesh

JUNO DAWSON
WHAT IS GENDER? HOW DOES IT DEFINE US? 
AND OTHER BIG QUESTIONS FOR KIDS
WAYLAND OCT 2017 48PP £13.99 ISBN 9781526300003

This is a guide to gender, sex, sexual fluidity, transgender issues, sexism, 
feminism and equality. While this might seem an unattainable goal, the concepts 
are laid out clearly and accessibly, through a mix of definitions, examples and 
case studies. There are eight case studies from authors, artists and sportspeople, 
each presenting different experiences – of being gay, a woman, transgender, 
intersex – and serving to reference the definitions given elsewhere, while giving 
a human face and experience to the terms. Recommended for young people but 
also parents! (Age 12–14, YA) [KM]

RAE EARL illustrated by JO HARRISON
IT’S ALL IN YOUR HEAD: A GUIDE TO GETTING 
YOUR SH*T TOGETHER
WREN & ROOK AUG 2017 (PBK) 288PP £9.99 ISBN 9781526300027

This is a funny, self-deprecating look at the many mental health issues that can 
hold us back in life, from anxiety and OCD to low self-esteem and social media 
addiction, and author Rae Earl really knows what she’s talking about. It’s like 
having a lovely best friend at your shoulder telling you that everything’s going 
to be OK. Jo Harrison’s hilarious illustrations complement the many gems of 
wisdom scattered throughout this smart, witty and very special book. It’s one 
you’ll come back to again and again. (Age YA) [CO’C]
READ ALSO: Mind Your Head by Juno Dawson
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JOHN AGARD illustrated by JESSICA COURTNEY-TICKLE
COME ALL YOU LITTLE PERSONS
FABER & FABER SEPT 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571324163

This is a timely book, exploring solidarity, togetherness and acceptance, with the 
ultimate message that we are all equal on our beautiful planet. Agard brings his 
Caribbean rhythm and energy to the verse, which reads more like a song than a 
traditional poem. Brimming with warmth, the illustrations root the text in raw, 
magical and varied landscapes, where people are the beneficiaries and guardians of 
nature. Come All You Little Persons reflects diverse people and landscapes, allowing 
all children to find themselves and their lives in this empowering book. (Age 2–5) 
[OL]

WALTER DE LA MARE illustrated by CAROLINA RABEI 
SILVER
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571314706

Follow the moon on her night-time travels through the woods. Slow and silent she 
walks through the trees, uncovering the hidden wonders of nature as the world 
is falling asleep. She strolls with ease and brings to life the enchanting creatures 
of the night. With wonderful full-colour illustrations on every page, this poetry 
picturebook is sure to delight young readers with an attraction to imagination. 
Its slow and soothing rhythm makes it a perfect bedtime read! (Age 3–5) [MMcD]

edited by WENDY COOLING illustrated by PIET GROBLER
ALL THE WILD WONDERS: POEMS OF THE EARTH
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 48PP £6.99 ISBN 9781847809940

Beautifully illustrated, this anthology brings together a diverse collection of 
poems exploring the wonders of nature and the impact of pollution and climate 
change. From William Blake to Riad Nourallah, poets span centuries, continents 
and forms as they celebrate our planet and mourn the destruction of ecosystems 
and animals. Energetic watercolour illustrations represent the natural beauty of 
landscapes from Africa to Russia to England, gently showing earth’s fragility and 
potential. Combining many different forms, this anthology is ideal for reflecting 
on our precious planet with hope and would work very well in a classroom.  
(Age 3–5, 5–8) [OL]

JOHN YEOMAN illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE
ALL THE YEAR ROUND
ANDERSEN PRESS OCT 2017 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781783446131

This heartwarming book takes us through the calendar year and a rhyming 
story reflects each month wonderfully. Don’t expect the usual references to January 
or December but rather an original take on what could possibly happen, especially 
if disaster’s just around the corner. Blake’s immediately recognisable flourish gives 
this book instant appeal and his stamp on anything suggests quality and humour. 
Put together the words and the pictures and you have a fun book any child would 
adore. (Age 3–5, 5–8) [SC]
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HILDA OFFEN
MESSAGE FROM THE MOON  
AND OTHER POEMS
TROIKA BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 64PP £6.99 ISBN 9781909991439

This wonderful new collection of poems takes us on a journey through the 
seasons, explores nature, introduces new friends (like the reading dog!) and 
sends a message from the moon. The troll even gets his say about those Billy 
Goats Gruff! Each section offers a different perspective on the world around 
and within. Each poem is uniquely illustrated with detailed line drawings that 
give the perfect accent. Imaginative, reflective and quirky, this is a selection 
that will surprise and delight. (Age 5–8, 8–10) [MEJ]
READ ALSO: Blue Balloons and Rabbit Ears by Hilda Offen

GEORGE SZIRTES
HOW TO BE A TIGER
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910959206

Have you ever wondered how to be a tiger? Have you run with the wind? Was 
there ever a bear in your bathroom? Have you pondered Rumplestiltskin or 
the emperor and his new clothes lately? A fantastic new collection of poems 
for young children encourages exploration of both new and familiar situations, 
giving them a new voice. So get curious and prepare yourself for adventure with 
these truly dazzling poems. You won’t want to miss out. (Age 5–8, 8–10) [MEJ]
READ ALSO: In the Land of the Giants by George Szirtes

JAMES CARTER illustrated by ED BOXALL 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST SPACE CADET
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 80PP £5.99 ISBN 9781472929464

This is more than a collection of poems – it is a celebration of everything we 
have ever hoped and dreamed about the vastness of space. Carter’s work is a 
journey through space and time – to the very edges of the universe! Exploring 
space through poetic language, the book is full of glorious rhymes, as Carter 
revels in the power of poetry to express and give shape to the unknown. With 
everything from sonnets to haiku, this collection is essential reading. 
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [BLo]

LUCINDA JACOB illustrated by LAUREN O’NEILL 
HOPSCOTCH IN THE SKY
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS and POETRY IRELAND  

OCTOBER 2017 (HBK) 48PP €14.00 ISBN 9781910411933

Jacob brings a haiku-like sensibility to these mesmerising poems for and about 
children and childhood. With a strong appeal to all the senses, these poems are 
at once timeless and contemporary. O’Neill’s illustrations, executed in a muted 
colour palette evocative of Mabel Lucy Atwell, will appeal to readers of all ages. 
Accompanied by a free ebook to introduce children to the poetic forms used, 
which will be a valuable tool for teachers, this is a wise and beautiful collection 
that every household should own. (Age 8–12) [AB]
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JUSTIN COE illustrated by STEVE WELLS
THE DICTIONARY OF DADS
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 112PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910959169 

Just what is Dad? Dad is a number of different things to different people and 
in this A–Z of over fifty ‘Dad’ characters there are many variations to relate to. 
Perhaps it’s ‘Mum Dad’, ‘Olympic Dad’ or ‘Jukebox Dad?’ Written in rhyme, words 
provoke emotion and conjure many images, offering new perspective to the reader. 
Seemingly childlike, the illustrations complement the words to create a thought-
provoking collection of poetry which would certainly have an anarchistic life of its 
own if read aloud. (Age 9–11) [SC]  

 
JOSEPH COELHO illustrated by KATE MILNER 
OVERHEARD IN A TOWER BLOCK 
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 112PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910959589

A collection of urban poems for children and young teenagers on themes of love 
and growing up as well as childhood play. Old-fashioned rhymes – ‘the forest 
deep did hold me tight/in rustling cloak of dappled light’ – rub shoulders with 
free verse. Poems like ‘Teetering Towers’ – ‘The children floated down from their 
towers/that teetered on crumbling legs’ – cannot help but evoke the Grenfell 
Tower disaster and give this book a deep resonance. Milner’s pen-and-ink drawings, 
haunting and quirky, are the perfect match for the poems. (Age 9–11) [CAC] 

JAN DEAN, LIZ BROWNLEE and MICHAELA MORGAN 
REACHING THE STARS: POEMS ABOUT 
EXTRAORDINARY WOMEN AND GIRLS
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 95PP £5.99 ISBN 9781509814282

This is an incredibly important collection of poetry. These brand new poems 
celebrate the lives and achievements of extraordinary women and girls throughout 
history. Some of these women are world famous, while the names of others 
have been lost to time. Dean, Brownlee and Morgan, through stirring imagery 
and captivating language, attempt to retell the stories of these women. Artists, 
scientists, social activists, princesses, astronauts – there are hundreds of lives within 
these beautiful poems. Essential reading for anyone. (Age 9–11, 12–14) [BLo] 

LAURA DOCKRILL illustrated by DAVID TAZZYMAN
MY MUM’S GROWING DOWN
FABER & FABER 2017 (PBK) 160PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571335060

This hilarious collection of punchy rhyme (almost rap) perfectly encapsulates 
the awkward moments a child expereinces with an ‘embarrrassing parent’. 
Dockrill’s ‘Mum’ character delivers time and time again, in the form of road rage, 
inappropriate clothing and dodgy hairstyles. Matched with Tazzyman’s brilliant 
illustrations this book is sure to cause a rumble if performed in the classroom and 
would ceratinly inspire all sorts of mayhem if used as a creative tool. Love it. Get it. 
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [SC]

POETRY



One of CBI’s strategic aims is to celebrate Irish authors, Irish illustrators and the children’s book community in 
Ireland, and we are very proud to support Irish publishers. The following is a comprehensive listing of every book 
published in Ireland in 2017, from picturebooks to young adult fiction.

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR
MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
RITA AGUS AN RÓBAT
€19.00 (CRUA) ISBN 9780993474538

MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
RITA AGUS AN SIÓG MHAITH
€19.00 (CRUA) ISBN 9780993474545

AN GÚM
ÁINE NÍ GHLINN
Maisithe ag AURA JANE PHELAN
CINNÍN ÓIR AGUS NA TRÍ BHÉAR
€8.50 (CRUA) ISBN 9781857919356

ÉAMONN Ó RUANAÍ
Maisithe ag KIERON BLACK
ANANSI AGUS SCÉALTA AN 
DOMHAIN
€7.50 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919295

ISABEL THOMAS
Aistrithe ag CORMAC BREATHNACH 
Maisithe ag STEVE MEAD
LAOCHRA LÚFARA: GAISCÍ 
GLEACAÍOCHTA
€5.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919332

ISABEL THOMAS
Aistrithe ag CORMAC BREATHNACH 
Maisithe ag STEVE MEAD
LAOCHRA LÚFARA: GAISCÍ 
LÚTHCHLEASAÍOCHTA
€5.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919318

ISABEL THOMAS
Aistrithe ag CORMAC BREATHNACH 
Maisithe ag STEVE MEAD
LAOCHRA LÚFARA: GAISCÍ NIRT 
AGUS TRODA
€5.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919349

ISABEL THOMAS
Aistrithe ag CORMAC BREATHNACH 
Maisithe ag STEVE MEAD
LAOCHRA LÚFARA: GAISCÍ SNÁMHA 
AGUS TUMADÓIREACHTA
€5.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919325

COIS LIFE
SIOBHAIN GROGAN
Maisithe ag OLIVIA GOLDEN
CILLIAN AG COMHAIREAMH
€10.00 (CRUA) ISBN 9781907494598

ORNA NÍ CHOILEÁIN
GREIM NA VAIMPÍRE
€8.00 (BOG) ISBN 97819074946730
 

CLÓ IAR-CHONNACHT
ÁINE UÍ FHOGHLÚ 
LABHAIR AMACH PONC COM 
€8.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441739

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag CAITLÍN NÍ CHUALÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: CÁ BHFUIL 
AN SEACHTAR?
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441555

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag MARION NÍ 
SHÚILLEABHÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: DÉANAIGÍ 
DEIFIR A SHEACHTAIR!
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441579                                                                    

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ GHADHRA 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: EACHTRA 
AN MHILSEÁIN
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441548

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ GHADHRA 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: EACHTRA 
AR AN mBEALACH ABHAILE
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441593

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag GORMFHLAITH NÍ 
THUAIRISG 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: RÚN AN 
tSEANMHUILINN 
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441562                                                              

ENID BLYTON
Aistrithe ag CAITLÍN NÍ CHUALÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
AN SEACHTAR STUAMA: 
TRÁTHNÓNA LEIS AN SEACHTAR
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441586

FRANCESCA SIMON
Aistrithe ag GORMFHLAITH NÍ 
THUAIRISG 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
DÓNALL DÁNA: AN FEIGHLÍ LINBH
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441678
 
FRANCESCA SIMON
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ GHADHRA 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
DÓNALL DÁNA: BOLADH BRÉAN
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441678 
 
 

FRANCESCA SIMON
Aistrithe ag CAITLÍN NÍ CHUALÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
DÓNALL DÁNA: DÍOLTAS
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441685

FRANCESCA SIMON
Aistrithe ag MARION NÍ 
SHÚILLEABHÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
DÓNALL DÁNA: MALLACHT AN 
MHUMAÍ
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441692

FRANCESCA SIMON
Aistrithe ag MARION NÍ 
SHÚILLEABHÁIN 
Maisithe ag TONY ROSS
DÓNALL DÁNA: TEACH NA 
dTAIBHSÍ
€7.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441654
 
ÓGIE Ó CÉILLEACHAIR
KATFISH AGUS SCÉALTA EILE 
€8.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781784441739

FUTA FATA
SADHBH DEVLIN
Maisithe ag TARSILA KRÜSE
BÍ AG SPRAOI LIOM!
€9.95 (CRUA) ISBN 9781910945315

JEFF KINNEY
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ MHÁRTA 
DIALANN DÚRADÁIN: BARR AR AN 
DONAS
€9.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945308

TORBEN KUHLMANN
Aistrithe ag ANDREAS VOGEL agus 
MÁIRE ZEPF 
Maisithe ag TORBEN KUHLMANN
LINDBERGH-SCÉAL LUCHÓIGE A 
D’EITIL
€14.95 (CRUA) ISBN 9781910945261

PATRICIA MAC EOIN
Maisithe ag RICHARD WATSON
TRIXIE & TONY: AN CAPALL RÁSA 
TUIRSEACH
€7.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945230

GILL BOOKS
EILÍS BARRETT
GENESIS
€14.99 (PBK) ISBN 9780717174355
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JOHN BURKE AGUS FATTI BURKE
FOCLÓIROPEDIA: A JOURNEY 
THROUGH THE IRISH LANGUAGE 
FROM ARÁN TO ZÚ
€24.99 (CRUA) ISBN 9780717175543

PETER DONNELLY
THE PRESIDENT’S GLASSES
€12.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717175390

MICHAEL FEWER
Illustrated by MELISSA DORAN
MY NATURAMA NATURE JOURNAL
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717175451

GOLDEN KEY PUBLISHING
JANE LANDY
Illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY
GRINGER THE WHINGER
€16.00 (HBK) ISBN 9780955329890

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 
ÉLISABETH BRAMI
Translated by ROGER BENNETT and 
SIOBHÁN PARKINSON
Illustrated by ESTELLE BILLON-
SPAGNOL
DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF 
BOYS AND GIRLS
€15.00 (HBK) ISBN 9781910411278

MEG GREHAN
THE SPACE BETWEEN
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411599

LUCINDA JACOB
Illustrated by LAUREN O’NEILL
HOPSCOTCH IN THE SKY
€14.00 (HBK) ISBN 9781910411933

PAULA LEYDEN
KEEPSAKE
€9.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411575

JANE MITCHELL
A DANGEROUS CROSSING
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411582

DEIRDRE SULLIVAN
Illustrated by KAREN VAUGHAN
TANGLEWEED AND BRINE
€16.00 (HBK) ISBN 9781910411926

SHEENA WILKINSON
STAR BY STAR
€9.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411537

POOLBEG
PAULINE BURGESS
KNOCK BACK
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998342

CAROLINE BUSHER
THE GIRL WHO ATE THE STARS
€9.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998694
 
ANN CARROLL
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
AMELIA EARHART: ADVENTURER 
AND AVIATOR
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998427
 
ANN CARROLL
Illustrated by DERRY DILLION
THE BOOLE SISTERS: A REMARKABLE 
FAMILY
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998458
 
BRIAN DOYLE
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
WORLD RELIGIONS
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998335

PATRICIA MURPHY
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
THE IRISH CIVIL WAR 1922–23, 
AVA’S DIARY 
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998823
 
ANDREW O’CONNOR
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
MICHAEL DAVITT: LAND WAR HERO
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781992418
 
ANDREW O’CONNOR
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE MHIC GIOLLA RUA
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
MÍCHEÁL MAC DÁIBHÉID: LAOCH 
COGADH NA TALÚN
€4.99 (BOG) ISBN 9781781992432
 
ROD SMITH
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE MHIC GIOLLA RUA
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
CATHAL STIÚBHARD PARNELL: RÍ 
ÉIREANN GAN CHORÓNÚ
€4.99 (BOG) ISBN 9781781992449

ROD SMITH
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
CHARLES STEWART PARNELL: 
UNCROWNED KING OF IRELAND
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998595

GAYE SHORTLAND
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
DANIEL O’CONNELL: LIBERATOR
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998571
 
GAYE SHORTLAND
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE MHIC GIOLLA RUA
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
DÓNALL Ó CONAILL: 
FUASCAILTEOIR
€4.99 (BOG) ISBN 9781781998588

ROD SMITH
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
EAMON DE VALERA: DEV
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998557
 
ROD SMITH
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE MHIC GIOLLA RUA
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
ÉAMON DE VALERA: DEV
€4.99 (BOG) ISBN 9781781998564

ROD SMITH
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
IN A NUTSHELL, IRISH MYTHS, 
LEGENDS AND HEROES: 
SAINT COLMCILLE
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998434

GAYE SHORTLAND
Illustrated by DERRY DILLION
SIR WALTER RALEIGH: STAR OF THE 
ELIZABETHAN AGE
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998465

GAYE SHORTLAND
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
TOM CREAN: HERO OF THE SOUTH 
POLE
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998618

THE COLLINS PRESS
JOHN D. RUDDY
MANNY MAN DOES 
REVOLUTIONARY IRELAND
€6.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781848893337

THE O’BRIEN PRESS
BRIANÓG BRADY DAWSON
Illustrated by MICHAEL CONNOR
Coloured by ALAN NOLAN
DANNY BROWN AND THE 
MONSTER TOOTHBRUSH
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178800

BRIANÓG BRADY DAWSON
Illustrated by MICHAEL CONNOR
Coloured by ALAN NOLAN
DANNY BROWN AND THE TALKING 
TEETH 
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178794

JUDI CURTIN
STAND BY ME 
€12.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179647

TATYANA FEENEY 
SOCKS FOR MR WOLF: A WOOLLY 
ADVENTURE AROUND IRELAND
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847179067

Tá sé ar cheann d’aidhmeanna straitéiseacha CBI ceiliúradh a dhéanamh ar údair, maisitheoirí agus pobal leabhair 
pháistí na hÉireann, agus táimid an-bhródúil as an tacaíocht a thugaimid d’fhoilsitheoirí Éireannacha. Tugaimid 
liosta cuimsitheach anseo a leanas de gach leabhar a foilsíodh in Éirinn in 2017, ó phictiúrleabhair go ficsean do 
dhaoine óga fásta.



BRIAN GALLAGHER
PAWNS: IRELAND’S WAR OF 
INDEPENDENCE
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178930

MATT GRIFFIN
THE AYLA TRILOGY: THE SPIRAL 
PATH
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178862

NATASHA MAC a’BHÁIRD
Illustrated by ALAN NOLAN
DUBLIN: MY IRELAND ACTIVITY 
BOOK
€7.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178923

NATASHA MAC a’BHÁIRD
STAR CLUB: STARRING MEG 
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847178466

ERIKA MCGANN
Illustrated by VINCE REID
THE BUBBLE STREET GANG: 
MAKING MILLIONS
€7.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179210

ERIKA MCGANN
Illustrated by VINCE REID
THE BUBBLE STREET GANG: THE 
CLUBHOUSE MYSTERY 
€7.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179203

OISÍN MCGANN
MAD GRANDAD AND THE MUTANT 
RIVER 
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179609

OISÍN MCGANN
MAD GRANDAD AND THE WICKED 
PICTURES 
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179616

ALAN NOLAN
SAM HANNIGAN’S WOOF WEEK 
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179197

ELIZABETH SHAW
Cover illustrated by SAOIRSE O’REILLY
THE LITTLE BLACK SHEEP 
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179180

GERARD SIGGINS
RUGBY RUNNER: ANCIENT ROOTS, 
MODERN BOOTS
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179135

STEPHEN WALSH and MARITA 
O’DONOVAN
Illustrated by DIANE LE FEYER
BRENDAN AND THE BLARNEY 
STONE 
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847177230

STEPHEN WALSH and MARITA 
O’DONOVAN
Illustrated by DIANE LE FEYER
VINNIE GOES TO VEGAS
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847177247

Selected by SARAH WEBB
Illustrated by STEVE MCCARTHY
A SAILOR GOES TO SEA, SEA, SEA: 
FAVOURITE RHYMES FROM AN 
IRISH CHILDHOOD
€16.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847177940
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‘Tá ocras orm,’ arsa Cinnín Óir. ‘Ach ní

maith liom an leite atá sa bhabhla mór.’

Athinsint álainn ar an seanscéal

iomráiteach atá sa leabhar seo. Tá físeán

den scéal, agus Bríd Ní Neachtain á

léamh, le fáil ar www.angum.ie

ISBN 9781857919356
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Phelan
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nua curtha air
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agus na Trí Bhéar



Children’s Books Ireland will make an annual award 
of four libraries worth €1,500 each to four schools. 
CBI invites applications from all schools, primary and 
secondary, in Northern Ireland and the Republic of 
Ireland. Two of the four libraries will be awarded to 
primary schools and two to secondary schools. 

The Robert Dunbar Memorial Libraries are named in 
memory of our former patron and long-time friend of 
the organisation. Robert was a critic, editor and teacher, 
a pioneer of the study of children’s literature in Ireland 
and a true champion for children’s books and their 
creators. 

Throughout his career as a secondary school teacher, 
he was instrumental in the establishment and running 
of school libraries, and later, as a lecturer in and 
commentator on children’s literature, he strongly 
supported schools in the inauguration and maintaining 
of collections of books which would enhance the lives of 
their students. 

Go online at www.childrensbooksireland.ie for more 
information about the 2018 cycle. 

ROBERT DUNBAR  
MEMORIAL LIBRARIES

BOOKBAG 
Bookbag is a children’s book gifting initiative, funded 
by Brown Bag Films and delivered in partnership with 
Children’s Books Ireland. Our aim is to get books into 
the hands of children in primary schools in Ireland, 
and to inspire a love of reading in young people. We do 
this through gifting a book to every child in the school. 
These Bookbags are for each child to take home and 
keep. The books are chosen carefully with the aim of 
capturing the imaginations of avid and reluctant readers 
alike. Bookbag also ensures that every class in the 
school is visited by a writer or illustrator. 

These experiences can be a powerful way to encourage 
a love of reading and bring stories to life. Bookbag 
assesses the particular needs of each school we work 
with and, within the constraints of our budget, we aim 
to address issues and build on strengths to develop a 
strong reading culture within the school. 

Go online at www.bookbag.ie for further details. 
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Can Molly & Beth change the past? Take a trip back to the ’60s - where the hair is big and the technology is 
basic…

New from bestselling Irish children’s author Judi Curtin 

A best friend will always stand by you!

The O’Brien Press
P: +353 1 492 3333;
E: books@obrien.ie; www.obrien.ie

Visit www.obrien.ie for more great books by Judi Curtin

A Best Friend Will Always  
Stand By You!

What if something happened long ago that 

still makes you sad? Graham is Molly and 

Beth’s favourite uncle, so they really want to 

help him fix the past – and as the girls know of 

a mysterious door that can take them back in 

time, maybe they can! But how can they find 

who they’re looking for without apps or social 

media? And what will the girls make of the 60s, 

where the hairstyles are wild, the slang is weird 

and no one’s heard of ciabatta?

And can they help Graham fix a friendship that 

was destroyed back in 1960? The girls soon 

discover that fun with friends is just the same 

whatever time you live in, and that real friendship 

lasts forever – even when you’re apart.

150  x 216 Spine TBC PANTONE 521C + EMBOSS 17.5MM SPINE

‘Ireland’s answer to Jacqueline Wilson’

Irish Independent

O’BRIEN

Cover by Rachel Corcoran

Also available as an eBook

ChIldREN’s FICtION

The fantastic follow-up to Time After Time

From the author of the ‘Alice & Megan’ and ‘Eva’ series


